GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and cross-listed under "ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER" and location (state or foreign country). Under some headings, subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not by title. The person's name presented is that of the author of the article. News, Books Reviewed, and New Products are not indexed. Residential Development includes speculative and builder's houses.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Example Entry:

APARTMENT BUILDING
LOW RISE
Belmont, Calif. (Location), Knorr & Elliott (Architect or Designer's Name); pi, pi (photos, plans, i.e., type of illustrations that accompany the article); p. 188-189 (Page Number); Sept 60 (Date of Magazine); AR (Abbreviation of the Magazine).

PERIODICALS Indexed

AIAJ — AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS JOURNAL; Donald Canty, editor, The American Institute of Architects, publisher; monthly
January 1976 to December, 1976, inclusive.

AR — ARCHITECTURAL RECORD; Walter F. Wagner, Jr., editor; McGraw-Hill, Inc., publisher; monthly

DE — DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENT; Ann Ferebee, editor; RC Publications, publisher; quarterly
Winter, 1975 to Fall, 1976, inclusive.

HH — HOUSE & HOME; John F. Goldsmith, editor; McGraw-Hill, Inc., publisher; monthly

INT — INTERIORS; Richard W. Jones, editor; Donald J. Carroll, publisher; monthly


JAR — JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; Thomas O. Byens, editor; RIBA and AIA, publisher; three issues per year
December, 1975 to August, 1976, inclusive.

LA — LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; Grady Clay, editor; American Society of Landscape Architects, publisher; bimonthly

PA — PROGRESSIVE, ARCHITECTURE; John Morns Dixon, editor; Reinhold Publishing Corporation, publisher; monthly

RI — RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS; Richard W. Jones, editor; Donald J. Carroll, publisher; bimonthly

Copyright, 1977 by The Architectural Index, P. O. Box 1168, Boulder, Colorado 80306, all rights reserved (the Architectural Index, Trade Mark). No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ABBREVIATIONS

AIAJ - AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS JOURNAL
Apr - April
AR - ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Aug - August
biblio - bibliography
bldg - building
cont'd - continued
cost anal - cost analysis
Dec - December
DE - Design and Environment
det - detail, details
dia - diagram, diagrams
elev - elevation
ext - exterior
Feb - February
HH - HOUSE & HOME
ill - illustration, illustrations
INT - INTERIORS
int - interiors
iso - isometric
JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
JAR - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
Jan - January
LA - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
m - photo of model
Mar - March
Nov - November
Oct - October
p - page, pages
PA - PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
ph - photo, photos
pl - plan, plans
RI - RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS
sec - section, sections
sel. det - selected detail
Sept - September
univ - university

ACCOUNTING
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, COST ANALYSIS, OFFICE PRACTICE

ACOUSTICS
Acoustical Study Determines Site Plan, Form and Materials; Illinois, Chicago, Study by Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. ph, dia, sec, det., p. 109, mid-Aug 76, AR

Aircraft Dweller's View On Noise Control; pl., p. 106, Jan 76, HH

High-Performance Glass, Uses, Costs, Energy Costs, Acoustical Properties; Various Glazed Wall Details, pl. sec, det, tables, photo, dia, elev. graphs, p. 49-59; June 76, PA

Music Pavilion, Remodeled; California, Hollywood, Hollywood Bowl, Sequence of Design Solution, Frank O. Gehry, m. ph. sec., p. 98, June 76, AR

New York Philharmonic's Auditorium to Have Radically Altered Interior; ill. p. 39, June 76, AR

AIR CONDITIONING
Exploding Some Myths About Building Energy Use; by Lawrence E. Spielvogel, dia, graph. tables, p. 125-128, Feb 76, AR

Minnesota, Wayzata; Energy-Saving Mechanical and Electrical Systems Exploits Building Shape, King Partnership, det. m. sec, dia, graph, p. 76-77; mid-Aug 76, AR

AIR CONDITIONING (Cont'd)

Structural Trees On 30 Foot Module; Contains Lighting, Mechanical and Electrical Systems, ph. pl. sec., p. 72, mid-Aug 76, AR

See HEATING AND VENTILATING also

AIRPORT
Addition to Pan American Terminal; New York, New York, Tippetts, Abbott, McCarthy & Stratton, ph. pl., p. 132-133, Oct 76, AR

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Mirabel, CAIM, ph. sec., p. 25-26, Jan 76, PA

Express Airport; Ohio, Swanton, Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, ph. iso. pl., p. 137, Oct 76, AR

Federal Inspection Station; New York, New York, Heery & Heery, m. pl., p. 136, Oct 76, AR

Florida, Miami; Larry Oppenheimer & Ross, ph. iso., p. 126-131, Oct 76, AR

Maryland, Baltimore; Friendship Associates and Peterson & Brickbauer, m. sec., p. 134-135, Oct 76, AR

Nebraska, Lincoln; Davis & Clark, ph. p. 140, Oct 76, AR

Survey of Airports; ph. pl. sec, iso. m., p. 125-140, Oct 76, AR

Terminal, Logan International Airport; Massachusetts, Boston, Kubitz & Pepi and Desmond & Lord, ph. pl. sec, iso., p. 76-79, Feb 76, AR

Texas, Lubbock; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Whitaker & Hall, ph. pl., p. 138-139, Oct 76, AR
ALASKA
Point Barrow: Insulation and Heating for Shopping Center, Section: sec m, p. 36, Feb 76, PA

APARTMENT BUILDING

Design Guidelines for High-Rise Housing; by Clare Cooper Marcus and Lindsay Hogue, p. 34-49, Aug 76, JAR
Maintaining Low Turnover by Giving Service; by Edward Kelley, ph, p. 54, Mar 76, HH
More Sense in Financing Apartment Building; by Kenneth Campbell, p. 44, May 76, HH
Rent Control; charts, p. 5, 9, June 76, HH
Resident Satisfaction in High-Rise and Low-Rise Housing; by Guido Francescato et al., tables, p. 4-9, Dec 75, JAR
Second-Hand Condo Sales; p. 68-69, May 76, HH
Survey of User Opinion on Plan Elements; by Brandt Andersson, pl, p. 103-107, Jan 76, HH

HIGH RISE
Hotel-Apartment Tower, World’s Tallest Concrete Building, Uses High Strength Concrete; Illinois, Chicago, ph, pl dia, sec, p. 133-135, June 76, AR
Maryland, Ocean City; The Pyramid Condominiums, William Morgan, ph pi, p. 64-67, Sept 76, PA
Multi-Use Center; Lebanon, Beirut, Gruen & Associates, m ill pi, p. 60-61, Oct 76, PA
New York, New York; Chinatown, Horowitz & Chun, ph, p. 63, Mar 76, PA
New York, New York; Ulrich Franzen, m, p. 39, June 76, AR

INTERIORS

Apartment Interior; New York, New York, Mrs. Russell W Davenport and McMillen, ph, pl det, p. 62-65, Jan/Feb 76, RI
Apartment Interior; California, San Francisco, Ron Oates, ph, p. 78-79, Sept/Oct 76, RI
Apartment Interior; New York, New York, Bronx; David Hecht, ph, p. 76-77, Sept/Oct 76, RI
Apartment Interiors; New York, New York, Stern & Hagmann, ph, iso, p. 72-73, Nov/Dec 76, RI
Apartment, Interior; New York, New York; Everett Brown, ph, p. 68-69, Nov/Dec 76, RI
Apartment, Interior; New York, New York; Gwathmy & Siegel, ph, iso, p. 108-110, Sept 76, AR
Apartment, Remodeled; New York, New York, Richard Dattner, ph, pl, p. 104-105, Jan 76, AR
Apartment; Florida, Miami Beach; Leonard Van Wye, ph, p. 51-53, Mar/Apr 76, RI
Apartment; New York, New York, Denning & Fourcade, ph, p. 40-43, Mar/Apr 76, RI
Apartment; New York, New York, Jack Lenor Larsen, ph, p. 70-73, Sept/Oct 76, RI
Apartment; New York, New York, Ellen L McClusky, ph, p. 48-50, Mar/Apr 76, RI

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

Children’s Supergraphic Rooms; New York, New York; Noel Jeffrey, ph, p. 52-53, July/Aug 76, RI
Nob Hill Apartment; California, San Francisco; Everett Brown, ph, p. 58-59, May/June 76, RI

LOW RISE

Average Costs; Table, p. 59, Aug 76, AR
California, San Diego; Bay Vu Project, Condominium, Burkett & Wong, ph, pl, p. 54-59, May 76, HH
California, San Francisco; Vine Terrace Apartments; Willis & Associates, ph, sec pl, pl 86-87, Sept 76, HH
Communal House, Prototype for 22 People; Mix of Shared and Private Quarters; Egbert Jan Hoogenberk, ill, pl sec, p. 38, Sept 76, PA
Divided Queen Ann House Into 2 Units; Lee Cott, ph, p. 94-95, Oct 76, HH
Massachusetts, Boston; Remodeled Tenement Into Duplex; Simeon Brunner, ph, pl sec, p. 90-91, Oct 76, HH
Mexico, Baja California, Cabo San Lucas; Underground Beachfront Condominiums; Ricardo Legorreta, ph, pl sec, p. 68-71, Sept 76, PA
Remodeled From Factory; New Jersey, Hoboken, Beyer, Blinder & Belle, ph, ill, p. 34, Mar 76, PA
Remodeled Hospital Building; Indiana, Indianapolis; Lynn Molzan, cost anal, ph, pl, p. 68-70, Nov 76, HH
The Three Decker Apartment Building Type, Massachusetts, Worcester; Study of a 19th Century Housing Solution; by Peter Barnett, ph, p. 40-41, Winter 75, DE
Three-Decker Apartment Houses, 19th Century; Revival of Interest; New England; Ubiquitous New England Building Type; Rivaling Rowhouse, by Jane Holtz Kay, ph, p. 40, Sept 76, PA
Virginia, Alexandria; Venturas Village, ph, pl, p. 60, June 76, HH
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP

Accounting For Managing Apartments; ill, pl 42-49, Nov 76, HH
Apartment Shortage, Beware of Raising Rent; by Edward N. Kelley, ph, p. 56, Sept 76, HH
Condominium Market Revival; ph, p. 52-54, May 76, HH
Democratic Property Management; by Edward Kelley, ph, p. 60, Aug 76, HH
**APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP (Cont’d)**

**Density, Cost Comparisons Between High Rise and Low Rise; High-Density Need Not Be High-Rise.** by Herbert McLaughlin: ph dia ta­bles, cost anal. p 95-100, Feb 76, AR

**Increasing Profits; Good Design, ph ill , p 42-53, Nov 76 HH**

**Resident-Manager Training; Maintenance Skills Checklist ph ill p 42-53, Nov 76. HH**

**Security Is Being Over Emphasized;** by Edward Kelley, ph , p 44, Apr 76, HH

**HIGH RISE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Project Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bicentennial Competition</td>
<td>Ralph E Johnson, ill. elev. p 16, Dec 76, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil, Vitoria</td>
<td>De Mello, Bicca, Pittaro &amp; Magyar, ill. sec. p 37, Apr 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can High-Rise Housing Be Saved</td>
<td>Survey, History and Prospects of Various Projects, ph. pl. sec. p 58-73, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas City</td>
<td>Crown Center, Architects Collaborative, m. sec. p 35, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey, Guttenberg</td>
<td>Gruen &amp; Partners, ph. pl. p 50, Jan 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Bronx</td>
<td>Twin Parks, East, Includes Schools, Elderly Housing, Giovannista, ph. pl. ill. p 110-113, Aug 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Brooklyn</td>
<td>Systems Housing, Skip-Stop Elevator Design, Low Cost, Fast Construction, Stull Associates, ph. pl. sec. p 70-73, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, East Harlem</td>
<td>1199 Plaza, Critique, Hodne &amp; Stageberg, ph. pl. sec. m.p. 64-69, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Harlem</td>
<td>Tano Towers, Silverman &amp; Cika, ph. p 62-63, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>Roosevelt Island, Eastwood, Includes Schools, Shops, Community Services, Sert &amp; Jackson, ph. pl. dia. elev. sec. is. p 100-107, Aug 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Manhattan</td>
<td>Plaza, David Todd, ph. p 61, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Watersides</td>
<td>Davis &amp; Brody, ph.pl. sec. p 119-124, Mar 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>Waterside Complex, Davis &amp; Brody, ph. p 46-47, Apr 76, AIAJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Yonkers</td>
<td>River View, Includes School, Shops, Services, Sert &amp; Jackson, ph. pl. dia. sec. p 108-109, Aug 76, AR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOW RISE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Project Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California, Foster City</td>
<td>Fisher &amp; Friedman, ph. pl. sec. p 124-126, mid-May 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, La Jolla</td>
<td>Condominiums, Peter Muniselle, ph. pl. m. p 80-83, Dec 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Newport Beach</td>
<td>Waterfront Condominiums, Richardson, Nagy &amp; Martin, ph. pl. p 90-91, June 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Oxnard</td>
<td>Six-Plexes, Kenneth Johnson, cost anal, ph. pl. p 64-67, Nov 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, San Francisco</td>
<td>Telegraph Landing, With Low Rise Units: Bull, Field, Volkmann &amp; Stockwell, ph. pl. iso. p 84-87, Sept 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Santa Ana</td>
<td>Cabrillo Park, Rolly Pulaski, ph., p. 70-75, May 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Santa Clara</td>
<td>The Plum Tree, FHA 211D-4, Fisher &amp; Friedman, ph. pl. p 88-89, Sept 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Tiburon</td>
<td>236 Federally Assisted, Kaplan &amp; McLaughlin, ph. pl. dia. p 118-119, mid-May 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Quebec, Montreal Area</td>
<td>Parkin Architects, ill. pl. sec. p 34, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distressed Property Successful Work-Out</td>
<td>California, Fullerton, Sunny Ridge Apartment Condominium, ph. pl. p 110-111, Jan 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt, Alexandria Area</td>
<td>Preston-Budd and Community Design Associates, ph. pl. elev. p 64-65, Oct 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Runcorn</td>
<td>Town Center Housing, James Stirling, ph. pl iso. sec. p 42-47, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, De Kalb County</td>
<td>Two Renovated Projects, Analysis, ph. p 74-79, Apr 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillside</td>
<td>New York, White Plains, Matthew J. Warshaw, ph. ill. p. 64, Aug 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Development</td>
<td>Italy, Territorio Participatory Design: Giancario De Carlo, by Naomi Miller, ph. sec. p 72-74, Dec 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland, Annapolis</td>
<td>Waterfront Condominiums, Barkus Group, ph. pl. p 88-89, June 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts, Cape Cod</td>
<td>Remodeled, Unsuccessful Project, Outside Changes: John Bloodgood, ph. pl. p 60-67, May 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Ithaca</td>
<td>University Park, Donald Sandy and James A. Babcock, ph. pl. p 84-85, Sept 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Bronx</td>
<td>Low Cost, Girdulio &amp; Ehmann, ph. pl. sec. p 114-116, Aug 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, West Village</td>
<td>Critique, 11-Year Building History, Perkins &amp; Will, ph. pl. p 54-57, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, Tenement Renovations</td>
<td>Beyer, Blinder &amp; Belle, ph. pl. p 52-53, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Upper Arlington</td>
<td>River Park Apartments, Eschliman &amp; Associates, ph. pl. p 108-109, Jan 76, HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania, Dallas</td>
<td>Old Farm Site, Bohlin &amp; Powell, ph. pl. p 114-115, mid-May 76, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania, Philadelphia</td>
<td>Garden Apartments, Penns Landing Square, Louis Sauer, ph. pl. p 48-51, Mar 76, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARCHITECTURE WEST
Residential Development; Irvine, California, ph. pl., p. 79, Oct 76. HH
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARROWSTREET
Chandler Residential Village, Worcester State College; Worcester, Massachusetts, ph. pl., p. 340-341; July 76. LA
Downtown Renewal; Participatory Design: Washington, District of Columbia, ph. pl.; p. 75-77; Dec 76. PA

ATHFIELD, IAN
Residences; New Zealand. by Stewart Silk, ph.; p. 42-43; May 76. AR
Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; First Prize International Design Competition Manila, Philippines, pl. sec. elev. ph. det. dia.; p. 114-123; May 76. AR

ATKIN, WILLIAM W.
In Memory of An Author and Editor; by Richard W. Snibbe; ph., p. 76; May 76. AIAJ

BACON, EDMUND N.
Renaissance In Planning, Bicentennial Goals, Reality; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 32-47; July 76. AL
Urban Design and Planning Since 1952; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. m.; Apr 46-51, Apr 76. PA

BAKER, ROTHSCHILD, HORN & BLYTH
Residential Development; Townhouse Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl., p. 62-63; Apr 76. PA

BALDWIN, BENJAMIN
Residence; Interiors. Remodeled; Florida; by C. Ray Smith; ph. pl.; p. 36-39; Mar/Apr 76; RI

BALLOU & JUSTICE
Restoration of the Rotunda, University of Virginia; 1826, Thomas Jefferson. Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62; Nov 76. PA

BALSLEY, BALSLEY, KUHL & WEST
The Treetops Townhouse, Landscape Plan; Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, ph.; p. 346-347; July 76. LA

BARLOW & PLUNKETT AND THOMAS S. JONES
Veterinary Medicine School; University of Mississippi, Jackson, Mississippi; m. pl.; p. 41; Dec 76. AR

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Residence; Vacation House; Mt. Desert Island, Maine; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; mid-May 76; AR
Vacation House; Mt. Desert Island, Maine; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Aug 76. HH

BARONE, KAREN AND TED BARONE
Marvin Restaurant; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 68-69; Oct 76. INT

BETTS, HOBART
Large Generator Assembly Plant; Color System, Graphics, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. elev.; p. 98-101; Jan 76. AR

BARTON & ASCHMAN
Lincoln Downtown Center Development Program; Planning and Implementing Framework; Lincoln, Nebraska, ph. pl.; p. 328-329; July 76. LA
Downtown Redevelopment Program; Lincoln, Nebraska, pl. ill.; p. 80; Jan 76. PA

BASSETT, JAMES H.
Children's Zoo; Akron, Ohio; ill.; p. 334-335; July 76. LA

BATCHelor, JAMES P. AND DEANA D. RHODESIDE
Research On Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools; Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Jan 76. PA

BECK & MOFFET
Kitchen; Orange, California; ph. pl.; p. 78; June 76. HH

BECKET, WELTON
Hotel; Teheran, Iran; m. ill.; p. 39; July 76. AR
Office Building; High Rise, Interiors, Valley Center. Phoenix, Arizona, ph. pl.; p. 106-109; Jan 76. AR

BECKETT, JACKSON & RAEDER
Michigan Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Guidebooks; ill. det.; p. 92-93; Jan 76. PA

BENNIS, WILLIAM A.
State Park, Erie Islands; Western Lake Erie, Ohio; ill.; p. 338-339; July 76. LA

BELLING, NORMAN
The Architecture of the Theater As a Human Art; by Martin Bloom; ph. pl.; p. 51-54; June 76. AIAJ
Unbuilt America, Visions; Aquarium Restaurant, 1929, Chicago, Illinois; ill.; p. 56; Nov 76. AIAJ

BELLINI, MARIO
Office Furniture System, Marcatre; ph.; p. 112-115; May 76. INT

BENHAM & BLAIR
Office Building; Middle Rise, Auto Association Headquarters; San Antonio, Texas; ph. sec. pl.; p. 95-100; Nov 76. AR

BENNETT & TUNE
Office Building; Low Rise, Lexington, Kentucky; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Jan 76. INT

BERKUS GROUP
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Waterfront Condominiums, Annapolis, Maryland; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; June 76. HH
Kitchen; Landen, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 76; June 76. HH
Residence; Models, San Diego, California; ill. pl.; p. 48; Dec 76. HH
Residential Development; Irvine, California, ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Oct 76. HH

BETTS, HOBART
Large Generator Assembly Plant; Color System, Graphics, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. elev.; p. 98-101; Jan 76. AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BETTS, HOBART (Cont’d)

Residence; Southern, Vermont, ph. pl. sec. p. 78-79, mid-May 76, AR
Vacation House; Londonerry, Vermont, ph. pl. sec. p. 96-97, Aug 76, HH

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE

Apartment Development; Low Rise, Tenement Renovations; New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 52-53, Mar 76, PA
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Remodeled From Factory, Hoboken, New Jersey, ph. ill. p. 34, Mar 76, PA

BISSELL & AUGUST

Lido Village, Financial Analysis; Newport Beach, California, ph. pl. p. 84-87, Apr 76, HH
Office Building; Low Rise, Cost Analysis, Newport Beach, California, ph. pl. p. 76-77, Aug 76, HH

BLODEG, SAMUEL


BLOODGOOD, JOHN

Apartment Development; Low Rise, Remodeled, Unsuccessful Project, Outside Changes, Cape Cod, Massachusetts, ph. pl. p. 60-67, May 76, HH

BLUM, SIGMUND AND VAPORCIAN MITCH

Residential Development; Townhouse, Franklin Village, Michigan, ph. pl. p. 122-123, mid-May 76, AR

BOERI, CINI

Showroom; Knoll Furniture Showroom, Los Angeles, California, ph. pl. p. 12, July 76, INT

BOHLIN & POWELL

Residence; West Cornwall, Connecticut, ph. pl. sec. p. 74-77, mid-May 76, AR
Residential Development; Townhouse, Old Farm Site, Dallas, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. p. 114-115, mid-May 76, AR

BOOTH & NAGLE

Residence; Hinsdale, Illinois, ph. pl. p. 86-87, mid-May 76, AR
Vacation House; Vashon Island, Washington, ph. pl. p. 94-95, Aug 76, HH

BOYD ASSOCIATES

Turning Small Tracts Into Big Business; Houses of Oliver, Watson and Muir, San Francisco Peninsula, California, ph. pl. p. 84-87, June 76, HH

BRAY & SCHAIBLE

Bank; Interiors, Hialeah, Florida, ph. pl. sec. p. 74-77, Aug 76, INT

BREGER, WILLIAM N.

Nursing Home; Interiors, Leeds Associates; New York, Brooklyn, New York, ph. pl. p. 68-72, Dec 76, INT

BREMER, MARCEL

Hotel; Tehran, Iran, m. sec. p. 58-59, Oct 76, PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BRODSKY, HOPF & ADLER

Tennis Facilities, High Rise; New York, New York, sec. ill. p. 42, Jan 76, AR

BROWN, EVERETT

Apartment, Interior; New York, New York, ph. p. 69-69, Nov/Dec 76, Rl
Interiors; Nob Hill Apartment, San Francisco, California, ph. p. 56-59, May/June 76, RI
Two Conference and Media Rooms; New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 80, Jan 76, INT

BROWN, MARSHALL

Public Library; California, Chula Vista, Richard George Wheeler, ph. pl. p. 60-69, Dec 76, INT

BRUNER & COTT

Bathroom; Enlarged Using Hall Space, ph. pl. p. 92-93, Oct 76, HH

BRUNER, SIMEON

Apartment Building; Low Rise, Remodeled Tenement Into Duplex, Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl. sec. p. 90-91, Oct 76, HH
Residence; Remodeled, Greenhouse Behind Fireplace, Cambridge, Massachusetts, ph. pl. sec. p. 88-89, Oct 76, HH

BUCHER & MEYERS

Kitchen; Columbia, Maryland, ph. pl. p. 78, June 76, HH

BUCHSBAUM, ALAN

Showroom; Furniture, Van Nuys, California, ph. p. 22, Jan 76, INT

BULL, FIELD, VOLKMANN & STOCKWELL

Apartment Development; Middle Rise, Telegraph Landing, Financial Bailout, San Francisco, California, ph. pl. p. 80-83, Feb 76, HH
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Ski Resort; Lake Tahoe, Northstar, California, ph. pl. sec. p. 116-117, mid-May 76, AR
Apartment Development; Middle Rise, Telegraph Landing, With Low Rise Units, San Francisco, California, ph. pl. sec. p. 84-87, Sept 76, PA
Clothing Store; San Francisco, California, ph. pl. p. 132-133, Apr 76, AR

BURKE, CHARLES

Health Food Cafe and Exercise Parlor; Los Angeles, California, ph. p. 62-63, Oct 76, INT

BURKETT & WONG

Apartment Building; Low Rise, Bay Vu Project, Condominium, San Diego, California, ph. pl. p. 54-59, May 76, HH
Kitchen; San Diego, California, ph. pl. p. 80, June 76, HH

BUTLER, JEROME

Restoration of Navy Pier; Park At The Tip, Chicago, Illinois, ph. p. 23, Nov 76, PA

CAIM

Airport; Mirabel, Quebec, Montreal, Canada, ph. sec. p. 25-26, Jan 76, PA

CM ASSOCIATES

C.R.S. Offspring, Construction Management; ill. p. 92-93, Feb 76, PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CALLISTER, PAYNE & BISHOFF
Residence; Belvedere, California; ph, pi. sec.; p. 88-91; mid-May 76; AR

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN ASSOCIATES
AND DAVIS & BRODY
Three-Layer Solar-Cell Roof Membrane Proposed As Dome Over Office Park; m. dia.; p. 39; Mar 76; AR

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN ASSOCIATES
AND DAVIS & BRODY
Bicentennial Visitors Center; Critique; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph; pl.; p. 66; Apr. 76; PA

Visitors’ Pavilion; Air-Pressurized Roof; Boston, Massachusetts; ph, m.; p. 41; June 76; AR

CAMPBELL, YOST & GRUBE
Reserve Training Center; Portland, Oregon; ph., pi. sec det.; p. 76-79; July 76; PA

CANNADY, WILLIAM T.
Residential Development; Townhouse; Houston, Texas; iso. m.; p. 35; Mar 76; PA

CASSWAY & ALBERT
Playground; Hermit and Terrace Streets; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 358-359; July 76; LA

CAUDILL, ROWLETT & SCOTT AND
BURKART, SHROPSHIRE, BOOTS & REED
Telephone Switching Facility, Remodeled; Columbus, Indiana; ph.; m.; p. 70; Jan 76; PA

CAUDILL, ROWLETT & SCOTT AND
McGOUGHY, MARSHALL & MCMILLAN
New Town; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; m.; pi.; p. 62-63; Oct 76; PA

CAUDILL, ROWLETT & SCOTT
Activities Center, University of Santa Clara; World’s Largest Permanent Air Supported Structure; Santa Clara, California; ph; pi. sec. det.; p. 94-99; May 76; PA

Branch Bank; Columbus, Indiana; ph.; pi. sec.; p. 96-97; Nov 76; INT

Campus Plan; Saudi University For Girls; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; ph.; p. 24; Winter 75; DE

Campus Plan; University of Petroleum and Minerals; Dhahran, Saudi Arabia; ph.; pi.; p. 29; Winter 75; DE

School; Elemenetary; Danvers, Massachusetts; ph.; pi.; p. 120-123; June 76; AR

School; High; Harford, Connecticut; ph.; pi.; p. 120-123; June 76; AR

University of Petroleum and Minerals; Dhahran, Saudi Arabia; ph.; pi.; p. 95-100; Apr 76; AR

CHAN, SAU LAI
Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Third Prize, International Design Competition; Manila, Philippines; ph.; pi. iso. det. dia.; p. 130-135; May 76; AR

CHILDS & DREYFUS GROUP
Fourplexes, Concrete Walls; Palm Beach Gardens, Florida; ph.; pi.; p. 80-83; Apr 76; HH

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CHILDS, BERTMAN & TSECKARES
Remodeled Historical House Into Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 74-76; Apr 76; INT

CHIMACOFF & PETERSON
Residence; Morristown, New Jersey; ph.; pi.; p. 50-53; mid-May 76; AR

CHRIST-JANER, VICTOR
Architect and Bank Joint Venture Renewal Projects; Rehabbed Housing, Offices, University Buildings; Bridgeport, Connecticut; ph.; pi.; p. 90-99; Dec 76; AR

Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Warehouse; Bridgeport, Connecticut; ph.; pi.; p. 90-99; Dec 76; AR

CHRISTOPHER & GILBERT
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p. 66-67; Aug 76; INT

Interiors; North American Phillips’ Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p. 94-95; Nov 76; INT

Interiors; Recording Company Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p. 68-69; Aug 76; INT

Interiors; Travel Company Offices; New York, New York; ph.; pi.; p. 70-71; Aug 76; INT

CHURCH, THOMAS
A Letter About a Landscape Architect; by Theodore Osmundson; p. 423-425; Sept 76; LA

CIARDDULO & EHMANN
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Low Cost; New York, Bronx, New York; ph.; pi. sec.; p. 114-116; Aug 76; AR

CLARK, TRIBBLE, HARRIS & LI
Townhouse; Stonington Courtyard Homes; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; pi.; p. 80-81; July 76; HH

CLEMENTS, JENNIFER AND ROBERT HERMAN
Bedroom-Studio, Interiors; Furniture; San Francisco, California; ph.; pi.; p. 118; Mar 76; AR

CLEVELAND, HORACE W. S.
Rural Tastes, Rectangular Ideas, Survey of His Work; ph.; p. 67-70; Jan 76; LA

COATE, JR., ROLAND
Residence; Earthform, Montecito, California; by Thomas Hines; ph.; pi. elev.; p. 58-61; Aug 76; PA

COFFIN, ROBERT
Bathroom; Lincolnshire, Illinois; ph.; pi.; p. 70; Aug 76; HH

COHEN, STUART
Residence; Shelby, Michigan; ph.; p. 41; Aug 76; PA

COHN & THOMSON
Big Iron-Facade Building Being Restored; St. Louis, Missouri; ph.; p. 12; Aug 76; AIAJ

COLEMAN & ERVIN
Architect’s Offices in Former City Hall; Tulsa, Oklahoma; ph.; p. 36; June 76; AIAJ

COLLIER, RON
Chanticlair Restaurant; Newport Beach, California; ph.; p. 64-65; Oct 76; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

COMBS, EARL BURNS

COPeland, NOVAK & ISRAEL
Conference; New York, New York, ph. sec. pl.; p. 72, Jan 76, INT

COPENHAVER & BELZ
Townhouse; Waterfront Rental Community; Model Plans, San Mateo, California; ph.; p. 88-93, Mar 76, HH

CORNETT, TOM
Bathroom; — — , Florida, ph. pl.; p. 75, Aug 76, HH

CORREA, CHARLES
Plan For New Bombay; Bombay, India; ph. map; p. 30-31, Spring 76, DE

COTT, LEE
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Divided Queen Ann House Into 2 Units, ph. pl.; p. 94-95, Oct 76, HH

CRAIK, RONALD WALSH
Bathroom; Phoenix, Arizona, ph. pl.; p. 71, Aug 76, HH

CRAWLEY, DAVID M.
School; Elementary, Prototype Using Four Subsystems Approach, Plymouth, Massachusetts, ph. pl. sec.; p. 124, 132, June 76, AR
School; Vocational, Rochester, Massachusetts, ph. pl.; p. 138-139, Mar 76, AR

CRISMAN & SOLOMON
Guest House Remodeled From Carriage House; Andover, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 119-122, Jan 76, AR

CRONK, WESLEY AND TOM KOSZALKA
Privé Supper Club; New York, New York, ph.; p. 62-63, July 76, INT

CROWThER, RICHARD
Residence; Energy Conserving House; Denver, Colorado; ph.; p. 25, Feb 76, AIAJ

CURRE, ROBERT
Hair Salon; New York, New York, ph.; p. 62-63, Mar 76, INT

DAGIT & Saylor
Community Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; m. iso.; p. 63, Apr 76, PA
Monastery; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; m. pl. iso.; p. 63, Apr 76, PA

DAlTON, DALTON, LITTLE & NEWPORT
Foam Coils Reinforced With Steel Form Space Dome Sprayed With Concrete; Cleveland, Ohio; ph.; p. 114, mid-Aug 76, AR

DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON & MENDENHALL
AND PHILLIPS & REISTER
Stadium Grandstands Move On Water System; Denver, Colorado; det. ph.; p. 113, mid-Aug 76, AR

DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON & MENDENHALL
Federal Office Building; Federal Aviation Administration, Lawndale, California; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 66-69, July 76, PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON & MENDENHALL (Cont’d)
Network of Downtown Pedestrian Bridges Has Landscaping, Benches; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 75-79, mid-Aug 76, AR

DATNER, RICHARD
Interiors; Apartment, Remodeled; New York, New York; ph.; p. 104-105, Jan 76, HH

DAVENPORT, MRS. RUSSELL W. AND McMillen
Interiors; Apartment Interior; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p. 62-65, Jan/Feb 76, RL

DAVID & BRODY AND HOROWITZ & CHUN
Library; Long Island University; New York, Brooklyn, New York, ph.; p. 93-98, July 76, AR

DAVID & BRODY
Apartment Development; High Rise, Waterside Complex; New York, New York, ph.; p. 46-47, Apr 76, AI AJ

DAVIS & CLARK
Apartment; Lincoln, Nebraska; ph.; p. 140, Oct 76, AR

DAY & ZIMMERMAN
Restoration of First National Bank in U.S.; 1797, Samuel Bloyd; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 60-61, Nov 76, PA
Restoration of Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts; 1876, Frank Furness; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 50-53, Nov 76, PA

DE CARLO, GIANCARLO
Housing Development; Participatory Design, Term, Italy; by Naomi Miller, ph. sec.; p. 72-74, Dec 76, PA

DE MELLO, BICCA, PEIRAO & MAGYAR
Apartment Development; High Rise, Waterside Complex; New York, New York, ph.; p. 46-47, Apr 76, AI AJ

DE MOll, LOUIS
Profile of New AIA President; ph.; p. 20-22, Jan 76, AI AJ

DE SAAVEDRA, RUBEN
Residence; Addition, Health-Spa-Pool House; — — , New Jersey, ph. pl.; p. 66-67, Nov/Dec 76, RI

DE VIDO, ALFRED0
Residence; Long Island, New York, ph.; p. 60-63, mid-May 76, AR

DElk, CHARLES W.
Residence; Three Basic Plans; Walnut Creek, California; m. ill. elev. pl.; p. 70-73, July 76, HH

DElTA GROUP
Penn Square; Reading, Pennsylvania; ph. ill.; p. 354-355, July 76, LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DENNING & FOURCADE

DERTHICK & HENLEY
Art Museum; Chattanooga. Tennessee. ph. pl. sec. p. 91-94. Aug 76. AR

DESIGN RESEARCH UNIT
Conference and Media Room; London. England. ph. det. p. 75. Jan 76. INT

DICKINSON, JOHN

DIMSTER, FRANK
Houston Center Complex; Houston. Texas. ph. pl. p. 77. Oct 76. PA

Survey of Architect's Work; One of the Silvers. Los Angeles. California. ph. pl. m. p. 70-72. 77. Oct 76. PA

DONGHIA, ANGELO
Donghia Furniture Showroom; Los Angeles. California. ph. p. 82-85. Sept/Oct 76. RI


DORIUS, KERMIT
Townhouse; Irvine. California. ph. pl. p. 87. Oct 76. HH

DORSKY, WILLIAM
Bathroom; Fort Lauderdale. Florida. ph. pl. p. 72. Aug 76. HH

DOUD, RON AND ROBERT CURRIE

DOUD, FRANK
Houston Center Complex; Houston. Texas. ph. pl. p. 77. Oct 76. PA

DOUGLAS & JACOBSEN

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
Solar Collector System for Post Office; Ridley Park. Pennsylvania. iso. m. p. 36-37. Feb 76. PA

ERICKSON ASSOCIATES

ERICKSON, ARTHUR

ESCHLIMAN & ASSOCIATES

EVANS & ELEY
Architecture School. Remodeled Mississippi State University; Columbus. Mississippi. iso. pl. p. 37. July 76. AR

FAIN, JR., WILLIAM
Downtown Redevelopment; Tremont Street. Special District; Boston. Massachusetts. pl. ill. p. 76-77. Jan 76. PA

FARMANFARMAIAN
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FATHY, HASSAN
Mud Brick, The Local Logical Building Material; The Work and Views of Hassan Fathy; Egypt; ph: p. 22-25; Spring 76; DE

FEIBES & SCHMITT
Public Safety Building, Police and Fire Building; Amsterdam, New York; ph: pl; p. 132-135; Sept 76; AR

FEIN, GILBERT
Bathroom; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; ph: pl; p. 72; Aug 76; HH

FERRIS, HUGH
Drawings, 1920's-60's; ill; p. 24-25; May 76; PA

FISHER & FRIEDMAN AND ANTHONY GUZZARDO
Townhouse; Park Place; Salt Lake City, Utah; cost anal; ph: pl; sec; p. 60-63; Nov 76; HH

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Plum Tree; FHA 221D-4; Santa Clara, California; ph: pl; p. 88-89; Sept 76; HH

Foster City, California; Townhouses; ph: pl; sec; p. 124-126; mid-May 76; AR

Kitchen; Foster City, California; ph: pl; p. 81; June 76; HH

Various Types of Models; Whaler's Cove; Foster City, California; ill; pl; sec; p. 74-79; Sept 76; HH

FISHER, ERIC C.
Low Income Housing Prototype; Swaziland; ph: pl; p. 37; Oct 76; AR

FITZPATRICK, KIRBY WARD
Residence; Weekend House; St. Helena, California; ph: pl; p. 108-109; mid-May 76; AR

Vacation House; Napa Valley, California; ph: pl; p. 96-97; Aug 76; HH

FLANSBURGH, ERL
School; Elementary, Community Use; Brookline, Massachusetts; ph: pl; sec; p. 123; 125-127; June 76; AR

FLEAGLE & KAEYER
Elderly Housing; Competition Winner; Long Island, New York; ill; pl; p. 34; Nov 76; AR

FLEISHMAN, RICHARD
Church, Exposed Wood Roof Framing; Columbus, Ohio; ph; det; sec; p. 91; mid-Aug 76; AR

FONG, JUNG & LA ROCCA
Century Bank Plaza; Los Angeles, California; ph; p. 332-333; July 76; LA

Specialty Shops, Offices; Lido Village Center; Newport Beach, California; ph; pl; p. 326-327; July 76; LA

FORD & EARL AND JUSTIN LAMB
Conference Center; Glass Roof and Walls; New York; New York; ph; ill; iso; det; sec; pl; p. 60-63; June 76; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FORD & EARL
Restaurant and Hotel Lobby; St. Louis, Missouri; ph; sec; det; p; p. 56-59; Feb 76; INT

FRANZEN, ULRICH
Apartment Building; High Rise; New York, New York; m; p. 39; June 76; AR

FRIDAY ARCHITECTS
Community Centers, Two; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; pl; sec; ill; elev; p. 60-61; Apr 76; PA

FRIEDMAN, BEN-AMI
Island Downtown Renewal; Aurora, Illinois; ph; sec; ill; m; p. 82-87; Dec 76; AR

FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATES AND PETERSON & BRICKBAUER
Airport; Baltimore, Maryland; m; sec; p. 134-135; Oct 76; AR

FROST ASSOCIATES
School; High; New York, New York; ph; pl; sec; p. 124; 128-129; June 76; AR

FULLER, BUCKMINSTER
City Design Under Dome; East St. Louis, Missouri; m; sec; p. 26-27; Spring 76; DE

FURNESS, FRANK
Restoration of Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 1876; Frank Furness; Day & Zimmerman; ph; pl; p. 50-53; Nov 76; PA

GRV DESIGN GROUP
Residence; Miami, Florida; ph; pl; p. 60-65; Sept 76; HH

Townhouse; Sabal Chase, PUD for the Young Market; Miami, Florida; ph; pl; p. 60-65; Sept 76; HH

GAD, DORA AND ARYE NOY
Hotel; Interiors; Hilton, Jerusalem, Israel; ph; p. 86-89; Sept 76; INT

GANTT & HUBERMAN
Post Office Building; Ahuskie, North Carolina; ph; iso; p. 139; Sept 76; AR

Post Office Building; Winston-Salem, North Carolina; ph; iso; p. 140; Sept 76; AR

Regional Service Center; Library Day Care, Offices; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph; p. 128-131; Sept 76; AR

GARRETT & ECKBO
Plan for Public Use of Shelby Farms; Memphis, Tennessee; ph; p. 330-331; July 76; LA

GEDDES, BRECHER, QUALLS & CUNNINGHAM
Downtown Revitalizing; Many New Buildings Integrated; Corning, New York; elev; ph; pl; p. 102-109; Dec 76; AR

Humanities and Social Science Center, Southern Illinois University; Faner Hall; Carbondale, Illinois; ph; pl; p. 45-49; Dec 76; PA

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Barn; San Juan Capistrano, California, California; ph; p. 99; June 76; AR

Clinic; Institute for Jung Analysis; Los Angeles; California; m; p. 102; June 76; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GEHRY, FRANK O. (Cont'd)

Music Pavilion Remodeled; Hollywood Bowl,
Sequence of Design Solution; Hollywood,
California, m sec. ph, p. 96; June 76, AR
Music Pavilion; Columbia, Maryland, ph, pl., p
96; June 76, AR
Office Building; Low Rise, Rouse Headquar-
ters; Columbia, Maryland, ph, pl. iso. sec. p
58-63; Feb 76, PA
Performing Arts Pavilion; Concord, California
ph, pl. sec. p. 96-97; June 76, AR
Residence; Artist's Studio and Residence;
Malibu, California, ph, pl. sec. p. 100-101;
June 76, AR
Survey of Firm's Work; ph, pl. sec. m.; p. 95-
102; June 76, AR
Walk-Through Sculpture; Long Beach, Cali-
ifornia, m. m. p. 102; June 76, AR

GEIGER, BERGER AND H2L2
Stressed Tent Structures Vary Form to Fit
Fabric and Cable Stresses; Bicentennial
Pavilions, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. m.
il. p. 80-83; mid-Aug 76, AR

GELARDIN, BRUNER & COTT
Remodeling; Examples of Successful Residen-
tial Remodeling Firm Design, Plans and
Builds; ph, pl. sec. p. 88-95, Oct 76, HH

GENSERT, PELLER & MANCINI
Engineering Firm Gives Architects Design
and Costs Alternatives; pl sec. det. table, graph, ph, dia. p. 98-103; mid-Aug 76, AR
Engineers' Scheme to Assess Advantages of
Large Bay in a Hospital; dia. graph, p. 102-
103; mid-Aug 76, AR
Kent State University; 18 Alternative Schemes
Provided Architects by the Engineers. Kent,
Ohio; pl. sec. det. ph. dia. table; p. 100-101;
mid-Aug 76, AR

GERSON, HANS AND WELTON BECKET
Restoration of Palace of Fine Arts; 1917; Ber-
nard Maybeck, San Francisco, California, ph.
p. 66; Nov 76, PA

GILL, IRVING
Remodeled Court Houses, 1917; California,
Santa Monica, Glen Small et al., ph. sec. elev.
pl. p. 68; Nov 76, PA

GIRARD, ALEXANDER
A Life in the Process of Design; Survey of
Work, ph.; p. 60-67, Dec 76, PA

GIRON DE LA PENA, HECTOR
AND TEAM
Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums;
Design Competition Mention, Manila, Philip-
pines, pl. sec. det. dia. ph. p. 144-145, May
76, AR

GLASER, DE CASTRO & VITOLS
Residential Development; Townhouse; Brick
Market Place, Newport, Rhode Island; ph. pl.
p. 120-121; mid-May 76, AR
Townhouse; Waterfront Development, Newport,
Rhode Island; ph. pl. p. 66-69, July 76, HH

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GOLDBERG, BERTRAND
ABC Building, 1963; Unbuilt Vision, New York,
New York; m.; p. 58; Nov 76; AIAJ
Hospital; General; St. Joseph's; Tacoma,
Washington; ph. sec. pl. p. 110-115; July 76,
AR
Hospital; General; St. Mary's, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin; ph. pl. p. 110-115; July 76, AR
Hospital; Women's, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. m.
p. 110-115; July 76, AR

GOLDFINGER, MYRON
Residence; Bedford, New York; ph. p. 44-45;
Apr 76; AIAJ

GOLNER, DANIEL LOUIS
Living Room; Furnitureless, Carpeted Change
of Levels, ph. p. 50-51; July/Aug 76, Rl

GONZALEZ, BENNIE M.
New Town's Visitors Center; The Woodlands,
Texas; ph. pl. sec. p. 101-106, Feb 76, AR

GOODHUE, BERTRAM G.
State Capitol, How Acquired; 1920 Competi-
tion, Lincoln, Nebraska, by Henry-Russell
56-61; Oct 76; AIAJ

GORDON, JACK AND ROSANNE
Interiors; Architect's Office; New York, New
York, ph. pl.; p. 110-111; Jan 76; AR

GRAVES, MICHAEL
Residence; Fort Wayne, Indiana; pl. iso. elev.
p. 68-69; Jan 76, PA

GRAY & DURFEE
Office Building; Low Rise, Atlanta, Georgia; ph.
p. 48; Jan 76, PA

GRAY, ANN MILLIGAN
Tremont Hotel, Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; ph.
p. 78-79; Oct 76, INT

GRECO, RAYMOND
Residential Development; Energy Conserving
Community for 10 Families; Ontario, Canada;
ill. p. 42-43; Sept 76; AIAJ

GRIEVES, JAMES R.
Theater; Converted School, The Center Stage;
Baltimore, Maryland, ph. sec.; p. 32-33, June
76; AIAJ

GRIMALDI, JOSEPH
Advertising Offices; Office Landscape, New
York, New York; ph. det. p. 68-71; Jan 76, INT

GRUEN ASSOCIATES
Multi-Use Complex, Living, Working, Shop-
ing, Recreation; Beirut, Lebanon; ph. ill.; p.
32-33, Winter 75, DE
Shopping Center; Courthouse Center and The
Commons, Glass-Enclosed Piazza, Columbus,
Indiana; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; June 76, PA
Multi-Use Center; Beirut, Lebanon; m. ill. pl.; p.
60-61; Oct 76, PA

GRUZEN & PARTNERS
Apartment Development; High Rise, Gutten-
berg, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p. 50; Jan 76, PA
Courthouse Annex; Foley Square, New York,
New York, ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; July 76, PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GUND, GRAHAM
Remodeling Police Building Into Institute of Contemporary Art; 1896, Arthur H. Vinal, Boston, Massachusetts, by Peter Blake, ph. elev. sec., p. 54-57, Nov 76, PA

GUNN & MEYERHOFF
Remodeled Railroad Station; Savannah, Georgia; ph.; p. 72-73, Apr 76, INT

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL
Dormitory Facility, State University of New York; Purchase, New York, by Peter Blake, ph elev. sec, p 54-57, Nov 76, PA

Hair Cutting Salon; Costa Mesa, California, ph.; p. 106-107, Sept 76, AR

HAINES, LUNDBERG & WAEHLER
RCA Glass Plant; Circleville, Ohio; ph. pl. p. 128-129, Nov 76, AR

HALL, WILLIAM HAMMOND
Golden Gate Park, 1893; San Francisco, California; ph. pl., p. 118-121, Mar 76, LA

HALLMARK CARD DESIGN STAFF
Picnic Cafe; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl. p. 66-67, July 76, INT

Children's Experiential Educational Museum; Kaleidoscope: Kansas City, Missouri; ph. p. 68-69, June 76, INT

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
Park Over Freeway; Seattle, Washington; pl. p. 10, Oct 76, AIAJ

HARPER & BEEBY
Library; Champaign, Illinois; pl. elev. ill.; p. 73, Jan 76, PA

HANGANU, DAN S.
Residential Development; Townhouse, Quebec, Montreal, Canada; pl. sec. m.; p. 35, Mar 76; PA

HANSEN, LIND & MEYER
Capitol Mall Complex; Des Moines, Iowa; pl. ill.; p. 350-351, July 76, LA

HARBOESEN, HOUGH, LIVINGSTON & LARSON
Bicentennial Reconstruction of 1776 House, With Exhibition Building; Gaff House, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl., p. 68, Apr 76; PA

HARDISON, DONALD AND VERNON DE MARS
Evaluation of Easter Hill Village; Richmond, California; by Andrea O. Dean, ph.; p. 22-25, Aug 76, AIAJ

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Art Museum Expansion; St. Louis, Missouri, pl. ill.; p. 43, Jan 76; AR

Firemen's Training Center; Critique, New York, New York, by Paul Goldberger, ph., pl. p. 64-68, Feb 76, PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER (Cont'd)
Occupational Health Center; Columbus, Indiana, p. 56-57, Apr 76; AIAJ

Residence; Ardsley, New York, ph. sec. pl.; p. 58-61, Jan/Feb 76; RI

Saving Grand Central Terminal, Urban Design Study; Solutions; New York, New York, by Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. iso. p. 16-21; Vol. 30, No. 2, Nov 76; JAE

Theater; Survey of Adaptive, Remodeled Theaters, ph., p. 38-40, June 76, AIAJ

HARRIS, ERNEST M.
Bedroom; Bath, Ohio; ph. pl. p. 57, May/June 76; RI

HARRY, OPENHEIMER & ROSS
Airport; Miami, Florida; ph. iso. p. 126-131, Oct 76, AR

HARTMAN & COX
Office Building; Middle Rise; Evaluation, Euram Building; Washington, District of Columbia; by Donald Canty and Andrea Dean; ph. pl.; p. 22-26, Sept 76; AIAJ

Residence; Montgomery County, Maryland; ph. pl. p. 102-103, Oct 76; HH

HASTINGS, LYNN COURTLAND
Interiors; Stock Brokerage Offices; Miami, Florida; ph. p. 88-89, Nov 76, INT

HASTINGS, THOMAS
Unbuilt America, Visions; New Versailles, Cooperative Housing Project, 1960; ill.; p. 54, Nov 76; AIAJ

HATHERTON & MclNTOSH
Remodeled City Hall, Specialty Shops; Washington, Tacoma; 1891, Hatherton & McIntosh; Barnett Schorr; ph. sec.; p. 67, Nov 76; PA

HECHT, DAVID
Interior; Apartment, New York, Bronx, New York; ph. p. 76-77, Sept/Oct 76; RI

HEERY & HEERY
Construction Program Management of Design Firm; ill.; p. 94-95, Feb 76; PA

Federal Inspection Station; New York, New York, m. pl. p. 136, Oct 76; AR

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Air and Space Museum; Evaluation as Barrier-Free Design, Washington, District of Columbia, by Michell Morgan, ph. p. 34-36, Dec 76; AIAJ

National Air and Space Museum; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia, ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-75, July 76; PA

National Air and Space Museum; Washington, District of Columbia, ph. p. 6, Sept 76, INT

Skylight Over National Air and Space Museum; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. sec.; p. 18, mid-Oct 76; AR
### ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

| HERMAN MILLER DESIGN STAFF | Showroom; Herman Miller Furniture Showroom, Los Angeles, California; ph., p. 10, July 76, INT |
| HISAKA, DON | Residence; Northern, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; mid-May 76, AR |
| HODNE & STAGEBERG | Apartment Development; High Rise: 1199 Plaza, Critique; New York, East Harlem, New York, ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 64-69, Mar 76, PA |
| HOLL, TANNER & CROPPEP | Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Design Competition Mention, Manila, Philippines; pl. sec. elev. iso. ill. dia.; ph.; p. 136-139, May 76, AR |
| ISDA | Conference and Media Room; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 74; Jan 76, INT |
| IKOY, VITTORIO | Showroom; Furniture, Companielo Imports; New York, New York; ph.; p. 28; Feb 76, INT |
| ISOZAKE, ARATA | Art Museum; Gunma, Japan; ph. pl. dia.; p. 72-73, 78-79; Sept 76, PA |
| JACOBS, DONALD | Vacation House; Sea Ranch, California; ph. pl.; p. 94-95, Aug 76, HH |
| JACOBSEN, HUGH NEWELL | Residence; Three Pavilions; Fredrick, Maryland; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 82-85, mid-May 76, AR |
| JAMES ASSOCIATES | Restored State Capital Building; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph.; p. 79-71, Apr 76, INT |
| JEFFERSON, THOMAS | Jefferson's Drawings, University of Virginia; Other Buildings, Virginia; elev. pl. ill.; p. 36-37, July 76, AJA |
| JEFFREY, NOEL | Interiors; Children's Supergraphic Rooms; New York, New York; ph.; p. 52-53, Jul/Aug 76, RLI |
| JENSEN, JENS | Metamorphosis of An Artist; Survey of His Work; by Stephanie F. Christy; ph.; p. 60-66, Jan 76; LA |
| JOHANSEN, JOHN | Residence; Greenehouse Core; Central, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105, mid-May 76, AR |
| JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY | Tornado Ravaged Park Restoration Plan; F. L. Olmsted's Design; Louisville, Kentucky; by Allen J. Share; ph. pl. sec. anal.; p. 456-459, Sept 76, LA |
| JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY | Apartment Development; Sixplexes; Oxnard, California; cost anal.; ph. pl.; p. 64-67, Nov 76, HH |
| JOINT VENTURE III | Hotel; Hyatt Complex; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p. 37, Sept 76, AR |
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JONAS, GERALD AND TEAM
Precast Frames to Support Poor Tenants’ Own Construction; Manila, Philippines, det dia. ill, p 148-149, May 76, AR

JONES, M. DEAN
Residence; Ski Lodge, Heavy Timber Framing, Bear Valley, California, ph det. p 90 mid-Aug 76, AR

JONES, WALK AND FRANCIS MAH
Hotel; Hyatt Regency Hotel, Memphis, Tennessee, ph pl. p 114-115, Sep 76, AR

KAHLER, SLATER & FITZHUGH SCOTT
Art Museum, Addition; Milwaukee, Wisconsin, ph pl. axon sec. p 87-92, July 76, AR

KAHN & JACOBS AND HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Savings Bank Branch; New York, New York, ph pl. sec det pl, p 64-67, Jan 76, INT

KAHN, LOUIS I.
Synagogue, Unbuilt Vision; Mikveh Israel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ill; p 57; Nov 76, AIAJ

KAJIMA INTERNATIONAL
Bank; Remodeled From 1890’s Office High Rise; New York, New York, ph pl.p 89-94, June 76, AR

KANALSTEIN, DUCA & THRON
Townhouse; Cherry Hill, New Jersey, ph pl. p 40, Nov 76, HH

KANSAS STATE U., U. OF MICHIGAN, U. OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE STUDENTS
Energy Conserving Community Resource Center; Three Student Designs; m pl. ill., p 44-45, Sept 76, AIAJ

KAPLAN & MCLAUGHLIN
Apartment Development; Low Rise, 236 Federally Assisted, Tiburon, California, ph det. p 118-119, mid-May 76, AR
Office Building; Low Rise, Remodeled From Industrial Building, San Francisco, California, ph pl. p 67, Mar 76, AR
Rehabilitating For Profit; Work of Firm, San Francisco, California, by Herbert P. McLaughlin, ph pl tables, cost anal; p 65-67, Mar 76, AR

KELBAUGH, DOUGLAS
Residence; Solar House, Princeton, New Jersey, ph sec. pl, p 116-118, Nov 76, AR
KELLER, DALE
Hotel; Interiors, Bali, Indonesia, ph., p 78-81, Sept 76, INT
KENNON, PAUL
Survey of Architect’s Work; One of The Silvers, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere, California, ph. iso, p 70-72, 74, Oct 76, PA
KESSLER, WILLIAM
Center For Creative Studies; Detroit, Michigan, ph. det. p 50-51, Apr 76, AIAJ
Residence; Triangular Pavilions, Lakeport, Michigan, ph pl. p 92-95, mid-May 76, AR

KINDORF, ROBERT
Residence; Owner-Built, Plumas County, California, ph. pl. p 96-97, mid-May 76, AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KLEIN, HENRY
Bagel and, Restaurant; New York, New York, ph. p 64-65, July 76, INT

KLING PARTNERSHIP
Office Building; Low Rise, Energy-Saving Mechanical and Electrical Systems Exploits Building Shape; Wayzata, Minnesota, det. m. sec. dia. graph; p 76-77, mid-Aug 76, AR
Penn Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph, p 36-37, Mar 76, AIAJ

KOETTER, THARP & COWELL
Hospital; General; Park Plaza, Houston, Texas, ph pl. p 104-106, May 76, INT

KRISSEL & SHAPIRO
Bathroom; San Diego, California, ph, p 74, Aug 76, HH

KRUEGER, JR., HARRY
Paisan’s Restaurant, Madison, Wisconsin, ph., p 64-65, July 76, INT

KUBITZ & PEPI AND DESMOND & LORD
Terminal, Logan International Airport; Boston, Massachusetts, ph sec. iso., p 76-79, Feb 76, PA

KUPPER, EUGENE
Residence; m. iso., p. 74-75, Oct 76, PA
Survey of Architect’s Work; One of the Silvers, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere, California, m. pl. iso., p 74-75, Oct 76, PA
Continuing Education Building; University of California, Los Angeles, California, m. pl. iso., p 74-75, Oct 76, PA

KURTIN, JILL
California, Beverly Hills; Residence. Interiors by Jill Kurtin, Jerry Lomas., ph., p 70-71, Nov/Dec 76, RI

KURYU, AKIRA AND TEAM
Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Manila, Philippines, ph pl sec det iso dia. ph. p 146-147; May 76, AR

LCP ASSOCIATES
Conference and Media Room; New York, New York, ph pl., p. 77, Jan 76, INT
Restaurant; Office Cafeteria, Greenwich, Connecticut, ph, pl. p 74-77, Feb 76, INT

LAND DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Lakeridge, PUD, Torrington, Connecticut, ph. p 360-361, July 76, LA

LAND DESIGN/RESEARCH
Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area; Cleveland/Akron Area, Ohio, ph pl., p 348-349, July 76, LA
Residential Development; Renovated Rowhouse Area, Otterbein Homestead, 1822, Baltimore, Maryland, ph pl., p 336-337, July 76, LA

LAPIDUS, MORRIS
Savings and Loan Tower; Miami, Florida, ph., p 33, Jan 76, PA

LARSEN, JACK LENOR
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York, ph., p 70-73, Sept/Oct 76, RI
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LARSON, ROY F.
Independence Mall; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph: p. 40-41; Mar 76; AIAJ

LAULAINEN, FRANK
Shopping Center; Specialty Center, Jack London Village; Oakland, California; ph: pl; elev.; p. 125-129; Apr 76; AR

LAWRENCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS
Residential Development; Energy Conserving Community for 10 Families; Ontario, Canada; ill; sec.; p. 42-43; Sept 76; AIAJ

LEEDS ASSOCIATES
Hotel; Interiors; Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico; ph; pl; p. 60-65; Feb 76; INT
Nursing Home; New York, New York, Brooklyn; Interiors; Leeds Associates, William N. Breger, ph; pl; p. 68-72; Dec 76; INT

LEGORRETA, RICARDO
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Underground Beachfront Condominiums; Baja, California; Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, by C. Ray Smith, ph; pl; sec.; p. 68-71; Sept 76; PA
Camino Real Resort Hotel; Cancun, Mexico; ph; pl; p. 100-104; Oct 76; AR
IBM Plant; Minimalism Theories; Guadalajara, Mexico; ph; pl; p. 97-99; Oct 76; INT

LEITCH, KIYOTOKI & BELL
Residential Development; Irvine, California; ph; pl; p. 81; Oct 76; HH

LETHBRIDGE, FRANCIS D. AND NICHOLAS SATTERLEE
Residential Development; Evaluation of 25 Year Old Housing Development; Fairfax County, Virginia; ph; ill; p. 67-69; Nov 76; AIAJ

LEVIN, RICHARD
Bank; Savings, and Loan Bank; Dayton, Ohio; ph; pl; p. 78-79; Aug 76; INT

LEVINSON, LEBOWITZ & ZAPRAUSKIS
Residence; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph; pl; p. 61; Apr 76; PA

LIDDLE, ALAN
Art Museum; Converted Bank; Tacoma, Washington; ph; pl; p. 34; June 76; AIAJ

LIPPOLD, RICHARD
Fabricating a Large Metal Sculpture Piece; ph; p. 44-45; Oct 76; AIAJ

LLEWELYN-DAVIES
New Town; Tehran, Shahestan Pahleri, Iran, m; pl; p. 37; Jan 76; AR
City Center, New Town Scale; Tehran, Iran; ph; m; pl; p. 18-19; Winter 75; DE

LODIER, JACQUES AND INTERIORS INCORPORATED
Branch Bank; Banque Nationale De Paris, Chicago, Illinois; ph; p. 98-99; Nov 76; INT

LOEBL, SCHLOSSMAN, BENNETT & DART AND C. F. MURPHY
Shopping Center; Seven-Level Mall; Water Tower Place; Chicago, Illinois; ill; sec; pl; p. 136-140; Apr 76; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LOMAS, JERRY
Residence; Interiors by Jill Kurkin, Beverly Hills, California; ph; p. 70-71; Nov/Dec 76; RI

LOMINACK PARTNERSHIP
Rehabbing Victorian House; Savannah, Georgia; ph; p. 100-101; Dec 76; AR

LORENZ, WILLIAMS
Lively & Likens; Downtown Projects; Urban Center; Dayton, Ohio; ph: elev. pl; p. 120-123; Dec 76; AR

LOWENSTEIN, GIDEON
Furniture Manufacturing Plant; Helkon Company, Taftville, Connecticut; ph; p. 100-103; Nov 76; INT

LUCKMAN, CHARLES AND ROLAIR SYSTEMS
Hotel and Convention Center; Construction; Phoenix, Arizona; ph; p. 125-126; July 76; AR

LUUMSDEN, ANTHONY
Survey of Architect’s Work; One of the Siglers; Los Angeles, and Elsewhere, California; ph; p. 70-73; Oct 76; PA

LUNDQUIST, GEOFF
Showroom Complex, Occidental Square; Seattle, Washington; ph; ill; p. 12; Dec 76; INT

LUNDY, VICTOR AND LYLES, BISSETT, CARLISLE & WOLFF
Tax Court; Washington, District of Columbia, by Stanley Abercrombie; ph; ill; sec. dia; det.; p. 52-59; July 76; PA

LYE, KUM-CHEN
Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Competition Entry Uses Waterways; Manila, Philippines; pl; iso; ill; dia; det.; p. 154-155; May 76; AR

LYLES, BISSETT, CARLISLE & WOLFF
Post Offices, Regional Prototype; also Florence, South Carolina; McAllen, Texas; Fort Myers, Florida; ph; pl; p. 95-99; Aug 76; AR

MLTW/TURNBULL
Residence; House Within a Screen Wall; Great Falls, Virginia; ph; pl; iso.; p. 104-105; Oct 76; HH

MLTW/MOORE, LYNDON, TURNBULL
Dormitories, Brown University; Critique and Architects’ Comment; Providence, Rhode Island; ph; pl; p. 47-53; Feb 76; PA

MacFAYDEN & DE VIDO AND CORBETT & DEHNERT
Hotel; Convention and Resort Hotel; Ramada Inn, Jackson Hole, Wyoming; ph; pl; p. 116-117; Feb 76; AR

MacFADYEN & DE VIDO
Artist’s Supplies Store, Renovation; New York, New York; ph; pl; p. 130-131; Apr 76; AR

MACHADO, RODOLFO AND JORGE SILVETTI
Residence; Vacation Home; California, Southern; m; pl; sec.; p. 66-67; Jan 76; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MACKALL, LOUIS
Residence; Hancrafted Wood Parts for House; Nantucket, Massachusetts; ph, pl. sec.; p. 54-57, mid-May 76. AR

MACKLEY, EUGENE J.
Pedestrian Bridge; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. det.; p. 19, mid-Oct 76. AR

MACKINLAY, WINNACKER & MCNEIL
Townhouse; Onndawoods Onnda, California; ph. iso. pl.; p. 76-77, July 76. HH

MAILKIN, JAIN
Orthopedic Surgery Clinic; La Jolla, California; ph pl.; p. 110-111, May 76. INT

MAJOR, L. C.
Kitchen; Chino, California; ph pl.; p. 76-77, June 76. HH

MAKI, FUMIHIKO
Aquarium; Marine Life Park, Okinawa; ph.; iso.; p. 69-73, Aug 76. AR

Architecture As Human Experience; Critique on Architect's Work by Heather W. Cass; p. 78, Aug 76. AR

Automobile Commemorative Exhibition Hall and Guesthouse; Nagoya, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 74-77, Aug 76. AR

Sports Complex Center; Osaka, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 78-80, Aug 76. AR

Survey of Architect's Work; — — —, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 69-80, Aug 76. AR

MALINO, EMILY
Interiors; Bicentennial Headquarters: Remodeled Residence Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p. 60-61, Apr 76. INT

MANGONES, ALBERT
Hotel; Remodeled Mansion Plus Cottages; Fort-au-Prince, Haiti; ph. p. 118-119, Feb 76. AR

MANN, ROY
Shoreline Appearance and Design, Planning Handbook; Long Island Sound, New York and Connecticut; pl. dia. sec.; p. 78-79, Jan 76. PA

MARANI, ROUNTHWAITE & DICK AND
CASEY & DUNKER
Office Building; High Rise, Bank of Canada, Towers, Structural and Mechanical Systems; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75, mid-Aug 76. AR

MARRIAGE, ROUNTHWAITE & DICK AND
CASEY & DUNKER
Campus Buildings, Sheridan College; Growth Plan, Ontario, Oakville, Canada; ph.; p. 67-69, Oct 76. PA

MARQUIS, ROBERT B.
School; Elementary, Community Design Participation in Take-Part Workshop, San Francisco, California; by Robert Marquis; ph. elev.; p. 65-67, June 76. AR

MARSHALL & BOWLES
School; Junior High, Earthquake Resistant Design, Piedmont, California; ph. pl. sec.; p. 141-144, Sept 76. AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MASSDESIGN ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
Solar Heated House Prototypes for New England Traditional Styles; pl. elev. ill. dia.; p. 56-57, Jan 76. PA

MAULE, TALLIE B.
BART Station Bas-Relief Memorial to Architect; ph.; p. 106, Nov 76. AIAJ

MAYBECK, BERNARD
Restoration of Palace of Fine Arts; California, San Francisco; 1917, Bernard Maybeck; Hans Gerson and Welton Beckett; ph.; p. 66, Nov 76. PA

McCLUSKY, ELLEN L.
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p. 48-50, Mar/Apr 76. RI

McCONNELL & MacLEISH
Community Health Centers, Two Prototypes; Interior Concepts by REDE, Providence, Rhode Island; ph. m. ph. det.; p. 48-53, Sept 76. PA

McLEAN, GEOFFREY
Eastgate Park; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph.; p. 352-353, July 76. LA

MEIER, RICHARD
Residence; Harbor Springs, Michigan; ph.; p. 52-53, Apr 76. AIAJ

METZ, TRAIN, OLSON & YOUNGREEN
College of Nursing, Rush-Presbyterian Medical Center; Remodeled Building, Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 107-109, May 76. INT

Renovated Gothic Library, University of Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 77-79, Apr 76. INT

METZGER, ROBERT
Residence; Show Rooms; New York, New York; ph.; p. 80-81, Sept/Oct 76. RI

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Convention Hall, Unbuilt Vision; Chicago, Illinois; m.; p. 57, Nov 76. AIAJ

MILLER, BOB
Bathroom; Denver, Colorado; ph.; p. 72, Aug 76. HH

MILLER, HANSON & WESTERBECK
Townhouse; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p. 94-96, Mar 76. HH

MILLER, HANSON, WESTERBECK & BELL
Middle Rise; Offices And Shops; Remodeled Warehouse, Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p. 42-43, Apr 76. AIAJ

MILLER, JAMES E.
Sweetwater Cafe; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 66-67, Oct 76. INT

MILLER, WHIERY & LEE
Campus Plan Restoration, Hanover, College; Tornado Damaged Campus; Madison, Indiana; by Campbell E. Miller; ph. ill.; p. 463-467, Sept 76. LA

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
Analysis of the Work and Significance of a Firm; ph. ill. sec. dia.; p. 107-118, Apr 76. AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA (Cont’d)
Bicentennial Exhibition Buildings; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. sec. elev., p. 64-71; Apr 76; PA
Bicentennial Living History Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, pl. sec. m., p. 67; Apr 76; PA
Cultural Center; USIA Branch, Brasilia, Brazil; ph. pl. ill. dia., p. 107-109; Apr 76; AR
Liberty Bell Pavilion; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl., p. 64-65; Apr 76; PA
Office Building; High Rise, Facades Designed for Orientations; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 27; Feb 76; AIAJ
Office Building; High Rise, INA Tower; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. sec. ill., p. 114-117; Apr 76; AR
Office Building; High Rise, Two, Penn Mutual Tower and INA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. dia., p. 72-75; Apr 76; PA
Profile of Firm; Examples of Work; ph.; p. 58-61; Apr 76; AIAJ
School; High, Columbus, Indiana; ph. pl. ill., p. 110-113; Apr 76; AR

MOLTZ, RED
Kitchen; Mission Viejo, California, ph. pl., p. 74; June 76; HH
Residential Development; Two Models, Irvine, California, ph.; p. 77-78; Oct 76; HH

MOORE, ARTHUR COTTON
Bedford-Stuyvesant Success Story; Restoration Commercial Center; New York, New York; by Fred Powledge; ph.; p. 40-49; May 76; AIAJ
Commercial, Office, Recreation Complex; Downtown Bedford-Stuyvesant, New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p. 23-24; Jan 76; PA
Office Building; Low Rise, Remodeled Hospital Building; Indianapolis, Indiana; cost anal. ph. pl.; p. 68-70; Nov 76; HH

MOORE, CHARLES W.
Residence; NASA Technology Utilization House, Demonstration, Hampton, Virginia; ph.; p. 14; Dec 76; AIAJ

MOORE, GROVER & HARPER AND MARY ANN RUMMEY
Branch Bank, Interiors; Greens Farms, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Jan 76; AR
MORGAN, JULIA
Survey of Work, Quality and Anonymity; ——, California; by Mary E. Osman; ph.; p. 44-48; June 76, AIAJ
MORGAN, WILLIAM
Apartment Building; High Rise, The Pyramid Condominiums; Ocean City, Maryland; ph. pl.; p. 64-67; Sept 76; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MORGAN, WILLIAM (Cont’d)
Residence; Earthform, Central, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-107 mid-May 76; AR

MORRIS & LOHRBACH
Discretionary Market, Broadmoor Homes; Orange County, California; ph. pl.; p. 68-71; Feb 76; HH
Residential Development; Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p. 86; Oct 76; HH
Zero Lot Line, Broadmoor Park; Orange, California; ph. pl.; p. 68-71; Apr 76; HH

MORRIS, S. I.
Central Library; Houston, Texas; by James Ross; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-83; June 76; INT

MULLGARDT, LOUIS C.
Unbuilt America, Visions; Bridge with Piers that Hold Housing Offices, 1924, San Francisco-Oakland, California, sec. ill.; p. 55; Nov 76; AIAJ

MUNROE & REEVES
Research Laboratory; Addition to Salk Institute, La Jolla, California; ph.; p. 22; Sept 76; PA

MUNSELLE, PETER
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Condominiums; La Jolla, California, ph. pl. m.; p. 80-83; Dec 76; HH

MURPHY, C. F.
Arena, Home of Republican Convention; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl. sec.; p. 109-114; Mar 76; AR
Sports Stadium; Crosby Kemper Arena, Kansas City, Missouri; ph.; p. 48-49; Apr 76; AIAJ

MURPHY, LEVY & WURMAN AND SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Penn’s Landing, Multi-Use Development; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. m.; p. 44-45; Mar 76; AIAJ

MURPHY, LEVY & WURMAN
City Hall Courtyard; Remodeled, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. ill.; p. 40; Apr 76; PA

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Exhibits at Franklin Court; Harpers Ferry, West Virginia; ph.; p. 32-33; Fall 76; DE

NEISH, OWEN, ROWLAND & ROY
Hotel Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph.; p. 80-81; Oct 76; INT

NEISH, WALTER
Residence; Architect’s House, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. iso.; p. 46-49; Aug 76; PA

NEUHAUS & TAYLOR
Office Building; Middle Rise, Masonry Bearing Walls; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p. 141-142; Oct 76; AR

NEUTRA, RICHARD
Unbuilt America, Visions; Rush City Reformed Church, 1923; ill.; p. 54; Nov 76; AIAJ

NEVINS, ROBERT
Residence; Interiors; Stonington, Connecticut; ph.; p. 54-55; May/Apr 76; Ri
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY STUDENT
Architect's Home and Office Underground; Staten Island, New York; m. p. 46. Sept 76; AIAJ

NEWPORT COLLABORATIVE
Bathroom, Huntington Beach, California; ph. pl. p. 72. Aug 76; HH

NOGUCHI, ISAMU
The Work of Noguchi, Collaboration with Gordon Bunshaft; p. 52-55; Oct 76; AIAJ

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Aurora Regional Community Development Plan; Beaufort County, North Carolina; ph. pl. p. 342-343. July 76; LA

NOYES, ELIOT
Sailplane Museum; Elmiria, New York; m. ill. p. 41. Mar 76; AR

OATES, RON
Interior; Apartment, San Francisco, California; ph. p. 78-79. Sept/Oct 76; Ri

ODELL, HEWLETT & LUCKENBACH
Stadium, Air-Supported Roof Biggest in World; Pontiac, Michigan; ph. pl. sec. det. p. 141-143; Jan 76; AR

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Student Center; Ohio State University; Solar Tracking, Columbus, Ohio; sec. ill. p. 49. Sept 76; AIAJ

OLIVER, NORWOOD
Clothing Store; Plug-in Lighting; Hartford, Connecticut; ph. det. table p. 141-142. Apr 76; AR

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW
Evolution of the Southern California Landscape; Arcadia Compromised; by David Streetfield; ph. pl. p. 117-126. Mar 76; LA

OLWELL, ROBERT F. AND JIM FONG
Urban Sub-Committees to Replace Slums; Design Competition Mention, Manila, Philippines; pl. ill. iso. sec. elev. ph. p. 140-143. May 76; AR

OMNIPLAN
Bank; In Shopping Center, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl. p. 122-123. Sept 76; AR

Shopping Center; North Park; Expansion; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl. p. 135-140. Jan 76; AR

ONUMA, IWAO
Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Competition Entry, Manila, Philippines; pl. ill. iso. sec. elev. ph. p. 153. May 76; AR

ORME & LEVINSON
Fire Station, with Practice Tower; British Columbia, Victoria, Canada; ph. pl. elev. p. 91-94. Feb 76; AR

OWEN, ROBERT
Unbuilt America, Visions; Ideal Community, 1825, New Harmony, Indiana; ill. p. 56. Nov 76; AIAJ

PALMER & TURNER
Hotel; Bali, Indonesia; ph. p. 78-81. Sept 76; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PANICH, SOMPONG
Permanent Site of Olympic Games; NIAE Competition Drawings, ill. sec. p. 114-115. Oct 76; AR

PARKIN ARCHITECTS
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Quebec; Montreal Area, Canada; ill. pl. sec. p. 34. Mar 76; PA

PARSONS, BRINKERHOFF, QUADE & DOUGLAS
Express Airport; Swanton, Ohio; ph. iso. pl. p. 137. Oct 76; AR

PASANELLA, GIOVANNI
Apartment Development; High Rise, Twin Parks, East; Includes Schools, Elderly Housing, New York, Bronx, New York; ph. pl. ill. p. 110-113. Aug 76; AR

PATTY, BERKEBIELE, NELSON, DUNCAN, MONROE & LEFEVBRE
State Offices with Atrium; Jefferson City, Missouri; m. ill. p. 39. Dec 76; AR

PAYLEWY, MARTIN
Residence; Two Houses Constructed from Solid Waste Materials are Cheap, Sturdy; Troy, New York; sec. ph. p. 41. Aug 76; PA

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Hospital; General Addition, Newburyport, Massachusetts; ph. pl. p. 116-118, Jan 76; AR

PEI, I. M. AND SAZEH CONSULTANTS
Multi-Use Center; Office Tower, Hotel, Bank, Apartments, Stores; Tehran, Iran; m. pl. p. 58-59. Oct 76; PA

PEI, I. M.
Art Museum Expansion; National Gallery; Washington, District of Columbia; sec. ph. p. 51. Jan 76; PA

Bedford-Stuyvesant Superblock; New York, New York; ph. p. 44-49. May 76; AIAJ

Dormitory, Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. iso. det. p. 123-130. Jan 76; AR

John F. Kennedy Library; Dorchester, Massachusetts; m. pl. p. 39. Oct 76, AR

Municipal Center; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl. det. p. 20-21; mid-Oct 76; AR

PELLI, CESAR
Design Center, Merchandise Mart; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. p. 78-83. Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; One of the Silvers; Los Angeles, and Elsewhere, California; ph. pl. p. 70-73, 78-83. Oct 76; PA

PENG, Y. H.
Multi-Use Commercial and Residential Building; Taipei Taiwan, ill. sec. p. 37; Sept 76; AR

PEREIRA, WILLIAM
Hotel; Doha, Qatar; m. p. 23; Oct 76; PA

PEREZ, AUGUST
Community Center and Shopping Plaza; New Orleans, Louisiana; m. pl. elev. p. 82-83. Jan 76; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PERFIDO, LEONARD F.
Residence; Weston, Connecticut, ph, pl; p. 98-101, mid-May 76, AR

PERKINS & WILL
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Unique, 11-Year Building History; New York, West Village, New York, ph, pl; p. 54-57, Mar 76, PA

PETRILLI, CARL J.
Conference Room; New York, New York, ph, pl; p. 79, Jan 76, INT
Bank; Interiors, Rockefeller Center, New York, New York, ph, pl; p. 80-81, Aug 76, INT

PHILIPS & KAUFMAN
Health Technologies Building; Union County Technical Institute, Scotch Plains, New Jersey, ph, pl; p. 140, Mar 76, AR

PLATNER, WARREN
Observation Deck; New York, New York, ph sec, p. 60-61, July 76, INT
Office Building; High Rise, World Trade Center, 107th Floor, Interiors, New York, ph, pl; p. 32, 42, July 76, PA
Synagogue; Sanctuary Remodeled, Interiors, Springfield, Massachusetts, ph, pl; p. 114-115, Jan 76, AR

PLAUTZ, MICHAEL J.
International Architectural Center; NIAE Competition; elev sec, p. 116, Oct 76, AR

POLITO, WILLIAM
Hair Salon; New York, New York, ph, pl, p. 70-71, Mar 76, INT

PORTMAN, JOHN
Architect as Developer; by Jonathan Barnett; ph, m; p. 16-19, Fall 76, DE
Hotel Restaurants; Peachtree Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia, ph, sec, p. 103-110, June 76, AR
Hotel; Peachtree Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia, ph, sec, p. 50-59, July 76, INT
Hotel; Peachtree Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia, ph, sec, p. 103-110, June 76, AR
Restaurant; Peachtree Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia, ph, pl; p. 58-59, July 76, INT

POWELL, DONALD D. AND ROBERT KLEINSCHMIDT
Residence; Interiors, Renovation, Springfield, Illinois, ph, pl; p. 66-69, Jan/Feb 76, RI

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
Three Branch Banks; in New Mexican Tradition, Albuquerque, New Mexico, ph, p. 124, Sept 76, AR

PRESTON-BUDD AND COMMUNITY DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Alexandria Area, Egypt, ph sec, elev, p. 64-65, Oct 76, PA

PRICE, TRAVIS
Residence; Addition For Solar Collection Without Backup System, Little Compton, Rhode Island, ph, sec, det, p. 106, mid-Aug 76, AR

PROJECT PLANNING ASSOCIATES
Bronte Park, Of and For the People; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Walter H. Kehan; map, ill sec, p. 468-473, Sept 76, LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES AND FLS DESIGN GROUP
Transportation Action Kit, a Laypersons Guide to Transportation Problems; ill, p. 81, Jan 76, PA

PULASKI, ROLLY
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Cabrillo Park, Santa Ana, California, ph, pl, p. 70-75, May 76, HH

REDE
Community Health Centers, Two Prototypes; Rhode Island, Providence, Interior Concepts by REDE, McConnell & MacLeish; pl, m, ph det, p. 48-53, Sept 76, PA

RAMBUSCH COMPANY
Restaurant; Plaza Hotel, New York, New York, ph; p. 72-73, Feb 76, INT

RATIA, RISTOMATTI
Fabric Store; Marimekko, Helsinki, Finland, ph; p. 84-85, Sept 76, INT

RAYMOND, RADO, CADDY & BONNINGTON
Residence; Solar House, New Castle, New York, ph, det, pl, p. 114, Nov 76, AR

RECHTER, ZARCHY & PERI
Hotel; Hilton, Jerusalem, Israel, ph, pl, p. 86-89, Sept 76, INT

REID & TARICS
Subway Station; San Francisco, California, pl, sec, p. 36, Feb 76, PA

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
STUDENTS
From-Garbage Constructed House; Student Built, ph, sec, p. 46, Sept 76, AIAJ

REYNOLDS, SMITH & HILLS AND GEIGER & BERGER
Solar-Cell Roof Membrane, Florida Junior College; Jacksonville, Florida, ill, sec, dia, p. 39, Mar 76, AR

REYNOLDS, SMITH & HILLS
Bank; First National Bank of Hialeah, Hialeah, Florida, ph, pl, sec, p. 74-77, Aug 76, INT

RICHARDSON, HENRY HOBBSON
Railroad Station, 1885, Refurbished; Renewal by Anderson & Notter, New London, Connecticut, ph, pl, p. 21, Sept 76, PA
Remodeling of Train Station, Multi-Use; Connecticut, New London, 1887, H. H. Richardson, Cost Analysis, Case History, Anderson & Notter, by George M. Notter, Jr., ph; p. 2-4; Vol 30, No. 2, Nov 76, JAE

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Waterfront Condominiums, Newport Beach, California, ph, pl, p. 90-91, June 76, HH

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Townhouse; Items of Successful Models, Irvine, California, ph, pl, p. 84-87, Aug 76, HH
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

RICHARDSON, WALTER
Kitchen; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p. 81; June 76, HH

RIDENOUR, COCHRAN & LEWIS
Hospital; General Progressive Care Facility; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 122-124, July 76, AR

RINEHART, ARLEY AND JOHN WULFMeyer, RICHARD HENRY
Early Learning Center; Englewood, Colorado; m. pl.; p. 64, Jan 76, PA

RINEHART, ARLEY
Residence; Mountain Cabin, Perry Park, Colorado; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59, mid-May 76, AR

RIVARD, ELIZABETH
Survey of Work; Pioneer in a Man’s World; ——, Kansas; by Lenore Bradley; ph. ill.; p. 49, June 76, AIAJ

ROBERTS, GARUFO AND BONESZ, MAAS & BUCCOLA
Imported Goods Store, Crate and Barrel; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 91-93, Jan 76, AR

ROCHE, KEVIN AND JOHN DINKELOO
High Rise; UN Plaza Hotel, Office Building; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 72-77, Oct 76, INT

High Rise; Bank-Office Building; Worcester County National Bank; Worcester, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 86-90, Feb 76, AR

Office Building; Low Rise; Richardson-Merrell Headquarters; Wilton, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 81-85, Feb 76, AR

Office Building; High Rise; Offices, Hotel and Retail Spaces: One United Nations Plaza, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 117-124, Oct 76, AR

ROEHRIg, SUSAN S.
Interiors; Brick Company Offices; Quakertown, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 82-83, Aug 76, INT

ROGERS, FRANK
Street Redesign, Plaza; Father Demo Square; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 18-19, Summer 76, DE

ROSENBERG, ELAINE
Residence; Eclectic Interiors, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 70-71, Nov/Dec 76, Rl

RUDOLPH, PAUL
Residence; Mansions: Long Island Sound, Near New York; ph. pl.; p. 68-71, mid-May 76, AR

Residence; Western Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 54-57, Aug 76, PA

SAMS
Residential Development; Residence: Lyon Farm, Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 80, July 76, HH

SAARINEN, EERO
Office Building; Middle Rise, Deer & Co. Headquarters, Moline, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 18-21, Aug 76, AIAJ

SAFDE, MOSHE
Kotel Square; Jerusalem, Israel; ph. m. sec.; p. 30-31, Winter 75, DE

SALINAS & VAZQUEZ
Design For A Major Corridor, Paseo Tollocan; Road Side Sculpture, Toluca, Mexico; ph. pl.; p. 547-549, Nov 76, LA

SANDY, DONALD AND JAMES A. BABCOCK
Apartment Development; Low Rise, University Park; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl.; p. 84-85, Sept 76, HH

Kitchen; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 74, June 76, HH

Townhouse; New Loudenville, Loudenville, New York; ph. pl.; p. 74, July 76, HH

SASAKI & WALKER
Designing Buchanan Park With Various Citizen Groups; San Francisco, California; by Laurence Kennings; ph. pl.; p. 143-146, Mar 76, LA

SASAKI, DAWSON & DE MAY
Hotel; Brickyard Mountain Inn; Weirs Beach, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p. 108-109, Feb 76, AR

SAUER, LOUIS
Evaluation; Comparison of Results With Architect’s Intentions: Painted Post, New York; ph. pl.; p. 26-28, Aug 76, AIAJ

Residential Development; Townhouse; Garden Apartments, Penn’s Landing Square; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 48-51, Mar 76, PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SAUER, LOUIS (Cont’d)
Shopping Center; Glass Palace, New Market, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. iso.; p. 76-79, Apr 76, PA

SCHONEBERGER, STRAUB & FLORENCE
Townhouse; The Village at Camelback Mountain, Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. p. 78-79, July 76, HH

SCHORR, BARNET
Converted City Hall Into Shops; Tacoma, Washington; ph. pl. p. 30-31, June 76, AlAJ

SCHULTZE & WEAVER
Restoration of Biltmore Hotel; Los Angeles, California; ph. p. 24, Nov 76, PA

SCHWAB & TWITTY
Kitchen; Jupiter, Florida; ph. pl. p. 80, June 76, HH

SCHWENN & CLARK
Hotel; Guest Rooms, Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. p. 70-71, Feb 76, INT

SCOTT, TALLON & WALKER
Pavilion For Horse Sales; Kill, County Kildare, Ireland; ph. pl.; p. 37, July 76, AR

SEALS, ROBERT C.
Residence; Interiors by Carolyn Howard and Carmen Sanders; Lookout Mountain, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p. 60-61, May/June 76, RI

SEIKE, KIYOSHI
Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Competition Entry, Manila, Philippines; iso. pl. det.; dia. m.; p. 150-152, May 76, AR

SELIGMANN, WERNER
Office Building; Low Rise, Hospital Administration Building, Willard, New York, by Michael Dennis; ph. pl. axonometric, sec.; det.; p. 78-83, May 76, PA

SERT & JACKSON
Apartment Development; High Rise Eastwood; Includes Schools, Shops, Community Services, New York, Roosevelt Island, New York; ph. pl. dia. elev. sec.; iso.; p. 100-107, Aug 76, AR

Apartment Development; River View; Includes School, Shops, Services, Yonkers, New York; ph. pl. dia.; sec.; p. 108-109, Aug 76, AR

SHREVE, LAMB & HARMON
Office and Manufacturing Facilities; Trio Industries, Shelton, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 119-121, Nov 76, AR

SIEGEL, MICHAEL
Dental Clinic; San Francisco, California; ph. p. 100-101, May 76; INT

Residence; Recycled Materials; Napa Valley, California; ph. pl.; p. 72-75, Jan/Feb 76, RI

SILVERMAN & CIAKA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SINGLETON, ABEND
Bank Interiors; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl. p. 102-103, Jan 76, AR

SIX ASSOCIATES
St. Joseph's Hospital; Asheville, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p. 73-75, Dec 76, INT

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL AND YORKE, ROSENBERG & MARDALL
Cigarette Factory; Bristol, England; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87, June 76, PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL, ET AL.
Underground Cafeteria; Paris, France; ph. p. 74-77, Sept 76, INT

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Bank Headquarters, Interiors; Marine Midland, Buffalo, New York; ph. p. 80-83, Nov 76, INT

Cigarette Factory; Richmond, Virginia; ph. p. 78-83, June 76, PA

Conference and Media Room; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl. p. 81, Jan 76, INT

Conference and Media Room; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. p. 76, Jan 76, INT

Conference and Media Room; Tacoma, Washington; ph. pl. p. 76, Jan 76, INT

School; Junior High, Acoustical Study Determines Site Plan, Form and Materials, Study by Bolt, Beranek & Newman; Chicago, Illinois; ph. dia.; sec.; det.; p. 109; mid-Aug 76; AR

SLACK, JOSEPH AND J. WILLIAMS, JR.
Bathroom; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl. p. 74, Aug 76, HH

SMALL, GLEN ET AL.
Remodeled Court Houses, 1917, Irving Gill; Santa Monica, California; ph. sec.; elev. pl.; p. 68, Nov 76, PA

SMITH & YAUCH
Dental Clinic; New York, New York; ph. pl. p. 98-99, May 76, INT

Residence; Vacation House, Northern, Massachusetts; ph. pl. p. 64-67, mid-May 76, AR

SMITH, BARKER & HANSSEN
Branch Bank; Vallejo, California; ph. pl. p. 119-120, Sept 76, AR

SMITH, F. EUGENE
Paint Store; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl. p. 80-81, Mar 76, INT

SMITH, HARWOOD K.
Architecture Center; Texas A & M, College Station, Texas; ill. sec.; p. 41; Dec 76, AR

SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS
Basic Engine Plant; John Deere & Company; Waterloo, Iowa; ph. pl. p. 126-127, Nov 76, AR

SOLERI, PAOLO
Unbuilt America, Visions; 3 D Jersey; 1968-1970; — — —, New Jersey, ill.; p. 55, Nov 76; AIAJ
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SOLOMON, DANIEL
Residence; Lafayette, California; ph. elev. pl.; p. 106, Oct 76. HH

SONGER, ROSEMARY
Children’s Room With Built-In Furniture; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 116-117; Mar 76. AR

SPACE DESIGN GROUP
Conference Room; Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p. 78; Jan 76. INT

SPACE DESIGN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
Bank; Interiors, Dayton, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 78-79, Aug 76. INT

SPANGLER, FRANK LESUE
Kitchen; Woodwaik, Lake Forest, California; ph. pl.; p. 75, June 76. HH

SPECTOR, MICHAEL HARRIS
Bank Headquarters; Hauppauge, New York; ph. pl.; p. 121, Sept 76. AR

STAHL & BENNETT
Addition and Preservation of Old Library Building; Portsmouth, New Hampshire; ph. ill.; p. 20-21; Summer 76. DE

STEIN, CLARENCE AND HENRY WRIGHT
Town Plan; Chatham Village, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; pl. ph.; p. 28, Dec 76. AIAJ

STEIN, CLARENCE
A Prophet Honored Abroad Even More Than At Home; Pedestrian Center, Stevenage, England; by Marjie Baughman; pl.; p. 30-31; Dec 76. AIAJ

Memorial, 1882-1975; Contributions To Urban and Regional Planning; by Lewis Mumford; ph. ill.; p. 17-29; Dec 76. AIAJ

Practitioner of Architecture As the Art of Human Settings; by Douglas Haskell; ph.; p. 32-33; Dec 76. AIAJ

Town Plan, 1911-1918; Tyrone, New Mexico; ill.; p. 21, Dec 76. AIAJ

STERN & HAGMANN
Apartment Interiors; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p. 72-73; Nov/Dec 76. RI

Fine Cabinet Detailing; Storage Closets, Bedroom, Bathroom Cabinets; ph. det. iso.; p. 76-81; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Residence; Long Island, New York; ph. pl.; p. 44-47; Mar/Apr 76. RI

Row House Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl. dia sec. axon.; p. 70-77; June 76. PA

Residence; Westchester County, New York; pl. elev. m.; p. 65; Jan 76. PA

STEWART, J. GEORGE
Restored Senate and Supreme Court Chambers; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. sec.; p. 58-59; Nov 76. PA

STIRLING, JAMES
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Town Center Housing, Runcorn, England; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 42-47; Mar 76. PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

STOCKMAN, JUDITH KOVIS AND FERGUSON & SORRENTINO
Bank Headquarters; Women’s Bank, New York; New York; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 76. INT

STODOLA, BRUCE
Residence; Interiors, Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p. 56; May/June 76. RI

STONE, EDWARD DURELL
Shopping Center; Multi-Use Complex, Mashad, Iran; m. pl. ill.; p. 60-61; Oct 76. PA

STUBBINS, HUGH
Campus Plan; Technical Institute; Shiraz, Iran; m.; p. 21; Winter 75. DE

Library; University of Massachusetts; Dorchester, Massachusetts; m. pl.; p. 34; Jan 76. AR

Office Building; High Rise; Citicorp Center; Structural Analysis, Structural Wind Damping; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. dia axon.; p. 66-71; mid-Aug 76. AR

Underground Library, Harvard University; Pusey Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 97-102; Sept 76. AR

STUDENTS, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Hands-On Industrial and Interior Design Show for Children; Syracuse, New York; ph.; p. 8; Dec 76. INT

STUDIO WORKS/GRAIG HODGETT
Community Center; Columbus, Ohio; elev. sec. iso.; p. 62-63; Jan 76. PA

STUDIOS, JACK AND JUNE
Bathroom; Northbrook, Illinois; ph.; p. 68-69; Aug 76. HH

STULL ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; High Rise, Systems Housing, Skip-Stop Elevator Design, Low Cost, Fast Construction; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Mar 76. PA

Highland Park Redevelopment Program; John Enot Square and Other Projects; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; pl.; p. 40-41; Summer 76. DE

School; Middle; New Haven, Connecticut; sec.; p. 50; Jan 76. PA

Store; Women’s Clothing, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 76. INT

SULLIVAN, LOUIS H.
Unbuilt America, Visions; Seaback Skyscraper City; 1891, ill.; p. 52-53; Nov 76. AIAJ

Study of 1913 Bank Design; Grinnell, Iowa; by Kenneth Severens; ph. ill.; p. 68-71; May 76. AIAJ

SUNSHINE DESIGN
Residence; Solar House, Ludlow, Vermont; ph. ill.; p. 111-113; Nov 76. AR

SWANSON ASSOCIATES
Art and Architecture Building; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan; ph. pl.; p. 41; Oct 76. AR

SWIMMER, MILTON I.
Restaurant; Embassy Club; Des Moines, Iowa; ph.; p. 82-83; Oct 76. INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TABLER, WILLIAM
Hotel; Stouffer's Riverfront Tower Addition, St. Louis, Missouri, ph. pl. sec.; p. 111, Feb 76, AR
Hotel; St. Louis, Missouri, ph. sec. pl. det.; p. 56-59, Feb 76, INT

TALLIBERT, ROGER
Olympics Buildings Under Construction; Stadium Structure, Quebec, Montreal, Canada, ph.; p. 24-25, Jan 76, PA

TAKAGI DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Urban Redevelopment; Communities to Replace Slums: Colonnades Second Prize, International Design Competition, Manila, Philippines, iso. pl. det. ph. dia.; p. 124-129, May 76, AR

TAPIOVAARI, ILMAR
Development of a Furniture Industry; Mauntius, ph. pl.; p. 82-83, Sept 76, INT

TAYLOR & COLLUM
Community Center; Solar Heated, Shenandoah, Georgia, sec.; p. 40, Dec 76, PA
Community Center; Solar Heating and Cooling; Shenandoah, Georgia, m. pl. dia.; p. 136, Nov 76, AR

TENGBOMS ARCHITEKTONTOR
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Stockholm, Sweden, ph. pl.; p. 92-93, Nov 76, INT

THE MILLER ORGANIZATION
Conference and Media Room; New York, New York, ph. pl. sec.; p. 73, Jan 76, INT

THOMPSON, BENJAMIN
Faneuil Hall Renovation Project Opens; Boston, Massachusetts, ph.; p. 35, Oct 76, PA
Quincy Market, 1820's, Renovated As Commercial Center; Boston, Massachusetts, ill.; p. 39, Feb 76, AR

THOMPSON, HANCOCK & WITTE
Office Building; Low Rise, Corporate Headquarters, Simmons Company, Atlanta, Georgia, ph.; p. 104-105, Nov 76, INT

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Omni-International Multi-Use Center; Atlanta, Georgia, ph.; p. 58-63, May 76, PA
Restaurant; Interiors; Atlanta, Georgia, ph.; p. 26, May 76, PA

THORSON, BROM, BROSCHAR & SNYDER
Stadium, University of Northern Iowa; Air-Supported Roof, Cedar Falls, Iowa, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 141-144, Jan 76, AR

THORYK, PAUL
Residential Development; Irvine, California, ph. ill.; p. 85, Oct 76, HH

TIGERMAN, STANLEY (Cont'd)
Residence; Aluminum House, Chicago, Near Illinois, ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 42-45, Aug 76, PA
Residence; Northwestern Area, Illinois, ph. iso. pl.; p. 112, Sept 76, AR
Townhouse; Zipper Housing, Evanston, Illinois, m. elev.; p. 118, Sept 76, AR

UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE OF MODERN ART
Chicago, Illinois, ph. pl.; p. 115, Sept 76, AR

TIPPETTS, ABBETT, MCCARTHY & STRATTON
Airport; Addition To Pan American Terminal, New York, New York, ph. pl.; p. 132-133, Oct 76, AR

TODD, DAVID
Apartment Development; High Rise, Manhattan Plaza, New York, New York, ph.; p. 61, Mar 76, PA

TORRO & FERRER
Hotel; Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico, ph. pl.; p. 60-65, Feb 76, INT

TORTORA, ANTHONY AND JAY CRAWFORD
Residence; Interiors, Long Island, New York, ph. iso. pl.; p. 72-75, Feb 76, PA

TRUEX, VAN DAY
Interview, Life Work; ph.; p. 6, Mar/Apr 76, RL

TURNBULL, JR., WILLIAM
Residence; Fairfax County, Virginia, ph. pl. iso.; p. 72-75, Feb 76, PA

TURNER, JOHN F. C.
Affordable Housing Solutions, Self-Help; ph.; p. 34-35, Spring 76, DE

UELAND & JUNKER AND DE LEUW & CATHER
Cheesetree Street Transit Mall; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ill.; p. 22, Summer 76, DE

UELAND & JUNKER
Mummer's Museum; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph. pl.; p. 70-71, Apr 76, PA

UNIPLAN
Middle School; East Orange, New Jersey, ph. pl.; p. 56-59, Dec 76, PA

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO STUDENTS
Combined Office and Apartment Building; Energy Conserving, Denver, Colorado, m. sec.; p. 41, Sept 76, AIAJ

URBAN DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Neighborhood Center and School; Participatory Games As a Design Process, Gananda, New York, ph. pl. iso.; p. 112-117, Dec 76, AR
Student Housing, University of Pittsburgh; Participatory Design Games, Johnstown, Pennsylvania, ph. pl.; p. 118-119, Dec 76, AR

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/BERKELEY STUDENTS
Office Building; Low Rise, Energy Conserving, State Office Building, Sacramento, California, m. sec.; p. 48, Sept 76, AIAJ

VAN DER RYN, SIM
Office Building; Energy Conserving, Sacramento, California, ph. sec.; p. 42-43, June 76, AIAJ
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

VAN DER RYN, SIM (Cont'd)
State Architect Thinks Small; — California; by Donald Canti; ph. p. 41, June 76; AIAJ

VAN WYE, LEONARD
Interiors; Apartment, Miami Beach, Florida; ph., p. 51-53, Mar/Apr 76; Rl

VENTURI & RAUCH
Bicentennial Formal Garden, Underground Museum, Reconstructed Ben Franklin Designed Houses and Ghost Houses Outlined; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 69-70, Apr 76, PA
Fire Station; Critique, New Haven, Connecticut; by Robert Miller, ph. pl.; p. 111-116, June 76; AR
Football Hall of Fame, 1967; Unbuilt Vision; m.; p. 58, Nov 76; AIAJ
Residence; Greenwich, Connecticut, ph. pl.; p. 50-53, Aug 76; PA
Restoration of the Strand Entertainment Street; Galveston, Texas, ph. pl.; p. 26-27, Dec 76; PA

VINAL, ARTHUR H.
Remodeling Police Building Into Institute of Contemporary Art; Massachusetts, Boston; 1886, Arthur H. Vinal; Graham Gund; by Peter Blake, ph. elev. sec.; p. 54-57, Nov 76, PA

VOSBECK, VOSBECK, KENDRICK & REDINGER
School; Junior High and Community Center, Evaluation, Arlington County, Virginia; by Andrea O. Dean, ph.; p. 62-66, Nov 76, AIAJ

VREELAND, THOMAS
Survey of Architect's Work; One of the Silvers, Los Angeles, California; ph. m. iso.; p. 70-72, 76, Oct 76; PA

WALKER & GRAD
Department Store; Clearwater, Florida, ph. pl.; p. 64-68, Mar 76; INT

WALCE, McHARG, ROBERTS & TODD AND MANDALA COLLABORATIVE
Paradise Park; Tehran, Iran, m. pl.; p. 20, Winter 75; DE

WALZ & MacLEOD
Townhouse; Heritage Hills, Somers, New York; ph. pl.; p. 81, July 76; HH

WARNECKE, JOHN CARL
Office Building; High Rise, San Francisco, California, ill.; p. 39, Aug 76; AR

WARNER, BURNS, TOAN & LUNDE AND PAULO CASE
Hotel; Prototype Building Segments at Low Cost, Cantogem and Brasilia, Brazil, m. pl.; p. 110, Feb 76; AR

WARSHAUER, MATTHEW J.
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Hillside; White Plains, New York; ph. ill.; p. 64, Aug 76; HH

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WASSELL ASSOCIATES
Fire Station; Nanticoke, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 68-71, Feb 76; PA

WASSER, GEORGE R.
Low Rise; Brick Company Offices, Quakertown, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 82-83, Aug 76, INT

WEENE, HARRY
Municipal Building; Middletown, Ohio; m.; p. 42, Jan 76; AR

WELLER, JOHN
How To Build Discreetly in a Florida Hammock; Residential Landscape Design in Hammock Tree Area, Florida, by Elizabeth O. Rothra, ph. pl.; p. 127-132, Mar 76; LA

WESTERMANN & MILLER AND RUSSO & SONDER
Hospital; General, St. Mary's, Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph. pl.; p. 119-121, July 76; AR

WESTERMANN & MILLER
Health Maintenance Organization Facility Development Handbook; dia.; p. 90, Jan 76; PA

WHEELEKR, RICHARD GEORGE
Public Library; Interiors, Marshall Brown, Chula Vista, California; ph. pl.; p. 60-63, Dec 76, INT

WHISLER & PATRI
Record Store; Palo Alto, California; ph. sec. pl.; p. 134, Apr 76; AR

WHITESIDE, MOECKEL & CARBONELL
Architect's Offices in Old Mill; Wilmington, Delaware; ph.; p. 37, June 76; AIAJ

WILLIS & ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Vine Terrace Apartments, San Francisco, California; ph. sec. pl.; p. 86-87, Sept 76; HH

WOERNER, PETER KURT
Residence; With Greenhouse, Guilford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 110-112, mid-May 76; AR

WULKE, JOY
Children's Playroom, Interiors; Hamden, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 89, Aug 76; AIAJ

YEARWOOD & JOHNSON
School; Elementary, Interior Play Form, Monterey, Tennessee; ph. pl. iso.; p. 70-71, June 76; INT

School; Vocational, Lexington, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p. 130-131, Mar 76; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)
YEARWOOD & JOHNSON (Cont’d)
School; Vocational: Waynesboro, Tennessee. ph: p. 129. Mar 76. AR
YOST, ZANE
Townhouse; Cost Analysis. Norwalk, Connecticut. ph: p. 66-71. Dec 76. HH
ZAKSPACE
ZEMANEK, JOHN
Community Center; Rural Center. Houston, Bordenville, Texas. ph: p. 43. May 76. PA
ZETLIN, LEV
Elevated Tram From Manhattan to Roosevelt Island: New York, New York. ph: p. 27. July 76. PA
ZIEGELMAN, ROBERT
Trailer-Transported Modules Have Computerized Control Systems for Turbine Power Plants; ph. iso. p. 115. mid-Aug 76. AR
ZOGRAPHOS, NIKOS

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
Methods of Criticism and Responses; by Wayne Attos. Ill. p. 20. Vol 29, No 4. Apr 76. JAE
Role of Criticism in Educating Future Architects; by Raymond Litchce. p. 4. Vol 29, No 4. Apr 76. JAE

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Architectural Notion of User Requirements; by Alan Lipman. table. p. 12-27. Aug 76. JAR
Beaux Arts Educational Methods; Beaux Arts Buildings in U.S. by Jean Paul Carthian. ph. pl. sec. ill. p. 131-134. Jan 76. AR
Centerpiece; by Lars Lerup. Ill. p. 16-17. Vol 29. No 4. Apr 76. JAE
Engineering Firm Gives Architects Design and Costs Alternatives; Gensert, Peller & Mancini. ph. sec. det. table. graph. ph. dia. p. 98-103. mid-Aug 76. AR
Europe-America Historic Center-Suburbia; Italy, Venice. America Exhibit; ill. p. 38. Oct 76. PA
How a California Firm Grew Up With The Computer; by Beverly Willis. p. 48+. Jan 76. AIAJ

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (Cont’d)
Influence of a Firm’s Structure on Design Quality; Result of Study; by Judith R. Blau. p. 54-55. May 76. AIAJ
Mexican Minimalism of Ricardo Legorreta; Example Projects; by C-Ray Smith. ph. pl. p. 97-107. Oct 76. AR
Old Buildings As Palimpsest, A Theory of Remodeling; by Rodolfo Machiado. ph. pl. iso. ill. p. 46-49. Nov 76. PA
PA Awards Jury Comments on State of the Art; ph. p. 55-59. Jan 76. PA
Participatory Design; Survey of Techniques by Urban Design Assoc,. PAK. Phil Herr. Lawrence Halprin. A.R. C. Karl Linn. Ecologue. by Arrowstreet. ph. ill. p. 68-71. Dec 76. PA
Specialist Engineers. Their Development; Engineering for Architecture. by Margaret F. Gaskie. Ill. p. 92-97. mid-Aug 76. AR
Survey of Results of User Preferences in Planning Design; pl. tables. p. 78-83. Aug 76. HH
The Small Firm Is Alive and Well; Symposium on Firm Size. Design Quality. ph. p. 65. 67. 69. 71. Apr 76. AR
See: ARCHITECTURE, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES. CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, EVALUATION METHODS. URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
Draw the Line Once, Repro-Drafting Saves Much Time; ph. Ill. p. 74-79. Aug 76. PA
Drawings, 1920's-60's; Hugh Ferriss. Ill. p. 24-25. May 76. PA
NIAE Competition Drawings of Various Years; Ill. sec. p. 109-117. Oct 76. AR
Residential Interior Illustration, A Dying Art; Examples; by Late Hill. ph. Ill. p. 86-89. Sept/Oct 76. RI

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Architectural Students As Environmental Educators; p. 45. Aug 76. AIAJ
Architecture As A Discipline; Study of Interdisciplinary Nature of Architecture; by Bill Hillier and Adrian Leaman. p. 28-32. Mar 76. JAR
Assemblage, A Process Oriented Teaching Method; Studies of Comparative Techniques; by Robert Wehrli and Jonathan Bryan. ph. p. 75. May 76. AIAJ
Beaux Arts Educational Methods; Beaux Arts Buildings in U.S. by Jean Paul Carthian. ph. pl. sec. Ill. p. 131-134. Jan 76. AR
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION (Cont'd)

Documentation of Environmental Education Grants; ph. p. 13-40, Vol 18, No 3.4, Summer 76; JAE

EESP Yearbook, 1973-74; Prologue to Issue; by David Clark, p. 1, Vol 18, No 3.4, Summer 76; JAE

Environmental Education Activities; Overview of Grants; by Bruce Webb, p. 2-6, Vol 18, No 3.4, Summer 76; JAE

Historic Preservation Studies at the University of Vermont; by Chester Liebs, p. 25-26, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76; JAE

Historic Preservation Study at Columbia University; by James Marston Fitch, p. 14-15, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76; JAE

Historic Preservation Study at University of Florida; by F. Blair Reeves, p. 4-5, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76; JAE

Preservation Studies at George Washington University; by Frederick Gutheim, p. 21, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76; JAE

Role of Criticism in Educating Future Architects; by Raymond Lifchez, p. 4, Vol 29, No 4, Apr 76, JAE

Student Competition, Energy Conserving Designs; Survey of Student Design Projects; by Marguerite Villeccio, m.pl sec ill p. 40-49, Sept 76; AIAJ

The Black Architectural Experience in America; Influences, Schools, Artisans Practice; ph. p. 162-168, July 76; AIAJ

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

Technical Backup for Architecture, Round Table on Cooperation, Research; ph. ill. p. 116-121, mid-Aug 76; AR

See STRUCTURAL also

ARCHITECTURAL MODELS

Sandcastles by Architects; ph. p. 18-19, Aug 76, PA

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Overlay Drawing Technique Reduces Errors; by Philip M. Jones, ill. pl. p. 55-58, July 76, AR

Using Photos in Contract Documents on Restoration Work; by Cynthia J. Phifer, ph. sec. p. 44-47, Feb 76; AIAJ

See PHOTOGRAPHY.

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION

Critique of Registration Test, Measuring Beliefs Rather Than Abilities; by Ron Shattil, pl. p. 78-79, Nov 76, AIAJ

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION (Cont'd)

Recertification and Professional Development; by Mary E. Osman, chart, p. 60-61, Nov 76; AIAJ

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH

A Probability Technique for the Optimization of Building Life; by B. F. Lee, charts, p. 33, Mar 76, JAR

Designing for Tornado Safety; Structurally and Behaviorally; by Uwe F. Koehler, ph. pl. p. 4-11, Aug 76, JAR

Environments in Open Space and Traditionally Designed Schools; Research Study, by Paul Gump and Lawrence Good, pl. p. 20-27, Mar 76; JAR

HUD'S Research Budgeting; ph. p. 9, July 76; HH

Heating Forms and Living Spaces; by Kyung Hoi Lee and Thomas Markus, pl. table, p. 4-13, Mar 76; JAR

Innovation and Research in Housing; by Peter Malpass, p. 14-19, Mar 76, JAR

Linking Social Research and Design; by Janet E Reizenstein, tables, p. 26-38, Dec 75, JAR

On Methods of Spatial Study; Editorial, p. 3, Dec 75, JAR

PA Awards Jury Comments on State of Applied Research; ph. p. 84-85, Jan 76, PA

Professional Organizational Support of Research; Editorial, p. 3, Aug 76, JAR

Survey of User Opinion on Plan Elements; by Brandt Andersson, pl. p. 103-107, Jan 76, HH

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES also

ARCHITECTURE

AIA Convention Discussion of Proposed Changes; p. 13, 34-35, June 76, AR

AIA Convention; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. p. 21-24, June 76, PA

AIA Convention; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. p. 14+, Apr 76, INT

A Probability Technique for the Optimization of Building Life; by B. F. Lee, charts, p. 33, Mar 76, JAR

Analysis of the Work and Significance of a Firm; Mitchell & Gurgola, ph. ill. sec. dia. p. 107-118, Apr 76, AR

Architect as Developer; John Portman, by Jonathan Barnett, ph. m. p. 16-19, Fall 76, DE

Architectural Guide Books to Various Cities; Proliferating and Maturing; by John Fondersmith, ill. p. 46-48, Dec 76, AIAJ

Architecture and Energy, A New Esthetic; by John P. Eberhard, ph. p. 24-27, Feb 76, AIAJ

Architecture and Planning Achievements, Since 1947 and Earlier; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. m. ill. p. 97-102, Mar 76, AR

Architecture As Human Experience; Critique on Architect's Work, Fumihiko Maki, by Heather W Cass, p. 78, Aug 76, AR
ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Architecture from 1680's to 1950's; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. ill.; p. 52-57, Apr 76; PA

Architect's Varied Roles in Industry; ill.; p. 56, May 76; AIAJ

Bicentennial Issue Dedicated to Thomas Jefferson; ph.; p. 88+; July 76; AIAJ

Comments on AIA Ethics; p. 83, Nov 76; AIAJ

Comments on Ethics, Various Views; p. 64, Oct 76; AIAJ

Community Design Center; Practicing Social Architecture; ph.; p. 38-41, Jan 76; AIAJ

Design, Politics and Policy; Middle East. Survey of Work by Americans; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. ill. map; p. 11-15, Winter 75; DE

Dutch 20th Century Architecture, Four Exhibitions; Holland; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-29, Feb 76; PA

Entire Issue on Philadelphia Architecture and Planning; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. pl. ill. sec. elev. iso dia.; p. 6-83, Apr 76; PA

Ethics Forum, Broad Debate; by John M. McGinnis; p. 31-32; Aug 76; AIAJ

Ethics to Leave Room for Change; by John H. Hartry, Jr.; p. 32-33, Aug 76; AIAJ

Exhibitions and Other Plans for 1976 AIA Convention; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, ill. ph. m.; p. 103-108; Mar 76; AR

Images from a Silver Screen Survey; California, Los Angeles, Pelli, Lumsden, Kupper, Vereiland and Dimster; by Peter Papa de Metriou; ph. pl. ill. iso.; p. 70-83; Oct 76; PA

In Memory of an Author and Editor; William W. Atkin, by Richard W. Snibbe; ph.; p. 76, May 76; AIAJ

Lists of Best Architecture and Places in Last 200 Years; by Architects, Critics; ph.; p. 88-158, July 76; AIAJ

Little Less Serious Architecture; Stanley Tigerman; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 111-118, Sept 76; AR

Mud Brick, the Local Logical Building Material; Egypt, The Work and Views of Hassan Fathy; Hassan Fathy; ph. o.; p. 22-26; Spring 76; DE

Nostalgia for the Past We Never Had; Satire; by Forrest Wilson; ill. p. 36-39, Feb 76; AIAJ

Noteworthy New Architecture; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. ill. m.; p. 40-41, Apr 76; AR

Obsoleto Ethics Standards; by Victor L. DeNigris; ill.; p. 37; Aug 76; AIAJ

Old and New Architecture, Business Practice; Iran, Tehran, and Others, Survey, ph. pl. dia. sec. ill. iso. m. map.; p. 49-65; Oct 76; PA

Opposition to Ethics Change to Trade Professionalism for Business; by Jerome Cooper; p. 34-35; Aug 76; AIAJ

Philadelphia's Phantom School, Architecture After Kahn; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. pl. sec. m. elev. ill. iso.; p. 58-63; Apr 76; PA

Practitioner of Architecture As the Art of Human Settings; Clarence Steen; by Douglas Haskell; ph.; p. 32-33; Dec 76; AIAJ

Profile of Firm; Examples of Work, Mitchell & Giurgola; ph.; p. 58-61, Apr 76; AIAJ

ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Profile of New AIA President; Louis DeMoll; ph.; p. 20-22, Jan 76; AIAJ

Proposed New AIA Ethics Code; p. 8, Mar 76; AIAJ

State Architect Thinks Small; California, — Sim Van Der Ryn, by Donald Canty; ph.; p. 41, June 76; AIAJ

Survey of Architect's Work; California, Los Angeles; One of the Silvers; Frank Dimster; ph. pl. m.; p. 70-72, 77, Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; California, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere; Eugene Kupper m. iso. ill.; p. 74-75, Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; California, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere; One of the Silvers; Cesar Pelli; ph.; p. 70-73, 78-83, Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; California, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere; One of the Silvers; Anthony Lumsden; ph. p. 70-73; Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; California, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere; One of the Silvers; Paul Kennon; ph. iso.; p. 70-72, 76, Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; California, Los Angeles, and Elsewhere; One of the Silvers, Thomas Vereiland; ph. m. iso.; p. 70-72, 76, Oct 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; Japan, Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl. iso.; p. 69-80, Aug 76; AR

Survey of Architect's Work; Japan Araki Isozaki; by Jennifer Taylor; ph. pl. sec. iso. ill. dia.; p. 72-83; Sept 76; PA

Survey of Architect's Work; Paul Kennon; ph.; p. 74, Oct 76; PA

Survey of Firm's Work; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 95-102, June 76; AR

Survey of Work, Quality and Anonymity; California, Julia Morgan; by Mary E. Osman; ph.; p. 44-48, June 76; AIAJ

Symbols in the Home, Exhibit; District of Columbia, Washington. Architectural Forms Give Messages, Venturi & Rauch; ph. m. p. 62-67; Aug 76; PA

Technical Backup for Architecture, Round Table on Cooperation, Research; ph. ill.; p. 116-121, mid-Aug 76; AR

The Black Architectural Experience in America; Influences, Schools, Artisans Practice, ph. m.; p. 162-168, July 76; AIAJ

The Los Angeles 12 Exhibition; California, Los Angeles; New and Old Architecture, Survey of 12 Architects: Work; ph. m.; p. 81-90; Aug 76; AR

The Trend Toward Specialization; by Willard C. Pistler, Jr.; ill.; p. 42-43, Feb 76; AIAJ

Toward a Theory of the Environment, the Place of Architecture; A Comprehensive View; by Lynda Simmons; ill.; p. 18-19, Vol 29. No 4, Apr 76; JAE

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN also

ARIZONA

Phoenix; Bathroom, Ronald Waish Craik; ph. pl. p. 71; Aug 76 HH

27
ARTS CENTER

Arts Center From Beaux-Arts Courthouses; Michigan, Grand Rapids, Emilio Ambasz; ph. iii sec det. p. 60-61; Jan 76, PA

Connecticut, New Haven; Remodeled Synagogue, by Charles H. Brewer, Jr.; ph. iii sec. p. 22-25; Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

See MUSEUM also

AUDITORIUM

Arena, Home of Republican Convention; Missouri, Kansas City; C.F. Murphy, ph. pl. sec.; p. 109-114; Mar 76, AR

Converted Theater into Municipal Auditorium; Illinois, Aurora; ELS Design Group; ph. sec.; p. 86-87; Dec 76, AR

Music Pavilion Remodeled; California, Hollywood, Hollywood Bowl, Sequence of Design Solution, Frank O. Gehry; m. sec.; p. 98; June 76, AR

Music Pavilion; Maryland, Columbia; Frank O. Gehry; ph. p. 95; June 76, AR

New York Philharmonic's Auditorium to Have Radically Altered Interior; ill.; p. 39; June 76, AR

Pavilion for Horse Sales; Ireland, Kilkenny County; Scott, Tallon & Walker; ph. p. 37; July 76, AR

Performing Arts Pavilion; California, Concord; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-97; June 76, AR

Specifying Spectator Seating; Various Types; ph. p. 88-90; Nov 76, PA

See EXHIBITION, RECREATION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

B

BANK

Bank Headquarters, Interiors; New York, Buffalo; Marine Midland; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p. 80-83; Nov 76, INT

Bank Headquarters; New York, Hauppauge; Michael Hanis Scontric, ph. pl. p. 121; Sept 76, AR

Bank Headquarters; New York, New York; Women's Bank; Judith Kevins Stockman and Ferguson & Sorrentino; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 76, INT

Bank Interiors; Missouri, Kansas City; Abend Singleton, ph. pl. p. 102-103; Jan 76, AR

Bank of Canada, Towers; Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Structural and Mechanical Systems; Martin, Rounthwaite & Dick and Arthur Ekrick; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; mid-Aug 76, AR

Bank Office Building; Massachusetts, Worcester; Worcester County National Bank, Roche & Dinkeloo; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-90; Feb 76, AR

Branch Bank, Interiors; Connecticut, Greens Farms, Moore, Grover & Harper and Mary Ann Rumney; ph. pl. p. 94-95; Jan 76, AR
BANK (Cont'd)

Branch Bank; California, Vallejo; Smith, Barker & Hanssen, ph pl., p. 119-120, Sept 76; AR

Branch Bank; Illinois, Chicago; Banque Nationale de Paris; Jacques Lodier and Interiors Incorporated, ph pl., p. 98-99, Nov 76; INT

Branch Bank; Idaho, Coeur d'Alene; Smith, Barker & Hanssen, ph pl, p. 119-120, Sept 76; AR

Branch Bank; Illinois, Chicago; Banque Nationale de Paris, Jacques Lodier and Interiors Incorporated, ph pl., p. 98-99, Nov 76; INT

Branch Bank; Indiana, Columbus; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph pl sec p 96-97, Nov 76; INT

Florida, Hialeah; First National Bank of Hialeah; Reynolds, Smith & Hills, ph pl. sect, p. 74-77, Aug 76; INT

Florida, Hialeah; Interiors, Bray & Schaible; ph pl. sect, p. 74-77, Aug 76; INT

Interiors; Ohio, Dayton; Space Design Interior Architecture; ph pl. sect, p. 78-79, Aug 76; INT

Interiors; Ohio, Dayton; Space Design Interior Architecture; ph pl. sect, p. 78-79, Aug 76; INT

Japan, Tokyo; Oita; Ropponmatsu; Several Bank Buildings Atalozaki, ph ill. p. 76-78, Sept 76, PA

Massachusetts, Woburn; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph pl., p. 108, July 76; AR

New York, New York; Remodeled from 1890's Office High Rise; Kajima International, ph pl., p. 89-94, June 76; AR

Restoration of First National Bank in U.S.; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; 1797, Samuel Blodget; Day & Zimmerman, ph pl., p. 60-61, Nov 76, PA

Savings and Loan Bank; Ohio, Dayton; Richard Levin, ph pl., p. 78-79, Aug 76; INT

Savings and Loan Tower; Florida, Miami; Morris Lapidus, ph. p. 33, Jan 76, PA

Savings Bank Branch; New York, New York; Kahn & Jacobs and Helmut; Obata & Kassabaum, ph sec. det pl., p. 64-67, Jan 76, INT

Security Pacific National Bank Building; California, Los Angeles; Triangular Shape; Craig Ellwood, ph det pl., p. 80-81, Jan 76, INT

Small Bank, Vernacular; ph pl., p. 119-124, Sept 76; AR

Study of 1913 Bank Design; Iowa, Grinnell; Louis Sullivan, by Kerinthe Severens, ph ill., p. 68-71, May 76; AJA

Texas, Dallas; In Shopping Center; Omnipian, ph pl., p. 122-123, Sept 76; AR

Three Branch Banks; New Mexico, Albuquerque; In New Mexican Tradition; Antoine Predock, ph. p. 124, Sept 76; AR

BARN

California, San Juan Capistrano; Frank O. Gehry, ph. p. 99 June 76; AR

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

Air and Space Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Evaluation As Barrier-Free Design; Helmut, Obata & Kassabaum; by Michell Morgan, ph. p. 34-36, Dec 76; AJA

Barrier-Free Code Delay; p. 8, Feb 76; AJA

Broader Definition of Architectural Barriers; by Michelle Morgan, ph ill., p. 50-53, May 76, AJA

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN (Cont'd)

Clearinghouse for Information; p. 13, Feb 76; AJA

BATHROOM

Apartment Dweller's View of Good Bathrooms; pl. p. 104, Jan 76; HH

Arizona, Phoenix; Ronald Walsh Craik, ph pl., p. 71, Aug 76; HH

California, Bel Air; Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph pl., p. 74, Aug 76; HH

California, Huntington Beach; Newport Collaborative, ph. pl., p. 72, Aug 76; HH

California, Newport Beach; Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph. pl., p. 71, Aug 76; HH

California, San Diego; Krisel & Shapiro, ph pl., p. 74, Aug 76; HH

Colorado, Denver; Bob Miller, ph pl., p. 72, Aug 76; HH

Enlarged Using Hall Space; Bruner & Co. pl. p. 92-93, Oct 76; HH

Fine Cabinet Detailing; Storage Closets, Bedroom; Bathroom; Cabinets; Stern & Hagmann, ph det. iso., p. 76, July/Feb 76; RI

Florida, — — —; Tom Cornell, ph pl., p. 75, Aug 76, HH

Florida, Fort Lauderdale; Gilbert Fein, ph pl., p. 72, Aug 76; HH

Florida, Fort Lauderdale; William Dorsey, ph pl., p. 72, Aug 76; HH

Illinois, Lincolnsire; Robert Coftin, ph pl., p. 70, Aug 76, HH

Illinois, Northbrook; Jack Studios and June, ph pl., p. 68-69, Aug 76, HH

New Products; ph pl., p. 160, mid-Oct 76; AR

New Products; ph pl., p. 84, Jan 76, HH

Research on Bath Fixtures; by Alexander Kira, ph ill., p. 6, Summer 76; DE

Texas, Dallas; Joseph Slack and J. Williams, Jr., ph pl., p. 74, Aug 76, HH

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEDROOM

Fine Cabinet Detailing; Storage Closets, Bedroom; Bathroom; Cabinets; Stern & Hagmann, ph det. iso., p. 76-81, Jan/Feb 76; RI

Ohio, Bath; Ernest M. Harris, ph pl., p. 57, May/June 76, RI

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Architectural Notion of User Requirements; by Alan Lipman, ill. p. 12-27, Aug 76, JAR

Behavioral Change on Ward 8; Physical Elements and Social Interaction; by ARC, ph pl., p. 26-29, Vol 29, No 4, Apr 76 JAE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES (Cont'd)

Children and Their Environments, A Review of Research; by Claire Cooper Marcus and Robin C. Moore, pt. bibliog., p. 24-25, Vol 29, No 4, Apr 76, JAE

Crowding in the National Parks and Wilderness: by George Stakney and R.C. Lucas and D. W. Lima, ph. table, p. 38-41, Fall 76, DE

Design Guidelines for High-Rise Housing; by Claire Cooper Marcus and Lindsay Hogue, p. 34-49, Aug 76, JAR

Designing for the Elderly; by Chester Hartman and Jerry Horovitz and Robert Herman, ph. p. 48-52, Winter 75, DE

Designing for Tornado Safety; Structurally and Behaviorally; by Uwe F. Koehler, ph., p., p. 4-11, Aug 76, JAR

Evaluation Method of Industrialized Housing System Performance; Performance Criteria, by D.J. Cisse; tables, p. 17-25, Dec 75, JAR

Evaluation of Easter Hill Village; California, Richmond, Donald Hardison and Vernon Darm, by Andrea O. Dean, ph., p. 22-25, Aug 76, AIAJ

Linking Social Research and Design; by Janet E. Reizenstein, tables, p. 26-38, Dec 75, JAR

Research on Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools; Massachusetts, Boston, James P. Batchelor and Deana D. Rhodeside, ph. ph., p. 88-89, Jan 76, PA

Resident Satisfaction in High-Rise and Low-Rise Housing; by Guido Francescato and et al.; tables, p. 4-9, Dec 75, JAR

Study of Exits Design for Football Grounds; by Graham Hitchmgs and Colbrook Slaughter, charts, p. 28-33, Aug 76, JAR

The Shape of Celebration; Providing Parade Streets, Talismans and Enclaves for Public Festival; by Melinda Blauvelt and J.P. Chadwick Floyd, ph., p. 81-86, July 76, AR

Towers, A View of Shapes of Living Spaces; The Tower, by J. Wraith, ill,, p. 31-32, Vol 30, No 1. Sept 76, JAE


See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, EVALUATION also

BOTANICAL GARDENS

Record Keeping for Botanical Gardens; by Richard A. Brown, p. 265-266, May 76, LA

BRAZIL (Cont'd)

Vitoria; Apartment Development: High Rise, De-Mello, Bicca, Peirao & Magyar, ill. sec., p. 37, Apr 76, AR

BRIDGE

Network of Downtown Pedestrian Bridges Has Landscaping, Benches; California, Los Angeles, Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall; ph. sec. det., p. 78-79, mid-Aug 76, AR

Pedestrian Bridge; Missouri, St. Louis, Eugene J. Mackey, ph. det., p. 19, mid-Oct 76, AR

Unbuilt America, Visions; California, San Francisco Oakland Bridge With Piers That Hold Housing Offices, 1924, Louis C. Mullgardt; sec., p. 55, Nov 76, AIAJ

BUILDING CODE

Barrier-Free Code Delay; p. 8; Feb 76, AIAJ

Fire Safety Controls and Codes for Hospitals; dia. det. table; p. 58-63; Sept 76, PA

Florida Builders Object to Regulations That Up Costs; Cost Saving Items, p. 40, Jan 76; HH

HUD Is Preparing an Energy Efficient Code; p. 10, Nov 76, HH

U.S. Code for Mobile Homes Helps Sales; ill., p. 12, July 76, HH

Why a National Institute of Building Science; by Erns Miecki, p. 136, June 76, AR

BUILDING PRODUCT

See INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT HEADINGS

CABINET

Fine Cabinet Detailing; Storage Closets, Bedroom, Bathroom Cabinets. Stern & Hagmann, ph. det. iso., p. 76-81; Jan/Feb 76, RI

See FURNITURE also

CALIFORNIA

— — — — Costal Code, ph., p. 32; Mar 76, HH

— — — — Evolution of the Southern California Landscape, Part 1; by David Streatfield, ph., p. 39-46, Jan 76, LA

— — — — State Architect Thinks Small, Sim Van Der Ryn; by Donald Canty, ph., p. 41, June 76, AIAJ

— — — — Survey of Work, Quality and Anonymity; Julia Morgan; by Mary E. Osman, ph., p. 44-48, June 76, AIAJ

Alameda; Court Approval of Development Density, ph., p. 26, Nov 76, HH

Bear Valley; Residence. Ski Lodge, Heavy Timber Framing; M. Dean Jones, ph. det., p. 90, mid-Aug 76, AR

Bel Air; Bathroom. Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph. ph., p. 74, Aug 76, HH
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Los Angeles: Pacific Design Center Market Week, ph. p. 72-79, Mar 76, INT

Los Angeles: Restoration of Biltmore Hotel. Schultze & Weaver, ph. p. 24, Nov 76, PA

Los Angeles: Security Pacific National Bank: Triangular Shape, Craig Ellwood, ph. det. p. 80-81, Jan 76, INT

Los Angeles: Showroom, GF Furniture Showroom, Craig Ellwood, ph. p. 14, July 76, INT

Los Angeles: Showroom, Herman Miller Furniture Showroom, Herman Miller Design Staff, ph. p. 10, July 76, INT

Los Angeles: Survey of Architect’s Work: One of the Silvers: Frank Dimster, ph. pl. m. p. 70-72, 77, Oct 76, PA

Los Angeles: Survey of Architect’s Work: One of the Silvers, Thomas Vreeland, ph. m iso, p. 70-72, 76, Oct 76, PA

Los Angeles: University of California: Eugene Kupper, m pi iso ill, p. 74-75, Oct 76, PA

Los Angeles: Wishire Office Plaza and Park, ph.; p. 344-345, July 76, LA

Malibu: Residence: Artist’s Studio and Residence, Frank O Gehry, ph. sec pi p. 100-101, June 76, AR

Mission Viejo: Kitchen, Red Moltz, ph. pl. p. 74, June 76, HH

Mission Viejo: Townhouse, ph. pl. p. 30, Oct 76, HH

Modesto: Police Firing Range, Partially Enclosed, Structural Analysis, Raymond C. Abst, ph. sec det, p. 84-85, mid-Aug 76, AR

Montecito: Residence, Earthform, Roland Coate, Jr. by Thomas Hines, ph. pl. elev., p. 58-61, Aug 76, PA

Napa Valley: Residence, Recycled Materials, Michael Siegel, ph. pl. p. 72-75, Jan/Feb 76, RI

Napa Valley: Vacation House, Kirby Ward Fitzpatrick, ph. pl. p. 96-97, Aug 76, HH

Newport Beach: Apartment Development, Low Rise. Waterfront Condominiums, Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph. pl. p. 90-91, June 76, HH

Newport Beach: Bathroom, Richardson, Nagy & Martin, ph. pl. p. 71, Aug 76, HH

Newport Beach: Chanticlear Restaurant, Ron Collier, ph. p. 64-65, Oct 76, INT

Newport Beach: Lido Village, Financial Analysis, Bissell & August, ph. pl. p. 84-87, Apr 76, HH

Newport Beach: Office Building, Low Rise, Cost Analysis, Bissell & August, ph. pl. p. 76-77, Aug 76, HH

Newport Beach: Specialty Shops, Offices, Lido Village Center Fong, Jung & LaRocca, ph. pl. p. 326-327, July 76, LA

Oakland: Shopping Center, Specialty Center, Jack London Village, Frank Lautianen, ph. pl. elev., p. 125-129, Apr 76, AR

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Orange County: Discretionary Market, Broadmoor Homes, Morris & Lothbach, ph. pl. p. 68-71, Feb 76, HH

Orange County: Residence, Oversize Models, ph. p. 76-79, Dec 76, HH

Orange: Kitchen, Beck & Moffet, ph. pl. p. 76, Aug 76, HH

Orinda: Townhouse, Orindawoods, Mackinlay, Winnacker & McNeill, ph. iso, p. 76-77, July 76, HH

Oxnard: Apartment Development, Six-Plexes, Kenneth Johnson, cost anal, ph. pl. p. 64-67, Nov 76, HH

Palo Alto: Record Store, Whisler & Patn, ph. sec pl., p. 134, Apr 76, AR

Pasadena: Art Center College of Design: Building, Spans Canyon, Craig Ellwood, ph. pl. p. 71, Jan 76, PA

Petaluma: Supreme Court Refuses to Change Petaluma’s Growth Restriction, p. 18, Apr 76, HH


Plumas County: Residence, Owner-Built, Robert Kindorf, ph. pl. p. 96-97, mid-May 76, AR

Rancho Mirage: Zero Lot Line, The Springs, ph. pl. p. 68, 72-73, Apr 76, HH

Richmond: Evaluation of Easter Hill Village, Donald Hardison and Vernon DeMars, by Andrea O. Dean, ph. p. 22-25, Aug 76, AIAJ

Sacramento: Office Building, Energy Conserving, Sim Van Der Ryn, ph. sec., p. 42-43, June 76, AIAJ

Sacramento: Office Building, Low Rise, Energy Conserving, State Office Building, U. of California/Berkeley Students, ill. sec., p. 48, Sept 76, AIAJ

San Diego: Apartment Building, Low Rise, Bay Vu Project, Condominium, Burkett & Wong, ph. pl. p. 54-59, May 76, HH

San Diego: Bathroom, Kinsel & Shapiro, ph. pl. p. 74, Aug 76, HH

San Diego: Kitchen, Burkett & Wong, ph. pl. p. 80, June 76, HH

San Diego: Residence, Models, Berkus Group, ill. pl., p. 48, Dec 76, HH

San Fernando Valley: Townhouse, Cabrini Villas, Robert L. Earl, ph. pl. tables, p. 80-83, Sept 76, HH

San Francisco Peninsula: Turning Small Tracts Into Big Business, Houses of Oliver, Watson and Muir, Boyd Associates, ph. pl. p. 84-87, June 76, HH

San Francisco-Oakland: Unbuilt America, Vis-ions. Bridge With Piers That Hold Housing Offices, 1924, Louis C Mullgardt, sec. ill. p. 55, Nov 76, AIAJ

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Francisco: Apartment Development, Middle Rise, Telegraph Landing, With Low Rise Units, Bull, Field, Volkman & Stockwell, ph. pl. iso., p. 84-87, Sept 76, PA.
San Francisco: Bedroom-Studio, Interiors, Furniture, Jennifer Cremens and Robert Herman, ph. pl. iso., p. 118, Mar 76, AR.
San Francisco: Clothing Store, Bull, Field, Volkman & Stockwell, ph. pl., p. 132-133, Apr 76, AR.
San Francisco: Dental Clinic, Michael Siegel, ph., p. 100-101, May 76, INT.
San Francisco: Designing Buchanan Park With Various Citizen Groups, Sasaki & Walker, by Laurence Kenning, ph. pl., p. 143-146, Mar 76, LA.
San Francisco: Golden Gate Park, 1893: William Hammond Hall, ph.; p. 118-121, Mar 76, LA.
San Francisco: Interior; Apartment, Ron Oates, ph., p. 78-79. Sept/Oct 76, RI.
San Francisco: Interiors; Architect's Office; Environmental Planning and Research, ph. pl., p. 112-113, Jan 76, AR.
San Francisco: Interiors; Nob Hill Apartment, Everett Brown, ph.; p. 58-59, May/June 76, RI.
San Francisco: McDonald's Restaurant Interiors, Environmental Planning and Research, ph. pl., p. 96-97, Jan 76, AR.
San Francisco: Office Building, High Rise, John Carl Warnecke, ill.; p. 39, Aug 76, AR.
San Francisco: Office Building, Low Rise, Remodeled From Industrial Building, Kaplan & McLaughlin, ph. pl.; p. 67, Mar 76, AR.
San Francisco: Residence, Interiors, Julia Morgan House, John Dickinson, ph.; p. 70-71, Jan/Feb 76, RI.
San Francisco: School; Elementary, Community Design Participation in Take-Part Workshop, Robert B. Marquis, by Robert Marquis, ph. pl. elev.; p. 65-67, June 76, AR.
San Francisco: Subway Station, Reid & Tancs, pl. sec.; p. 36, Feb 76, PA.
San Juan Capistrano: Barn, Frank O. Gehry, ph.; p. 99, June 76, AR.

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Mateo: Townhouse, Waterfront Rental Community, Model Plans, Copenhagen & Betz, ph. pl., p. 88-93, Mar 76, HH.
Santa Ana: Apartment Development, Low Rise, Cabrillo Park, Rolly Pullaski, ph. pl.; p. 70-75, May 76, HH.
Santa Clara: Activities Center, University of Santa Clara, World's Largest Permanent Air Supported Structure, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl. sec. det., p. 94-99, May 76, PA.
Santa Monica: Remodeled Court Houses, 1917, Irving Gill, Glen Small et al., ph. sec. elev. pl.; p. 68, Nov 76, PA.
Sea Ranch: Vacation House, Donald Jacobs, ph. pl.; p. 94-95, Aug 76, HH.
Sea Terrace: Residential Development, Models Increase Sales, ph. pl.; p. 60, Jan 76, HH.
Southern: Residence, Vacation Home, Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silveti, ph. pl., p. 66-67, Jan 76, PA.
Tehachapi Mountains: Drive-In Cabin for Van, Vacation Structure, Ron Fiston and Urban Innovations Group, ph. sec. m, p. 72, Jan 76, PA.
Vallejo: Branch Bank, Smith, Barker & Hanssen, ph. pl.; p. 119-120, Sept 76, AR.
Van Nuys: Showroom Furniture, Alan Buchsbaum, ph.; p. 22, Jan 76, INT.
Villa Park: Luxury Market, G. L. Lewis Homes, ph. pl.; p. 72-73, Feb 76, HH.
Walnut Creek: Residence; Three Basic Plans, Charles W. Delk, m. ill. elev. pl.; p. 70-73, July 76, HH.
Westlake Village: Mobile Home Community, ph. pl.; p. 84-85, Dec 76, HH.
Woodwalk, Lake Forest: Kitchen, Frank Leslie Spanier, ph. pl.; p. 75, June 76, HH.
Yosemite: Planning in the National Parks, ph. ill., p. 26-27, Fall 76, DE.

CANADA

British Columbia, Victoria: Fire Station, With Practice Tower, Orme & Levinson, ph. pl. elev., p. 91-94, Feb 76, AR.
Manitoba, Winnipeg: Parking Garage, Ikoy Partnership, m. iso., p. 36-37, Feb 76, PA.
CANADA (Cont'd)


Ontario, Toronto; Bronte Park, of and for the People. Project Planning Associates, by Walter H. Kehan. map, ill. sec. p. 466-473. Sept 76. LA


Ontario, Toronto; Subway Stations. Lighting Designs. Arthur Erickson. ill. det. ill. pl. p. 110-111. mid-Aug 76. AR

Ontario, Toronto; Residential Development. Energy Conserving Community for 10 Families. Lawrence Institute of Technology Students. ill. sec. p. 42-43. Sept 76. AIAJ

Ontario, Toronto; Residential Development. Energy Conserving Community for 10 Families. Raymond Greco. ill. p. 42-43; Sept 76. AIAJ

Quebec, Montreal Area; Apartment Development. Low Rise, Parkin Architects. ill. pl. sec. p. 34. Mar 76. PA

Quebec, Montreal; Airport. Mirabel. CAIM. ph. sec. p. 25-26. Jan 76. PA


Quebec, Montreal; Residential Development. Townhouse. Dan S. Hanganu. pl. sec. m. p. 35. Mar 76. PA


CARPET

Carpet Survey; ph. p. 60. June 76. INT


Foam Backings, Laminating, Installing; ph. p. 60. Jan 76. INT

New Products; ph. p. 42. Sept 76. INT

New Products; ph. p. 90+. mid-Oct 76. AR

Superstripe at the Superdome; ph. p. 52. Feb 76. INT

Ultron, Advanced Generation Nylon; ph. det. p. 54. Nov 76. INT

Winter Market; ph. p. 80-85. Mar 76. INT

CEILING

Integrating With Lighting, Ventilation and Partitions; ph. pl. p. 16-17. mid-Oct 76. AR

New Products; ph. p. 92+. mid-Oct 76. AR

Cemetery

Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery; Missouri, St. Louis. Harland Bartholomew. ph. pl. p. 356-357. July 76. LA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

AIA Urban Design Team Study Attempts to Help City Comeback; California. Hollywood. Analysis. by Allen Freeman. ph. pl. ill. p. 74-77. Nov 76. AIAJ


Architectural Guide Books to Various Cities; Proliferating and Maturing. by John Fonaldsmith. ill. p. 46-48. Dec 76. AIAJ


Axioms of the Landscape; Clues to the American Scene. by F. Pierce Lewis. ph. p. 6-9. Vol 30, No 1. Sept 76. JAE


Benjamin Franklin Parkway; Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. ph. p. 46-47. Mar 76. AIAJ

Carter's Plan For Cities; by John R. Howard. ill. p. 10. Fall 76. DE


City Center, New Town Scale; Iran. Tehran. Llewelyn-Davies. ph. pl. p. 18-19. Winter 75. DE

City Design Under Dome; Missouri. East St. Louis. Buckminster Fuller. m. sec. pl. p. 26-27. Spring 76. DE


Construction and Fiscal Crisis; New York. New York. p. 73. Jan 76. AR

Crowing in the National Parks and Wilderness; by George Stankey and R.C. Lucas and D.W. Lime. ph. table. p. 38-41. Fall 76. DE

Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area; Ohio. Cleveland/Akron Area. Land Design/Research. ph. pl. p. 348-349. July 76. LA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont'd)

Designers of Human Settlements, Views of Cities; On Arnold Toynbee, Lewis Mumford, by Ursula Cliff. ph. ill. p. 18-22, Spring 76, DE.


Designing Without Growth; Editorial, by Ann Fererbee. p. 15, Summer 76, DE.


Downtown Redevelopment Program; Nebraska. Lincoln. Barton & Aschman. pl. ill. p. 80, Jan 76, PA.

Downtown Redevelopment Program; Massachusetts. Boston. Tremont Street Special District. William Fan, Jr. ph. ill. p. 76-77, Jan 76, PA.

Ekistics, Study of Human Settlements; India. Baghdad. Plan for Growth; Constantinos Doxiadis. May pl. 76, AR.


Ethics Guide to Man's Relation to the Land; by Hugh B. Johnson. ph. p. 50-51, Sept 76, AIAJ.

Evaluation of Easter Hill Village; California. Richmond. Donald Hardison and Vernon Demars. by Andrea O. Dean. ph. p. 22-25, Aug 76, AIAJ.

Evolution of the Southern California Landscape; Arcadia Compromised; Frederick Law Olmsted. by David Streifeld. ph. pl. p. 117-126, Mar 76, LA.


Existing Squatter Slum and Planned Resettlement Area; Philippines. Dagat-Dagatan. Site for International Design Competition. ph. pl. p. 106-111, May 76, AR.

Funding for Inner-City Redevelopment; Private and Federal Funding Sources. Examples; p. 124-128, Dec 76, AR.

HABITAT Conference on Design of Human Settlements; Report; ph. p. 36-37, Aug 76, AR.

Hand-Drawn Overlay Maps, History and Protective Use; Techniques. Computer Maps. by Carl Steinitz et al. map. ill. p. 444-455, Sept 76, LA.


Historical Ecological Upheavals; Mexico. Mexico City. by Alejandro Moreno Toscano. p. 528-529, Nov 76, LA.

Housing and Community Development Act of 1974; A First Year Review; ph. p. 28-31, Feb 76, AIAJ.

Housing and Community Development Act of 1974; Deconcentrating the Poor; ph. p. 32-35, Feb 76, AIAJ.

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont'd)

Infonavit, Government Agency; Mexico. Examples of Total Environment Housing Projects; by Mario Schjetnan G. ph. p. 537-540, Nov 76, LA.


Limited Growth Implies New Design Roles; p. 4, Winter 75, DE.


Lists of Best Architecture and Places in Last 200 Years; by Architects. Critics; ph. p. 88-158. July 76, AIAJ.

Last City Whose Design Bespeaks a Worship of Nature; Peru. Machu Picchu. by John J. Desmond. ill. pl. p. 70, Nov 76, AIAJ.


Memorial, 1882-1975; Contributions to Urban and Regional Planning; Clarence Stein. by Lewis Mumford. ph. pl. ill. p. 17-29, Dec 76, AIAJ.

National Park Policy for the Future; by Mina Hamiton Haefele. ph. p. 42-45. Fall 76, DE.


New Town, Analysis; Maryland. Columbia. James Rouse. ph. p. 31-34. Sept 76, AIAJ.

New Town, Analysis; Virginia. Reston. ph. p. 34. Sept 76, AIAJ.


New Towns May Be Healthier Than Thought; Analysis of HUD New Towns. by Jane Silverman. ph. p. 27-37. Sept 76, AIAJ.


On the City of Could Be; by Richard Saul Wurman. ph. p. 62-63. Apr 76. AIAJ.
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
(Cont'd)

On the Development of the City; Mexico City: Urbanization in Mexico; by Mario Schjetnan. G., ph. map. p. 524-527. Nov 76, LA

Perspectives on Philadelphia Planning; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: Critique, p. 48-51. Mar 76, AIAJ


Planning in the National Parks; California, Yosemite: ph. ill. p. 26-27. Fall 76, DE

Planning in Underdeveloped Countries; Views of Paul Mwaikulo, ph. p. 32. Spring 76, DE

Planning Without Growth; by Patricia Conway. DE

Perspectives on Philadelphia Planning: California, Yosemite: ph. ill. p. 26-27. Fall 76, DE


Salute to the National Park Service; Their Work. by Edward K. Carpenter, ph. p. 20-45. Fall 76, DE

Seeing the City As a Whole: District of Columbia. Washington, by Charles A. Blessing. ill. p. 80. Nov 76, AIAJ

Seeing the City Whole: Illinois, Chicago; by Charles A. Blessing. ill. p. 65. Apr 76, AIAJ


Slums in Developing Countries, History and Prospects; by Mildred F. Schmitz. p. 96-99. May 76, AR

Slums in Developing Countries; Photo Essay and Critique, by AprodiCio A. Laquian. ph. p. 100-105. May 76, AIAJ

Small Townscape Redesign; Mexico, Jocotitlan: Program to Reverse Move to Mexico City, Details by Xavier Hernandez ph. ill. pl. p. 550-555. Nov 76, LA

Small Village Study; England, Castle Combe, map. ph. p. 42-43. Summer 76, DE

Small Village Study; England, Gloucestershire, Chipping Campden, p. 44-45. Summer 76, DE

Smaller Cities and Town Rebuilding; ph. p. 79-81. Dec 76, AR


CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
(Cont'd)

Specialty Center; California, Oakland: Jack London Village; Frank Lautemann. ph. pl. elev. p. 125-129. Apr 76, AR

Study of English Small Villages to Use in Planning; Virginia, Northern Piedmont Region; by W. P. Dinsmore White. ph. map. p. 42-47. Summer 76, DE


The Urban Landscape; by Elizabeth Blackman, ill. p. 12-14. Vol 30 No 1. Sept 76, JAE

Town Plan, 1911-1918; New Mexico, Tyrone: Clarence Stein, ill. p. 21. Dec 76, AIAJ

Town Plan; New Jersey, Radburn: Clarence Stein and Henry Wright. ph. p. 21+. Dec 76, JAE

Town Plan; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Chatham Village; Clarence Stein and Henry Wright. ph. p. 28. Dec 76, AIAJ

Town Wins Fight With Corps of Engineers; Washington, North Bonneville Plans for a Rehabilitation; by Richard W. Johnston. ph. p. 432-437. Sept 76, LA

Unbuilt America, Visions; California, San Francisco-Oakland Bridge With Piers That Hold Housing Offices, 1924. Louis C. Mullgardt. sec. ill. p. 55. Nov 76, AIAJ

Unbuilt America, Visions; Indiana, New Harmony, Ideal Community, 1825; Robert Owen. sec. ill. p. 56. Nov 76, AIAJ


Unbuilt America, Visions; New Versailles, Cooperative Housing Project, 1960; Thomas Hastings. ill. p. 54. Nov 76, AIAJ

Unbuilt America, Visions; Rush City Reformed, 1923; Richard Neutra. ill. p. 54. Nov 76, AIAJ

Unbuilt America, Visions; Setback Skyscraper City, 1891; Louis H. Sullivan. ill. p. 52-53. Nov 76, AIAJ

Urban Design and Planning Since 1952; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: Edmund Bacon. ph. pl. m. p. 46-51. Apr 76, PA

Urban Environment of Developing Countries: Competition; Entire Issue, pl. sec. elev. iso. ill. dia. det. ph. p. 95-160. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Colonnades, Philippines, Manila: Second Prize, International Design Competition, Takagi Design Associates; iso. pl. det. ph. dia. ill. p. 124-129. May 76, AR

Urban Design and Planning Since 1952; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: Edmund Bacon. ph. pl. m. p. 46-51. Apr 76, PA

Urban Environment of Developing Countries: Competition; Entire Issue, pl. sec. elev. iso. ill. dia. det. ph. p. 95-160. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila: First Prize, International Design Competition, Ian Athfield. pl. sec. elev. ph. det. dia. p. 114-123. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila: Third Prize, International Design Competition, Sau Lai Chan. pl. ph. iso. sec. det. dia. p. 130-135. May 76, AR
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(Cont'd)

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums:

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums:
Philippines, Manila. Design Competition Mention; Robert F. O'well and Jim Feng. pl. ill. iso. sec. elev. ph. p. 140-143. May 76. AR

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums:
Philippines, Manila. Design Competition Mention; Hector Giron de la Pena and Team. pl. ill. iso. p. 144-145. May 76. AR

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums:
Philippines, Manila. Competition Entry. Kiyoshi Seike. iso. pl. det. dia. m. p. 150-152. May 76. AR

Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums:


World Bank in Setting Human Problems: Views of Robert McNamara. ph. p. 33. Spring 76. DE

Reflections on Humanistic Geography; by Yi-Fu Tuan. ill. p. 3-5; Vol 30. No 1. Sept 76. JAE

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ARCHITECTURE, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, CONSERVATION, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, URBAN DESIGN, UNIVERSITY also

CIVIC CENTER

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN

CLINIC

Community Health Centers, Two Prototypes; Rhode Island, Providence. Interior Concepts by REDE; McConnell & Macleish. pl. m. ph. det. p. 48-53. Sept 76. PA

Dental Clinic; California, Huntington Beach. Donnan Hunter. ph. pl. p. 102-103. May 76. INT

Dental Clinic; California, San Francisco. Michael Siegel. ph. p. 100-101. May 76. INT


Institute for Jung Analysis; California, Los Angeles. Frank O. Gehry. m. p. 102. June 76. AR

Occupational Health Center; Indiana, Columbus. Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer. ph. iso. p. 56-57. Apr 76. AIAJ

Orthopedic Surgery Clinic; California, La Jolla. Jain, Maikin. ph. pl. p. 110-111. May 76. INT

See HOSPITAL also

COLORADO


Denver; Bathroom. Bob Miller. ph. pl. p. 72. Aug 76. HH

Denver; Combined Office and Apartment Building. Energy Conserving, University of Colorado Students. m. sec. p. 41. Sept 76. AIAJ

Denver; Residence. Energy Conserving House. Richard Crowther. ph. p. 25. Feb 76. AIAJ

Denver; Stadium Grandstands Move on Water System. Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendelsohn and Philips & Reister. det. ph. p. 113. mid-Aug 76. AR

Englewood; Early Learning Center. Arley Rinehart and John Wallmeyer. Richard Henry. m. pl. p. 64. Jan 76. PA

Perry Park; Residence. Mountain Cabin. Arley Rinehart. ph. pl. sec. p. 58-59. mid-May 76. AR

COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING


COMMUNITY CENTER


Community Center and Shopping Plaza; Louisiana, New Orleans. August Perez. m. pl. elev. p. 82-83. Jan 76. PA

Community Centers, Two; Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Friday Architects. m. pl. sec. ill. elev. p. 60-61. Apr 76. PA

Energy Conserving Community Resource Center; Three Student Designs; Kansas State U., U. of Michigan, U. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Students. m. pl. ill. p. 44-45. Sept 76. AIAJ

Georgia, Shenandoah; Solar Heating and Cooling. Taylor & Collum. m. pl. dia. p. 136. Nov 76. AR


Neighborhood Center and School; New York, Gananda. Participatory Games As a Design Process. Urban Design Associates. ph. pl. iso. p. 112-117. Dec 76. AR

Ohio, Columbus; Studio Works/Graig Hodgett. elev. sec. iso. ill. p. 62-63. Jan 76. PA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Dagit & Saylor. m. iso. p. 63. Apr 76. PA


THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
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COMMUNITY CENTER (Cont'd)

Rural Center; Texas, Houston, Bordersville; John Zemanek, ph.; p. 43, May 76, PA

Solar Heated; Georgia, Shennadoah, Taylor & Collum; sec; p. 40, Dec 76, PA

Urban Environment of Developing Countries; Competition, Entire issue, sec elev iso ill, dia, det, ph.; p. 95-160, May 76, AR

See RECREATION also

COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER

Community Design Center; Practicing Social Architecture; ph.; p. 38-41, Jan 76, AIAJ

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

Computer Analysis of Hospital Needs; American Health Facilities Medical Planning Associates; dia, pl tables, p. 116-117, July 76, AR

Hand-Drawn Overlay Maps, History and Protective Use; Techniques, Computer Maps, by Carl Stenzt et al.; map, ill.; p. 444-455, Sept 76, LA

How A California Firm Grew Up With the Computer; by Beverly Willis, p. 48-51, Jan 76, AIAJ

See OFFICE PRACTICE SPECIFICATIONS also

CONCRETE

See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE

CONNECTICUT (Cont'd)

New Haven; Fire Station: Critique, Venturi & Rauch; by Robert Miller; ph, pl.; p. 111-118, June 76, AR

New Haven; High School for the Arts: Remodeled Synagogue, by Charles H. Brewer, Jr.; ph, m, ill.; pl.; p. 22-25, Vol 30, No 2; Nov 76, JAE

New Haven; School, Middle, Stull Associates; sec, ill.; p. 50, Jan 76, PA

New London; Railroad Station, 1885, Refurbished, Renewal by Anderson & Notter, Henry Hobson Richardson, ph.; p. 21, Sept 76, PA

New London; Remodeling of Train Station, Multi-Use, 1887, H.H. Richardson, Cost Analysis, Case History, Anderson & Notter; by George M. Notter, Jr.; ph.; p. 2-4, Vol 30, No 2; Nov 76, JAE

Norwalk; Townhouse, Cost Analysis, Zane Yost, ph, pl.; p. 66-71, Dec 76, HH

Norwich; Rediscovering the Eastern Industrial Centers, Pennsylvania, Reading, Conn., Norwich, New Jersey, Trenton, by Mary Proctor and Bill Matuszelski; ph.; p. 23-38, Jan 76, AIAJ

Shelton; Office and Manufacturing Facilities, Trio Industries; Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, ph, pl.; p. 119-121, Nov 76, AR

Stonington; Residence, Interiors; Robert Nevins; ph.; p. 54-55, Mar, Apr 76, RI

Taffville; Furniture Manufacturing Plant, Helikon Company, Gideon Lowenstein; ph.; p. 100-103, Nov 76, INT

Torington; Residential Development, Lakenridge, PUD; Land Design Associates; ph.; p. 360-361; July 76, LA

West Cornwall; Residence; Bohlin & Powell; ph, pl.; p. 74-77, mid-May 76, AR

Western; Residence; Paul Rudolph, ph, pl.; p. 54-57, Aug 76, PA

Weston; Residence, Leonard F. Perlido, ph, pl.; p. 98-101, mid-May 76, AR

Wilton; Office Building, Low Rise, Richardson-Merrel Headquarters, Roche & Dinkeloo, ph, pl.; sec.; p. 81-85, Feb 76, AR


CONSERVATION

Ethics Guide to Man's Relation to the Land; by Hugh B. Johnson, ph.; p. 50-51, Sept 76, AIAJ

In Memory of Benton MacKay; Father of the Appalachian Trail; by Hugh B. Johnson, ph.; p. 68, Feb 76, AIAJ

Salute to the National Park Service; Their Work; by Edward K. Carpenter, ph.; p. 20-45, Fall 76, DE

Two Houses Constructed from Solid Waste Materials Are Cheap, Sturdy; New York, Troy, Martin Pawley, sec, ph.; p. 41, Aug 76, PA

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, POLLUTION also
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Analysis of Construction Management and Architect Benefits; Illustrations of Construction of Gothic Cathedral, by Roger Yee. ill. sec. det.; p. 89-95. Feb 76, PA

Construction Program Management of Design Firm; Heery & Heery. ill.; p. 94-95. Feb 76, PA

Court Rules Construction Manager Architect Is Not a Contractor; p. 16-17. June 76. AIAJ

C.R.S. Offspring, Construction Management; CM Associates. ill.; p. 92-93. Feb 76, PA


Various Project Delivery Approaches, Analysis; p. 48-51. Feb 76. AIAJ

See OFFICE PRACTICE also

CONVENTION CENTER

Arena, Home of Republican Convention; Missouri, Kansas City. C.F. Murphy. ph. pl. sec.; p. 109-114. Mar 76. AR

Conference Center; New York, New York. Glass Roof and Walls. Ford & Earl and Justin Lamb. ph. ill. iso. det. sec. pl.; p. 60-63. June 76. PA

Convention Center; Michigan, Kalamazoo. Critique: ELS Design Group. ph. pl. iso.; p. 64-69. May 76. PA

Convention Hall, Unbuilt Vision; Illinois, Chicago. Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe. m.; p. 57. Nov 76. AIAJ

Omn International Multi-Use Center; Georgia, Atlanta. Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback. ph. pl.; p. 58-63. May 76. PA

See AUDITORIUM also

COST ANALYSIS

Breakdown of Building Costs; p. 40. July 76. HH

Cost Comparison of Houses in Ohio and Toronto; ph.; p. 24. Sept 76. HH

Court House and Fire Stations, Building Type Costs; p. 67. Sept 76. AR

Documenting Value Management; by H. Maynard Blumer. chart, ill.; p. 67-70. Oct 76. AR

See OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPE also

CRIME

See SECURITY SYSTEMS

CULTURAL CENTER

Brazil, Brasilia; USIA Branch, Mitchell & Giurgola. ph. pl. illi. dia.; p. 107-109. Apr 76. AR

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CYPRUS

Limassol; Hotel, Amathus Beach Hotel. Architects Collaborative and Colakides & Associates. ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-123. Feb 76. AR

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
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DAY CARE CENTER

See SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER

DELWARE

Wilmington; Architect's Offices in Old Mill, Whiteside, Moeckel & Carbonell. ph.; p. 37. June 76. AIAJ

DENMARK

Copenhagen; Scandinavian Furniture Fair. ph.; p. 16+. Sept 76. INT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA


Washington; Downtown Renewal. Participatory Design. Arrowstreet. ph.; p. 75-77. Dec 76. PA


Washington; Metro Subway System. A Success. ph.; p. 25. July 76. PA


Washington; Restored Senate and Supreme Court Chambers. J. George Steward. ph. sec.; p. 58-59. Nov 76. PA

Washington; Seeing the City As a Whole. by Charles A. Blessing. ill.; p. 50. Nov 76. AIAJ
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont’d)

Washington; Skylight Over National Air and Space Museum; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. sec. p. 18, mid-Oct 76. AR
Washington; Tax Court; Victor Lundy and Lyles, Bissett, Carisile & Wolff; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. pl. ill. sec. dia. det. p. 52-59. July 76. PA

DOOR

New Products; ph., p. 71+. mid-Oct 76. AR
Refresher Course in Doors, Frames, Hardware, Package vs. Custom; by Irving Oxman; det.; p. 90-93. Apr 76. PA

E

EARLY LEARNING CENTER

See SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER

EARTHQUAKE PROTECTION

Earthquake Design, Cannot Be Left to Engineers; AIA Research Report; ph.; p. 38-41. Dec 76. AIAJ
Earthquake Resistant School Design; ph. pl. sec.; p. 141-144. Sept 76. AR
Quake-Hazard Buildings Called Widespread Peril; p. 10. Apr 76. AIAJ

See STRUCTURAL also

ECOLOGY

Tree Sues Bulldozer? Organizations May Sue on Behalf of the Environment; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 100. May 76. PA
Ethics Guide to Man’s Relation to the Land; by Hugh B. Johnson; ph. p. 50-51. Sept 76. AIAJ

See CONSERVATION also

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Engineering Firm Gives Architects Design and Costs Alternatives; Gensert, Peller & Mancini; pl. sec. det. table. graph; ph. dia.; p. 98-103. mid-Aug 76. AR
Exploring Some Myths About Building Energy Use; by Lawrence E. Spielvogel; dia. graph; tables. p. 125-128. Feb 76. AR
Rehabilitating for Profit; California; San Francisco. Work of Firm; Kaplan & McLaughlin; by Herbert P. McLaughlin; pl. ph. tables; cost anal.; p. 65-67. Mar 76. AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, OFFICE PRACTICE also

EDUCATION

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

EGYPT

— — — Demand for Tourists Is Harming the Pyramid Area; by Dr. Hans Werkmeister; ph.; p. 516-518. Nov 76. LA
— — — Mud Brick, the Local Logical Building Material; The Work and Views of Hassan Fathy; Hassan Fathy; ph.; p. 22-25. Spring 76. DE
— — — Pyramids, New Discovery on Their Construction; by Olaf Teljelsen; det.; p. 74. May 76. AIAJ
Alexandria Area; Apartment Development. Low Rise, Preston-Budd and Community Design Associates; pl. sec. elev.; p. 64-65. Oct 76. PA

EL SALVADORE

San Salvador; Self-Help Housing; Panama, Panama City, San Salvador, El Salvador, Lusaka, Zambia; by Ellen Jane Opat; ph. ill.; p. 36-41. Spring 76. DE

ELDERLY HOUSING

Competition Winner; New York, Long Island; Fleagle & Kaeyer; ill. pl.; p. 34. Nov 76. AR
Designing for the Elderly; by Chester Hartman and Jerry Horovitz and Robert Herman; ph.; p. 48-52. Winter 75. DE
New York, New York, Bronx; Twin Parks, East. Includes Schools, Elderly Housing, Giovanni Pasanella; ph. ill.; p. 110-113. Aug 76. AR
Ohio, Upper Arlington; River Park Apartments; Eschirian & Associates; ph. pl. p. 108-109. Jan 76. HH
Remodeled Parochial School; Massachusetts, Marlboro; Anderson & Notter; ph., p. 10. Dec 76. INT

ELECTRICAL

ERA-1 Office System Electric Feeds; ph.; p. 102-103. Sept 76. INT

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, HEATING AND VENTILATING, LIGHTING also

EMPLOYMENT

See OFFICE PRACTICE, PERSONNEL

ENERGY

ASHRAE Energy Standards, Digest; by William Tao; tables.; p. 143-144. Oct 76. AR
ENGLAND (Cont'd)

Gloucestershire, Chipping Campden; Small Village Study, p. 44-45, Summer 76, DE

London: Conference and Media Room, Design Research Unit; ph. pl. det.; p. 75; Jan 76, INT

Northampton: Carlsberg Brewery, Knud Munk; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-132; Nov 76, AR

Runcorn: Apartment Development, Low Rise; Town Center Housing; James Stirling; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 42-47; Mar 76, PA

Stevenage: A Prophet Honored Abroad Even More Than at Home; Pedestrian Center; Clarence Stein; by Marjie Baughman; pl. p. 30-31; Dec 76, AJAJ

Squatters Claim to Housing; p. 18; July 76, HH

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Architecture in Environmental Education; by Colin Ward and Frank Chipperdall, ill.; p. 7-12; Vol 18, No 3,4; Summer 76, JAE

Documentation of Environmental Education Grants; ph.; p. 13-40; Vol 18, No 3,4; Summer 76, JAE

EESP Yearbook, 1973-1974; Prologue to Issue, by David Clark; p. 1; Vol 18; No 3,4; Summer 76, JAE

Environmental Education Activities: Overview of Grants; by Bruce Webb; p. 2-6; Vol 18, No 3,4; Summer 76, JAE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

See ECOLOGY

EVALUATION METHODS

Environmental Evaluation: A Survey; by Basil Honikman; p. 14-15; Vol 29; No 4; Apr 76, JAE

Evaluating National Park Visitor Centers; by E.H. Zube and J.F. Palmer and J.H. Crystal, ph.; p. 34-37; Fall 76, DE

Evaluation Criteria for Urban Renewal; California, San Francisco; Case History, Yerba Buena Center; by Chester Hartman; p. 30-32; Vol 29, No 4; Apr 76, JAE

Evaluation Method of Industrialized Housing System Performance; Performance Criteria, by D.J. Crise; tables; p. 17-25, Dec 75, JAR

Evaluation: New York, Painted Post; Comparison of Results With Architect's Intentions; Louis Sauer; ph.; p. 26-28; Aug 76, AJAJ

Re-Examination of Firm's Work from User's Viewpoint; by Jonathan King; ph.; p. 29-30; Aug 76; AJAJ

Resident Satisfaction in High Rise and Low-Rise Housing; by Guido Francescozato and et al.; tables; p. 4-9; Dec 75, JAR
EVALUATION METHODS (Cont'd)

The Dissection of Three Housing Situations; Switzerland, Zunch, Siedlung Halen, Siedlung Adiken; A Method of Evaluation and Design; by Lars Lerup; ill, iso. pl., p. 5-13; Vol 29; No 4; Apr 76; JAE

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES also

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

A Life in the Process of Design; Survey of Work: Alexander Girard; ph.; p. 60-67; Dec 76; PA

Aalto Furniture Exhibition; ph.; p. 8+; Mar 76; INT

Automobile Commemorative Exhibition Hall and Guesthouse; Japan, Nagoya; Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Aug 76; AR

Bicentennial Exhibition Buildings; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph.; sec. elev.; p. 64-71; Apr 76; PA

Bicentennial Living History Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph.; sec. m.; p. 67; Apr 76; PA

Bicentennial Reconstruction of 1776 House, With Exhibition Building; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Gaff House; Harbeson, Hough; Livingston & Larson; ph. pl.; p. 68; Apr 76; PA

Bicentennial Visitors Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Critique; Cambridge Seven; ph.; pl.; p. 66; Apr 76; PA

Demountable Tensile Structures for Bicentennial; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; m.; p. 23-24; Apr 76; PA

Dutch 20th Century Architecture, Four Exhibitions; Holland; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Feb 76; PA

Europe-America Historic Center-Suburbia; Italy, Venice; America Exhibit; iso. ill.; p. 38; Oct 76; PA

Exhibition of Design for House With Site But No Program, Client Or Budget; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph.; elev.; p. 40; Aug 76; PA

Exhibitions and Other Plans for 1976; AIA Convention; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ill. ph. m.; p. 103-108; Mar 76; AR

Displays At Franklin Court; West Virginia, Harpers Ferry; National Park Service; ph.; p. 32-33; Fall 76; DE

Football Hall of Fame, 1967; Unbuilt Vision; Venturi & Rauch; m.; p. 58; Nov 76; AIAJ

Hands-On Industrial and Interior Design Show for Children; New York, Syracuse; Students, Syracuse University; ph.; p. 8; Dec 76; INT

Jefferson's Drawings, University of Virginia; Virginia, --. Other Buildings; Thomas Jefferson; elev. pl.; p. 36-37; July 76; AIAJ

Liberty Bell Pavilion; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Apr 76; PA

Man Transforms, Exhibit; New York, New York; Cooper-Hewitt Museum; ph.; p. 12, 16; Nov/Dec 76; RI

Marine Life Park; Okinawa; Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl.; iso.; p. 69-73; Aug 76; AR

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont'd)

Milan Fair; Italy, Milan; by Richard W. Jones; ph.; p. 74-77; Nov/Dec 76; RI

Milan Furniture Fair; Italy, Milan; by Jeanné Weeks; ph.; p. 16+; Feb 76; INT

New Town's Visitors' Center; Texas, the Woodlands; Bennie M. Gonzalez; ph.; pl.; sec.; p. 101-106; Feb 76; AR

Pacific Design Center Market Week; California, Los Angeles; ph.; p. 72-79; Mar 76; INT

Palladio Models on Exhibit; m.; p. 50, 58; July 76; AIAJ

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bicentennial Formal Garden, Underground Museum; Reconstructed Ben Franklin-Designed Houses and Ghost Houses Outlined. Venturi & Rauch; ph. pl.; p. 69-70; Apr 76; PA

Reconstruction of Entrance and Main Wing of Imperial Hotel for Exhibition Village; Japan, Maymura, Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p. 23; Aug 76; PA

Remodeled Railroad Station; Georgia, Savannah; Gunn & Meyerhoff; ph.; p. 72-73; Apr 76; INT

Restoration of Palace of Fine Arts; California, San Francisco; 1917, Bernard Maybeck, Hans Gerson and Welton Becket; ph.; p. 66; Nov 76; PA

Scandinavian Furniture Fair; Denmark, Copenhagen; ph.; p. 16+; Sept 76; INT

Stressed Tent Structures Vary Form to Fit Fabric and Cable Stresses; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bicentennial Pavilions; Geiger & Berger and H2L2; ph. m.; p. 80-83; mid-Aug 76; AR

Symbols in the Home, Exhibit; District of Columbia, Washington; Architectural Forms Give Messages; Venturi & Rauch; ph. m.; p. 62-67; Aug 76; PA

Visitors' Pavilion; Massachusetts, Boston; Air-Pressurized Roof; Cambridge Seven Associates; ph. m.; p. 41; June 76; AR

See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

F

FABRICS

A Life in the Process of Design; Survey of Work: Alexander Girard; ph.; p. 60-67; Dec 76; PA

Fabrics Showroom; New York, New York; ph.; p. 48; Oct 76; INT

Facts and Performance Standards; p. 57+; Oct 76; INT

Fall Fabrics; ph.; p. 16+; Oct 76; INT

Natural Fiber and Man-Made Fibers; Survey of Current Fabrics, by Susan S. Szenasy; p. 34-48; Nov/Dec 76; RI

NEOCON, 76; Contract Fabrics; Furniture; ph.; p. 118-127; May 76; INT
FINANCIAL

Adaptive Uses Economic and Other Advantages; by Andrea O. Dean, ph., p. 26-28. June 76, AIAJ

Analysis of HUD Projects; New York, New York, by Taino Towers, ph., p. 32. Jan 76, HH

Auctioning Condominiums, Analysis; Cost Analysis; ph., p. 82-84. July 76, HH

Bank of America Program of Mortgage Reform; p. 28. June 76, HH

Builder Hoffman Rosner's Reasons for Going Private; ph., p. 28. Nov 76, HH

California's Testing of Variable Mortgage Rates; ph., p. 28. Mar 76, HH

Congress Looks At Flexible Rate Mortgages; ph., p. 9. Nov 76, HH

Critique of Tandem Plan of Financing; ph., p. 24. June 76, HH

Delaying Amortization to Aid Home Buying; p. 24. July 76, HH

Density, Cost Comparisons Between High Rise and Low Rise; High-Density Need Not Be High Rise. by Herbert McLaughlin, ph., dia. tables, cost analysis, p. 95-100. Feb 76, AR

Distressed Property Successful Work-Out; California, Fullerton, Sunny Ridge Apartment Condominium ph., p. 110-111. Jan 76, HH

Downturn in Mortgage Rates Promotes Sales; by Robert Mylod, chart, p. 22. May 76, HH

Floating Rate Mortgages Accepted in California; ph., p. 16. Dec 76, HH

Foreclosures Won't Help Housing; by Kenneth Campbell; ph., p. 44. Feb 76, HH

Funding for Inner-City Redevelopment; Private and Federal Funding Sources. Examples; p. 124-128. Dec 76, AR

Housing Demand by Cost Breakdown; by Alfred J. Gobar, table, p. 40. Feb 76, HH

Land Purchasing Decisions; by Kenneth Campbell, ph., p. 38. July 76, HH

Life Cycle Cost Analysis, Office Building; Financial Consequences of Design Decisions. chart; p. 72-73. Nov 76, AIAJ

More Sense in Financing Apartment Building; by Kenneth Campbell; p. 44. May 76, HH

On the Acceptance of Variable Interest Rates; by Ronald Hagerthy, ph., p. 46. May 76, HH

Operating Leverage Tool for Builders; by Kenneth D. Campbell; ph., p. 48. Mar 76, HH

Pension Funds for Housing; chart; p. 9+. Feb 76, HH

Proposal to Increase Mortgage Money by Tax Free Interest; by W. C. Smith; ph., p. 36. Nov 76, HH

REIT and Builder; by Kenneth D. Campbell; p. 44. Dec 76, HH

Rescue From Financial Disaster, L. B. Nelson Corp.; ph., p. 84-89. Feb 76, HH

Savings and Loan, Regulation Q; p. 5. Apr 76, HH

FINANCIAL (Cont'd)

Savings and Loan Panic Need Not Disturb Builders; ph., p. 28. Aug 76, HH

Simple Rules for Workout Deals; by Kenneth Campbell; ph., p. 48. Apr 76, HH

Stabilizing Building Firms; by Kenneth Campbell; ph., p. 52. Aug 76, HH

Taking Design Equity in Development Projects; by William J. Poorev, ill. p. 51-57. Dec 76, AR

Tax Reform Act, 1976, Brief Description; ph., p. 5. Nov 76, HH

Variable Rate Mortgage Study; p. 9. Dec 76, HH

See ECONOMIC ANALYSIS also

FINLAND

Helsinki; Fabric Store: Marimekko, Ristomatti Ratta; ph., p. 84-85. Sept 76, INT

FIRE PROTECTION

Fire Safety Controls and Codes for Hospitals; dia. dia. table; p. 58-63. Sept 76, PA

Flammability Legislation Seminar; p. 12. Mar 76, INT

FIRE STATION

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPROOFING

Automatic Sprinkler System's Piping Cuts High Rise Cost; pl. sec. det.; p. 144. Mar 76, AR

FLOORING

New Products; ph., p. 20+. July 76, INT

New Products; ph., p. 90-93. Jan/Feb 76, RI

New Products; ph., p. 92+. Jan 76, HH

New Products; ph., p. 94+. mid-Oct 76, AR

See CARPET also

FLORIDA

—— —; Bathroom: Tom Cornell; ph. pl., p. 75. Aug 76, HH


—— —; How to Build Discreetly in a Florida Hammock. Residential Landscape Design in Hammock Tree Area. John Weller, by Elizabeth O. Rothra, ph. pl., p. 127-132, Mar 76, LA

—— —; Residence. Carl Trauger's New Models; ph. pl., p. 96-101. Oct 76, HH

—— —; Residence. Interiors, Remodeled: Benjamin Baldwin, by C. Ray Smith, ph. pl., p. 36-39, Mar/Apr 76, RI

Boca Raton; Court Voids Limit on Growth; p. 18. Nov 76, HH
FLORIDA (Cont'd)

Central; Residence Earthform, William Morgan. ph, pl sec., p. 106-107, mid-May 76, AR

Clearwater; Department Store, Walker & Grad; ph, pl.; p, 64-68, Mar 76, INT

Fort Lauderdale; Bathroom, Gilbert Fein; ph, pl., p. 72, Aug 76, HH

Fort Lauderdale; Bathroom, William Dorsky; ph, pl., p. 72, Aug 76, HH

Fort Myers; Fight For Zoning For 2600 Apartments; ph, pl., p. 20, Oct 76, HH

Fort Myers; Fight For Zoning For 2600 Apartments; ph, pl., p. 20, Oct 76, HH

Bisselt Carlisle & Wolff, ph, pl ill, p 95-99, Aug 76 AR

Hialeah; Bank, First National Bank of Hialeah; Reynolds, Smith & Hills; ph, pl sec.; p. 74-77, Aug 76, INT

Hialeah; Bank, Interiors, Bray & Schable; ph, pl sec.; p. 74-77, Aug 76, INT

Jacksonville; Solar-Cell Roof Membrane, Florida Junior College; Reynolds, Smith & Higgins and Geiger & Berger; ill sec.; dia. p 39, Mar 76, AR

Jupiter; Kitchen, Schwab & Twitty, ph, pl.; p. 80, June 76, HH

Miami Beach; Interiors, Apartment, Lenonard Van Wye, ph.; p. 51-53, Mar/Apr 76, RI

Miami; Airport, Harry, Oppenheimer & Ross; ph, pl. iso. p. 126-131, Oct 76; AR

Miami; Interiors, Stock Brokerage Offices, Lynn Courtland Hastings, ph.; p. 88-89, Nov 76; INT

Miami; Savings and Loan Tower, Morris Lapidus; ph.; p. 33, Jan 76, PA

Miami; Townhouse, Sabal Chase, PUD for the Young Market, GRV Design Group; ph, pl.; p. 60-65, Sept 76, HH

Miami; Residence, GRV Design Group; ph, pl.; p. 60-65, Sept 76, HH

Palm Beach Gardens; Fourplexes, Concrete Walls, Childs & Dreyfus Group; ph, pl.; p. 80-83, Apr 76, HH

Tampa; Refurbishing a Losing Office Building Project; ph.; p. 36, May, 76, HH

Tampa; School, Elementary, Supergraphics Exterior, Rowe & Holmes; ph, pl sec.; p. 117-119, 123, June 76, AR

FOAM

Types and Production of Polyurethane Foam for Furniture; ph, sec. p. 68-71; Aug 76, PA

FOUNTAIN

World's Largest Musical Fountain Provides Focus for City; Michigan, Grand Haven; by Melinda Blauvelt and J.P.C. Floyd; ph, pl.; p. 110-111, Dec 76, AR

See LANDSCAPE also

FRANCE

Canigou and Semanque; As Cells of Growth; Ireland, Church, Canigou, Semanque, and Mont St. Michel, France, Durham, England; by John J. Desmond; ill., p. 58-67, May 76, AIAJ

Paris; Underground Cafeteria, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, et al.; ph.; p. 74-77, Sept 76, INT

FREEWAY

See HIGHWAY, TRANSPORTATION

FURNITURE

Aalto Furniture Exhibition; ph.; p. 8+; Mar 76; INT

Antique Regency Furniture; by Robert Mehlan; ph.; p. 38, July/Aug 76, RI

Antiques, Furniture; by Robert Mehlan; p. 33; Jan/Feb 76, RI

Antiques, Sunday Art Collection; ph.; p. 6; May/June 76; RI

Antiques; by Robert Mehlan; p. 100; Mar/Apr 76; RI

Bedroom-Studio, Interiors; Furniture, California, San Francisco; Jennifer Clements and Robert Herman; ph, pl. iso.; p. 118; Mar 76, AR

Buying Antiques at an Auction; p. 26; Sept/Oct 76, RI

Buying Antiques at Auctions, Where to Buy; by Robert Mehlan; ph.; p. 10; Nov/Dec 76, RI

California Contract Sources; Robert Newton; Alex Stuart, KT Furniture, Hieber, Dependable Furniture, Metropolitan; Harbor Universal, Modern Mode; ph.; p. 92; June 76, INT

California Design '76; ph.; p. 72-74, Mar/Apr 76, RI

Children's Room With Built-in Furniture; New York, New York; Rosemary Songer, ph, pl. sec.; p. 116-117, Nov 76, AR

Cologne Furniture Fair; ph.; p. 18; Mar 76, INT

Contract Furniture; New North Carolina; Carolina Seating, Alma Desk, Monarch, Consolidated Burns, Patrician, AGI Davis, Brahyton, Boiling Chair, Myrtle Desk, J. Cartwright, TCI, Gregson; ph.; p. 103; Jan 76, INT

Contract Source, Modulo 3; ph.; p. 56; Dec 76, INT

Contract Sources; Rudd International, Kruegger, Lehigh-Leopold, Vecta, TIW, Cole Business Furniture; ph.; p. 90+; Dec 76, INT

Contract Sources; Domore Office Furniture, JG Furniture, Gunlocke Company, R-Way Furniture Company, Golden Oak, Inc.; ph.; p. 100+; Oct 76, INT

Contract Sources; Hardwood House, Buckstaff, Falcon Products, Kittinger; ph.; p. 22+; Nov 76, INT

Contract Sources; Thonet; Romweber, Ficks Reed, Howe, Designcraft, GFC Inter-Royal, Ransom; Directional Industries; ph.; p. 94, Aug 76, INT

Designer's Saturday; Firms Involved; ph.; p. 94-101; Sept 76, INT
FURNITURE (Cont’d)

Development of a Furniture Industry; Mauritius, Ilmari Tapiovaari. ph., p 82-83, SepI 76, INT
Directory of Great Sources; p 103-114, Dec 76, INT
Document Organizer by Steelcraft; ph., p 72, Mar 76, INT
Donghia Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles, Angelo Donghia, ph., p 82-85, Sept/Oct 76, RI
ERA-1 Office System Electric Feeds; ph., p 102-103, Sept 76, INT
Fine Cabinet Detailing; Storage Closets, Bedroom, Bathroom Cabinets, Stern & Hagmann, ph., det. iso., p 76-81, Jan/Feb 76, RI
Furniture of Willy Rizzo; ph., p 12, Mar/Apr 76, RI
Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles, Baker, Knapp & Tubbs, ph., p 32, Mar/Apr 76, RI
Furniture Showroom; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Baker, Knapp & Tubbs, ph., p 12, Jan/Feb 76, RI
Furniture, Companiello Imports; New York, New York, Vittono Introini, ph., p 28, Feb 76, INT
GF Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles, Craig Ellwood, ph., p 14, July 76, INT
Heating Forms and Living Spaces; by Kyung Hoi Lee and Thomas Markus, pl. table, p 4-13, Mar 76, JAR
Herman Miller Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles, Herman Miller Design Staff, ph., p 10, July 76, INT
Hospital Room Equipment, Lighting; pt. ph. list, p 54-57, Sept 76, PA
Hotel Furniture; ph., p 78-81, Feb 76, INT
Italian Contemporary Furniture; Survey of Firms, by Donald J. Carroll, ph., p 56-59, July/Aug 76, INT
Italian Wood Furniture; ph., p 16, July 76, INT
Knoll Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Cini Boeri, ph., p 12, July 76, INT
Midwest Contract Furniture; All Steel Harter, Baker, Knapp & Tubbs; Lee L. Woodward, Worden, La-Z-Boy Chair; Charlotte Chair, Rose Manufacturing; Bo; Er, Structural Concepts, Mueller, ph., p 84+, Apr 76, INT
Midwest Contract Furniture; Herman Miller, Steelcase, Stow/Davis, American Seating, Western Electric, Hawthor, ph., p 83+, Feb 76, INT
Milan Fair; Italy, Milan, by Richard W. Jones, ph., p 74-77, Nov/Dec 76, RI
Milan Furniture Fair; Italy, Milan, by Jeanne Weeks, ph., p 16+, Feb 76, INT
NEOCON,’76; Contract Fabrics, Furniture, ph., p 118-127, May 76, INT
Northeast Contract Sources; CI Designs, Intrex, Stendig, Roffman, Helikon, ph., p 30, July 76, INT
Northeast Contract Sources; Knoll, Atelier, Bricken, Eppinger, ICF, Pace Collection, Turner, ph., p 48, May 76, INT
Office Furniture and Equipment; New Products, ph., p 27-31, mid-Oct 76, AR

FURNITURE (Cont’d)

Office Furniture System, Marcatre; Mario Bellini, ph., p 112-115, May 76, INT
Office Furniture, Products; ph., p 89-94, Jan 76, INT
Overseas Contract Sources; Airborne/Aaronas, B & B America, Cado Furniture, Castelli Furniture, Facil-Addo, Willy Rizzo, Saporiti Italia, Sormani/But, EA Plus, ph., p 104+, Sept 76, INT
Pacific Design Center Market Week; California, Los Angeles, ph., p 72-79, Mar 76, INT
Saporiti Italy Furniture Showroom; New York, New York, ph., p 30, Sept/Oct 76, RI
Scandinavian Furniture Fair; Denmark, Copenhagen, ph., p 16+, Sept 76, INT
Specifying Spectator Seating; Various Types, ph., p 88-90, Nov 76, PA
The Demand for Contemporary Furniture; by Susan S. Szenasy, ph., p 60-63, July/Aug 76, RI
The Open Plan Office and Its’ Hardware Systems; Survey of Office Furniture Systems, ill. ph., p 106-113, Nov 76, INT
Toronto International Style Show; ph., p 90-95, Oct 76, INT
Types and Production of Polyurethane Foam for Furniture; ph. sec., p 68-71, Aug 76, PA
Upholstery, the Art and Technique; ph., p 62-65, Mar/Apr 76, RI
Wood and Clear Acrylic Furniture; by Naomi Gale, ph., p 14, Mar/Apr 76, RI

G

GARAGE
See PARKING, GARAGE

GEOGRAPHY

Axioms of the Landscape; Clues to the American Scene, by F. Pierce Lewis, ph., p 6-9, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76, JAE
Reflections on Humanistic Geography; by Yi-Fu Tuan, ill., p 3-5, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76, JAE
See LANDSCAPE also

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Hotel Restaurants, Peachtree Plaza, John Portman, ph. pl. sec., p 103-110, June 76, AR
Atlanta; Hotel, Peachtree Plaza Hotel, John Portman, ph. sec. pl., p 50-59, July 76, INT
Atlanta; Hotel, Peachtree Plaza, John Portman, ph. pl. sec., p 103-110, June 76, AR
Atlanta; Office Building, Low Rise, Corporate Headquarters, Simmons Company, Thompson, Hancock & Witte, ph., p 104-105, Nov 76, INT
Atlanta; Office Building, Low Rise, Gray & Durfee, ph. pl., p 48, Jan 76, PA
Atlanta; Omni-International Multi-Use Center, Thompson Ventuleti & Stanback, ph. pl., p 58-63, May 76, PA

45
GEORGIA (Cont'd)

Atlanta; Residence, Interiors, Stephen W. Ackerman, Jr., ph., p. 52-55, May/June 76, RI
Atlanta; Restaurant, Interiors, Thompson, Ventulett & Stanback, ph., p. 26, May 76, PA
Atlanta; Restaurant, Peachtree Plaza Hotel, John Portman, ph., p. 58-59, July 76, INT
Atlanta; Theater, Saving the Fox Theater, ph., p. 74-75, July 76, INT

DeKalb County; Two Renovated Projects, Analyses, ph., p. 74-79, Apr 76, HH
Savannah; Rehabilitating Victorian House, Lominack, ph., p. 100-101, Dec 76, AR
Savannah; Remodeled Railroad Station, Gunn & Meyerhoff, ph., p. 72-73, Apr 76, INT

Shenandoah; Community Center, Solar Heated, Taylor & Collum, sec., p. 40, Dec 76, PA

Shenandoah; Community Center, Solar Heating and Cooling, Taylor & Collum, m., dia., p. 136, Nov 76, AR

GLASS

High-Performance Glass, Uses, Costs, Energy Costs, Accoustical Properties; Various Glazed Wall Details, ph., sec., tables, photo, dia., elev., ph., p. 49-59, June 76, PA

Horizontal Glazing Systems Solve Problems of Glass Architecture, by Marilyn Hann, ph., ill., iso., det. sec., ph., p. 60-63, June 76, PA

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

Fire Station; Pennsylvania, Nanticoke, Wassell Associates, ph., p. 68-71, Feb 76, PA
Firemen's Training Center; New York, New York, Critique, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, by Paul Goldberger, ph., p. 64-68, Feb 76, PA

Ft. Stanwix, Restoration; New York, Rome, Duryea & Wilhelm, ph., p. 324-325, July 76, LA

Government Center; Massachusetts, Malden, Doxiadis, ph., p. 136-138, Sept 76, AR

Interior Design for the Federal Government; District of Columbia, Washington, Critique, Example, Commissioner's Offices, Bibliography, Contact Names, Hunter & Miller, ph., p. 76-88, Dec 76, INT

Municipal Building; Ohio, Middletown, Harry Weese, m., p. 42, Jan 76, AR

Municipal Center; Texas, Dallas, I.M. Pei, ph., det., p. 20-21, mid-Oct 76, AR

National Air and Space Museum; District of Columbia, Washington, Critique, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ph., sec., p. 70-75, July 76, PA

New System for Applying for Federal Work; ill., p. 65-67, 69, Jan 76, AR

Office Building; California, Sacramento, Energy Conserving, Sim Van Der Ryn, ph., sec., p. 42-43, June 76, AIAJ

Police Firing Range, Partially Enclosed, California, Modesto, Structural Analysis, Raymond C. Abst, ph., sec., det., p. 84-85, mid-Aug 76, AR

Post Office Building; North Carolina, Ahsoskie, Gantt & Huberman, ph., iso., p. 139, Sept 76, AR

Post Office Building; North Carolina, Winston-Salem, Gantt & Huberman, ph., iso., p. 140, Sept 76, AR

Post Offices, Regional Prototype; Florida, Fort Myers, also Florence, South Carolina, Mcallen, Texas, Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle & Wolff, ph., ill., p. 95-99, Aug 76, AR

Professional and Political Contributions; by F. Carter Williams, p. 46-47, Jan 76, AIAJ

Public Administration Buildings; p. 127, Sept 76, AR

Public Safety Building, Police and Fire Building; New York, Amsterdam, Feibes & Schmitt, ph., p. 132-135, Sept 76, AR

Regional Service Center; North Carolina, Charlotte, Library, Day Care, Offices, Gantt & Huberman, ph., p. 128-131, Sept 76, AR

Reserve Training Center; Oregon, Portland, Campbell, Yost & Grube, ph., sec., det., p. 76-79, July 76, PA

Restored Senate and Supreme Court Chambers; District of Columbia, Washington, J. George Stewart, ph., sec., p. 58-59, Nov 76, PA

Restored State Capital Building; Indiana, Indianapolis, James Associates, ph., p. 70-71, Apr 76, INT

Solar Collector System for Post Office; Pennsylvania, Ridley Park, Environmental Design Collaborative, iso., m., p. 36-37, Feb 76, PA
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

State Capitol, How Acquired; Nebraska, Lincoln; 1920 Competition; Bertram G. Goodhue; by Henry-Russell Hitchcock and William Seale. ph. ill. elev.; p. 56-61, Oct 76. AIAJ

State Offices With Atrium; Missouri, Jefferson City; Patty, Berkebile, Nelson, Duncan, Monroe & Lefebvre, m. ill.; p. 39. Dec 76; AR

Tax Court; District of Columbia, Washington. Victor Lundy and Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle & Wolff; by Stanley Abercrombie, ph. pl. ill. sec. dia. det.; p. 52-59. July 76; PA

Three-Layer Solar-Cell Roof Membrane Proposed As Dome Over Office Park; Cambridge Seven Associates and Davis & Brody, m. dia.; p. 39. Mar 76; AR


See CIVIC CENTER, CITY PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, also

GRAPHICS

Architects and Graphic Designers, A Potential Partnership; Corporate Image On All Materials; by Jan V. White; p. 57-58. Feb 76; AR

Computer Graphics of Human Movement; ill.; p. 104-105. INT

Developing a Workable Signing System for Circulation; by John Follis; chart, ph.; p. 74-77. June 76; INT

Florida, Tampa; Supergraphics Exterior, Rowe & Holmes. ph. pl. sec.; p. 117-119, 123. June 76; AR


Survey of New Signage, Graphics, Commercial, Institutional; ph. p. 70-77. May 76; PA

Symbols In the Urban Landscape; Sign; by Marc Treib; ph.; p. 18-21. Vol 30, No 1; Sept 76. JAE

GREECE

Study of Form In Various Greek Villages; by O.B. Doumanis and M.O. ph.; p. 42-47. Winter 75, DE

GREENHOUSE

Conference Center; New York, New York; Glass Roof and Walls, Ford & Earl and Justin Lamb; ph. ill. iso. det. sec. pl.; p. 60-63. June 76; PA

HAITI

Port-Au-Prince; Hotel, Remodeled Mansion Plus Cottages. Albert Mangones; ph.; p. 118-119. Feb 76; AR

HANDICAPPED DESIGN

See BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

HARDWARE

New Products; ph.; p. 72+. mid-Oct 76; AR

HAWAII

Honolulu; Stadium Grandstands Move on Air System, Charles Luckman and Solar Systems, ph. sec.; p. 112-113. mid-Aug 76; AR

HEALTH CARE

See CLINIC, HOSPITAL

HEATING AND VENTILATING


ASHRAE Energy Standards, Digest; by William Tao, tables.; p. 143-144. Oct 76; AR

Exploding Some Myths About Building Energy Use; by Lawrence E. Spielvogel; dia. graph.; tables. p. 125-128. Feb 76; AR

Georgia, Shenandoah; Solar Heating and Cooling; Taylor & Collum; m. pl. dia.; p. 136. Nov 76; AR

Heat Pump's Ice Storage Cuts Costs; Comparison With Solar and Conventional Houses; ph. ill.; p. 133-136. Nov 76; AR

Insulation and Heating for Shopping Center: Section, Alaska, Point Barrow; sec.; m. p. 36. Feb 76; PA

Integrated Ceiling With Lighting, Ventilating and Partitions; ph. pl. p. 16-17 mid-Oct 76; AR

New Products; ph.; p. 157+. mid-Oct 76; AR

One/ Pipe Steam System in Renovation of Tenements; dia. ph.; p. 142 Mar 76; AR


The Heat Pump, Financial Feasibility; tables.; p. 88-89. Apr 76; HH

Thermal Storage Tanks Reduce Energy Costs; dia.; p. 141; Mar 76; AR

See AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL ENERGY, SOLAR also

HIGHWAY

Norman Bel Geddes, Streamlined Spaces; by Douglas Adams; ill.; p. 22-24. Vol 30, No 1; Sept 76; JAE

On An Aesthetic of Highway Speed; by Travis Brown, Jr.; ph. ill.; p. 25-27. Vol 30, No 1; Sept 76; JAE

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION also

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

Adaptive Uses Economic and Other Advantages; by Andrea O. Dean; ph.; p. 26-28. June 76; AIAJ
Addition and Preservation of Old Library Building; New Hampshire, Portsmouth; Stahl & Bennett; ph. ill.; p. 20-21; Summer 76. DE

Architecture From 1680's to 1950's; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. ill.; p. 52-57; Apr 76. PA

Arts Center From Beaux-Arts Courthouse; Michigan, Grand Rapids; Emilio Ambasz; ph. ill. sec. dia.; p. 60-61; Jan 76. PA

As Cells of Growth; Ireland, Church, Canigou, Senanque, and Mont St Michel, France, Durham, England; by John J. Desmond; ill.; p. 58-67; May 76. AIAJ

Bedford-Stuyvesant Revitalization; New York, New York, Brooklyn; by Restoration Corporation; ph. ill.; p. 39-49; Summer 76. DE

Before the Silvers; California, Los Angeles; Survey of Early Architecture, by Esther McCoy; ph.; p. 66-69; Oct 76. PA

Bicentennial Headquarters; District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled Residence; Emily Malino; ph.; p. 60-61; Apr 76. INT

Bicentennial Reconstruction of 1776 House, With Exhibition Building; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Gaff House, Harbeson, Hough, Livingston & Larson; ph.; p. 68, Apr 76. PA

Big Iron -Facade Building Being Restored; Missouri, St. Louis; Cohn & Thompson; ph.; p. 12, Aug 76; AIAJ

Buildings of the Tall Grass Prairie; Kansas; by Brian Miller; ph.; p. 172-175; July 76. AIAJ

California, San Francisco; Interiors, Julia Morgan House; John Dickinson; ph.; p. 70-71; Jan/Feb 76; RI

Capitol Competition Drawings, 1792; ph. pl. elev.; p. 6; Feb 76; AIAJ

Catalogue of Urban Potentials, Preservation, Revitalization; New Jersey, Atlantic City; and Memphis, Tennessee; by Jim Burns, ill. ph. pl.; p. 12-15; Fall 76. DE

Connecticut, New Haven; Remodeled Synagogue; by Charles H. Brewer, Jr.; ph. m. ill. pl.; p. 22-25; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Demand for Tourists Is Harming the Pyramid Area; Egypt; by Dr. Hans Werkmeister; ph.; p. 15-18, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76. JAE

Designing for Townscape Identity; by Ronald Lee Fleming; p. 13; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Documents in Landscape History; by John R. Stilgoe; ill.; p. 15, 18: Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76. JAE

El Desierto De Los Leones National Park; Mexico; Sierra Del Ajuzco, Equilibrium Among Forest, Convent, Gardens and Tourist; by Gerardo Ibarra; ph.; p. 541-543; Nov 76. LA

Evolution of the Southern California Landscape; Arcadia Compromised, Frederick Law Olmsted, by David Streetfield; ph.; p. 117-126; Mar 76. LA

Evolution of the Southern California Landscape; California. Part 1; by David Streetfield; ph.; p. 39-46; Jan 76. LA

Faneuil Hall Renovation Project Opens; Massachusetts, Boston, Benjamin Thompson; ph.; p. 35; Oct 76. PA

Federal Architecture; Survey, History, Entire Issue; District of Columbia, Washington; and Elsewhere; by Robert Peck; ill. ph. elev. det. sec. dia.; p. 23-24, 45-79; July 76. PA

Fitting Species and Cultivars to the Landscape; by J.C. McDaniel; p. 267-269. May 76. LA

Flt. Stanwix, Restoration; New York, Rome; Duryea & Wilhelm; ph. pl.; p. 324-325; July 76. LA

Garden Preservation, The Emerging Science; Garden Archeology; by Grady Clay; sec.; p. 219, 218; May 76. LA

George Washington’s Gardens, Restorations; Virginia, Mt. Vernon; by Robert B. Fisher; ph. pl.; p. 254-258; May 76. LA

Golden Gate Park, 1893; California, San Francisco; William Hammond Hall; ph. pl.; p. 118-121; Mar 76. LA

Historic Preservation Studies at the University of Vermont; by Chester Liebs; p. 25-26; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Historic Preservation Study at Columbia University; by James Marston Fitch; p. 14-15; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Historic Preservation Study at University of Florida; by F. Blair Reeves; p. 4-5; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Historic Preservation; by Arthur M. Skolnik; p. 26; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Historical Archaeology in Garden Restoration; by Audrey N. Hume; ph.; p. 259-264; May 76. LA

Historical Ecological Upheavals; Mexico; by Alejandra Moreno Toscano; p. 528-529; Nov 76. LA

Historical Preservation, Restoration; Talents; Required; by Charles Peterson; p. 25; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Imperial Hotel, Restored; Japan, Inuyama; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p. 8-9; Aug 76. AIAJ

Independence Park; Other National Park Projects; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-31; Fall 76. DE

Inventory of Gardens of Historical Importance; p. 247; May 76. LA

Issues on Interior Preservation by New York Laws; New York, New York; Villard House Inside Hotel, Offices, Shops Complex; Emery Roth; by Elizabeth G. Miller; ill. ph. sec. p.; p. 76-79; Nov 76. PA

Jefferson’s Drawings, University of Virginia; Virginia. — — — Other Buildings, Thomas Jefferson, elev. ph. ill.; p. 36-37; July 76. AIAJ

Liberty Bell Pavilion; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Apr 76. PA

Lists of Best Architecture and Places in Last 200 Years; by Architects, Critics; ph.; p. 88-158; July 76. AIAJ

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Memphis, Tennessee, by Jim Burns, ill. ph pi . p 12, Aug 76; AIAJ

Ocean Grove, New Jersey, Atlantic City, and Revitalization; by Chester Liebs. p 25-26, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76, JAE

Other National Park Projects; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-31; Fall 76. DE

Potomac Area; by John R. Stilgoe; ill. p. 55; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Required: by Charles Peterson, p. 25; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Rome, Italy; by John F. Bassett; p. 48-49; Mar 76. AIAJ

Saratoga Springs, New York; by James Marston Fitch; p. 14-15; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

Summarizes Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Philosophy in His Natural History of Society; by F. Blair Reeves; p. 5-8; Vol 30, May 76; LA

Synagogue, by Charles H. Brewer, Jr.; ph.; p. 70-71; Jan/Feb 76; RI

Thomas Jefferson’s Drawings, University of Virginia; Virginia. — — — Other Buildings, Thomas Jefferson, elev. ph. ill.; p. 36-37; July 76. AIAJ

Tourism; by Charles Peterson; p. 25; Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76. JAE

van Allen Planetarium; New York, Bronx; by Restoration Corporation; ph. ill.; p. 105-108, Oct 76. PA

Washington’s Gardens, Restorations; Virginia, Mt. Vernon; by Robert B. Fisher; ph. pl.; p. 254-258; May 76. LA

Wood House,Frederick Law Olmsted, by Robert Hume; ph.; p. 259-264; May 76. LA

Zeitgeist: other than area; by Chester Liebs; p. 259-264; May 76. LA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

(Cont'd)

Lost City Whose Design Bespeaks A Worship of Nature; Peru, Machu Picchu, by John J. Desmond; ill. pl.; p. 70, Nov 76; AIAJ

Metamorphosis of an Artist; Survey of His Work: Jens Jensen; by Stephanie F. Christy; ph.; p. 60-66; Jan 76; LA

Neighborhood Preservation, Case History; Virginia, Alexandria; Black Consciousness of Preservation; by Byron Rushing; ph.; p. 5-8; Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Neighborhood Preservation; by Ronald Shiffman; p. 16, Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Neighborhoods Up For Landmark Status; by Ronald McNulty; ph. ill.; Entire Issue. Vol 30: No 2, Nov 76; JAE

New Tax Bill Fosters Historic Preservation; by James Marston Fitch, p 276-280, May 76; LA

New Tax Bill Fosters Historic Preservation; p. 35-36, Feb 76; AIAJ

Norman Bel Geddes, Streamlined Spaces; by Douglas Adams; ill.; p. 22-24; Vol 30; No 1; Sept 76; JAE

Nostalgia for the Past we Never Had; Satire by Norman Bel Geddes, streamlined spaces; p. 22-24, Vol 30, No 1; Sept 76; JAE

Old Buildings As Palimpsest, A Theory of Remodeling; by Rodolfo Machado, ph. pl. iso. ill.; p. 46-49; Nov 76; PA

On Preservation In Cities; by Harry M. Weese, p. 15, Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

On the Development of an Architectural Conserver; by W. Brown Morton III; ill.; p. 12-13, Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Palladio Models on Exhibit; m.; p. 50-58; July 76; AIAJ

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bicentennial Formal Garden, Underground Museum, Reconstructed Ben Franklin-Designed Houses and Ghost Houses Outlined; Venturi & Rauch; ph. pl.; p. 69-70; Apr 76; PA

Photogrammetry's Use in Fixing Scenes; Measuring by Photography, Examples, by Perry E. Borchers; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; May 76; LA

Pollen As Botanical Evidence of the Past; by G.W. Dimbleby; ph.; p. 219-223, May 76; LA

Pompelii Emerges As a City of Gardens, Vineyards; Italy, Pompeii, Archeological Study, by Wilhelmina Jashemski, ph. pl.; p. 224-230, May 76, LA

Preservation Requires Tact, Modesty and Honesty Among Designers; Types of Preservation, by James Marston Fitch; p. 276-280, May 76; LA

Preservationist Berates Tax Policies; p. 6, Apr 76; AIAJ

Preserving Neighborhoods; by Bruce M. Krivitsky; p. 11-12; Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Preserving Neighborhoods; by Hervey S. Perloff; p. 8; Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Prologue to Preservation Issue; by Robert H. McNulty; ph. ill.; Entire Issue, Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Pyramids, New Discovery on Their Construction; Egypt, —; —; —; by Olat Tellefsen; det.; p. 74; May 76, AIAJ

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

(Cont'd)

Quincy Market, 1820's, Renovated As Commercial Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Benjamin Thompson, ill. m.; p. 39; Feb 76; AR

Railroad Station, 1885, Refurbished; Connecticut, New London; Renewal by Anderson & Notter; Henry Hobson Richardson; ph.; p. 21, Sept 76; PA

Reconstruction of Entrance and Main Wing of Imperial Hotel for Exhibition Village; Japan, Meijimaguro; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p. 23; Aug 76; PA

Rediscovering the Eastern Industrial Centers; Pennsylvania, Reading; Conn., Norwich; New Jersey, Trenton; by Mary Proctor and Bill Matuszek; ph.; p. 23-36, Jan 76; AIAJ

Rehabilitating for Profit; California, San Francisco; Work of Firm, Kaplan & McLaughlin, by Herbert P. McLaughlin, ph. pl. tables, cost anal.; p. 65-67, May 76; AR

Remodeled City Hall, Specialty Shops; Washington, Tacoma, 1891; Hatherton & McIntosh; Barnett Schorr; ph. sec.; p. 67; Nov 76; PA

Remodeled Court Houses, 1917; Irving Gill; California, Santa Monica; Gien Small and et al.; ph. sec. elev. pl.; p. 68; Nov 76; PA

Remodeled Historical House Into Offices; Massachusetts, Boston; Childs, Bertman & Tsckares; ph.; p. 74-76, Apr 76; INT

Remodeled Railroad Station; Georgia, Savannah; Gunn & Meyerhoff; ph.; p. 72-73; Apr 76; INT

Remodeling From Existing Buildings; ph.; m.; p. 118-119, Feb 76; AR

Remodeling of Train Station, Multi-Use; Connecticut, New London; 1887, H. H. Richardson; Cost Analysis, Case History, Anderson & Notter; by George M. Notter, Jr, ph.; p. 2-4; Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Remodeling Police Building Into Institute of Contemporary Art; Massachusetts, Boston; 1886, Arthur H. Vinal, Graham Gund; by Peter Blake, ph. elev. sec.; p. 65-57, Nov 76; PA

Renovated Gothic Library, University of Chicago; Illinois, Chicago; Metz, Train, Olson & Youngren; ph.; p. 77-79; Apr 76; INT

Renovated Old City Hall; Massachusetts, Boston; Anderson & Notter, ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Apr 76; AIAJ

Renovated Rowhouse Area; Maryland, Baltimore; Otterbein Homestead, 1822; Land Design/Research; ph.; p. 336-337, July 76; LA

Restoration of Blimtmore Hotel; California, Los Angeles; Schutze & Weaver; ph.; p. 24, Nov 76; PA

Restoration of First National Bank in U.S.; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; 1797, Samuel Blodget; Day & Zimmerman, ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Nov 76; PA

Restoration of Hot Loo, 17th Century Country Estate; Netherlands, Apeldoorn; Survey, Eight Great European Gardens, by J. B. Baron Van Asbeck; ill. pl.; p. 248-253, May 76; LA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Restoration of Navy Pier; Illinois, Chicago; Park at the Tip; Jerome Butler; ph.; p. 23; Nov 76; PA

Restoration of Palace of Fine Arts; California, San Francisco; 1917; Bernard Maybeck; Hans Gerson and Welton Beckett; ph.; p. 66; Nov 76; PA

Restoration of Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; 1876; Frank Furness; Day & Zimmerman; ph.; p. 50-53; Nov 76; PA

Restoration of the Great Gardens; West Germany Hanover; Process Analysis; by Gerda Gollwitzer; ph.; p. 231-238; May 76; LA

Restoration of the Rotunda, University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; 1826; Thomas Jefferson; Ballou & Justice; ph. pi.; p. 62; Nov 76; PA

Restoration of the Strand Entertainment Street; Texas Galveston; Venturin & Rauch; ph. pi.; p. 26-27; Dec 76; PA

Restoration of Town Square and Buildings; Indonesia, Jakarta; ph.; p. 35; Sept 76; AR

Restoration, Arts and Industries Building; District of Columbia, Washington, Smithsonian Institution; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph.; p. 89-94; Nov 76; AR

Restored Senate and Supreme Court Chambers; District of Columbia, Washington, J. George Stewart; ph. sec.; p. 58-59; Nov 76; PA

Restored State Capital Building; Indiana, Indianapolis; James Associates; ph.; p. 70-71; Apr 76; INT

Restoring and Remodeling Old Buildings; Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec.; p. 45-79; Nov 76; PA

Revitalization of Historic Waterfront Downtown Street, The Strand; Texas, Galveston; by Stanley Taraila; pl. ph.; p. 9-11; Vol 30, No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Revitalization of Main Street by Restoration; Ohio, Medina; Jackson, Oregon; Corning, N.Y.; Other Cities; ph.; p. 70-75; Nov 76; PA

Ring In the Old; Editorial; by John Morris Dixon; p. 7; Nov 76; PA

Rural Tastes, Rectangular Ideas, Survey of His Work; Horace W. S. Cleveland; ph.; p. 67-70; Jan 76; LA

Saving Grand Central Terminal, Urban Design Study; New York, New York; Solutions, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pi.; p. 16-21; Vol 30; No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Saving Landmarks by Changing Tax Laws; Survey of Buildings Saved and Lost; by Stanley Abercombe; ph. ill.; p. 24-27; Summer 76; DE

Saving the Fox Theater; Georgia, Atlanta; ph.; p. 74-75; July 76; INT

Shifting Meanings In a Garden Landscape; Switzerland, Basle; Near, 18th Century, English Garden; by Hans-Rudolf Heyer; ill.; p. 240-246; May 76; LA

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont’d)

Society Hill, Historical Neighborhood Revival; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph.; p. 42-43; Mar 76; AIAJ

State Capitol, How Acquired; Nebraska, Lincoln; 1920 Competition; Bertram G. Goodhue; by Henry-Russell Hitchcock and William Seale; ph. ill.; elev.; p. 56-61; Oct 76; AIAJ

Study and Design of Preservation and Re-Use of Federal Archive Building; New York, New York; Creative Analysis for the Reprogramming of Landmarks; Klaus Herdeg; by Paul S. Byard; ph. iso.; p. 26-28; Vol 30, No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Study of 1913 Bank Design; Iowa, Grinnell; Louis Sullivan; by Kenneth Severens; ph. ill.; p. 68-71; May 76; AIAJ

Survey of Work, Quality and Anonymity; California, Julia Morgan; by Mary E. Osman; ph.; p. 44-48; June 76; AIAJ

Survey of Work; Pioneer in a Man's World; Kansas, Elizabeth Rivas; by Lenore Bradley; ph.; p. 49; June 76; AIAJ

Tax Act, 1976 Aids Preservation of Historical Landmarks; p. 10, 19; Nov 76; AIAJ

The Black Architectural Experience in America; Influences, Schools, Artisans Practice; ph.; p. 162-168; July 76; AIAJ

The Preservation Movement; by Sidney Cohn; p. 32; Vol 30, No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Three-Decker Apartment Houses, 19th Century; Revival of Interest; New England Ubiquitous New England Building Type, Rivaling Rowhouse; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 40; Sept 76; PA

Tornado Ravaged Park Restoration Plan; Kentucky, Louisville; F. L. Olmsted's Design; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; by Allen J. Share; ph. pi.; p. 456-459; Sept 76; LA

Tremont Hotel, Renovation; Illinois, Chicago; Ann Miligan Gray; ph.; p. 78-79; Oct 76; INT

Union Train Station Proposals for New Uses; Ohio, Cincinnati; ph. pi.; p. 8; Apr 76; INT

Urban Design and Historic Conservation; Texas, Dallas; Neighborhood, Downtown Studies, Design Guidelines; by Weiming Lu; ph. pi.; p. 29-32; Vol 30, No 2; Nov 76; JAE

Using Photos in Contract Documents on Restoration Work; by Cynthia J. Phifer; ph. sec.; p. 44-47; Feb 76; AIAJ

See REMODELING also

HOLLAND

Dutch 20th Century Architecture, Four Exhibitions; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-29; Feb 76; PA

HOSPITAL

Automated Hospital Food Service; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; mid-Oct 76; AR

Casework Consulting by Manufacturer; ph.; p. 23; mid-Oct 76; AR
HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

Computer Analysis of Hospital Needs; American Health Facilities; Medical Planning Associates; dia. pl. tables; p. 116-117; July 76; AR

Fire Safety Controls and Codes for Hospitals; dia det. table; p. 58-63; Sept 76; PA

Health Maintenance Organization Facility Development Handbook; Westermann & Miller; dia.; p. 90; Jan 76; PA

Hospital Room Equipment, Lighting; pl. ph. list; p. 54-57; Sept 76; PA

Housing for Health Care; Survey of New Approaches; ph. pi. m sec dia. tables, ill.; p. 109-124; July 76; AR

Monumental Hospitals Are Usually Functional Disasters; by Herbert McLaughlin; ill. p. 118; July 76; AR

ADMINISTRATION

New York, Willard; Hospital Administration Building; Werner Seligmann; by Michael Dennis; ph. pi axonometric. sec det. p. 78-83; May 76; PA

GENERAL

Addition; Massachusetts, Newburyport; Payette Associates; ph. pl.; p. 116-118; Jan 76; AR

Engineers' Schemes to Assess Advantages of Large Bay in a Hospital; Gensert, Peller & Mancini; dia. graph. p. 102-103; mid-Aug 76; AR

Michigan, Grand Rapids; St. Mary's; Westermann & Miller and Russo & Sonder; ph. pi.; p. 119-121; July 76; AR

St. Joseph's Hospital; North Carolina, Asheville; Six Associates; ph. pl.; p. 73-75; Dec 76; INT

Texas Houston; Park Plaza; Koetter, Tharp & Cowell; ph. pl.; p. 104-106; May 76; INT

Washington, Seattle; Progressive Care Facility; Hidenour, Cochran & Lewis; ph. pl.; p. 122-124; July 76; AR

Washington, Tacoma; St. Joseph's; Bertrand Goldberg; ph. sec. pl.; p. 110-115; July 76; AR

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; St. Mary's; Bertrand Goldberg; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; July 76; AR

HOSPICE

Study of a New Building Type to Comfort the Dying; by Lo-Yi Chan; iso. pl.; p. 42-45; Dec 76; AIAJ

MENTAL

Behavioral Change on Ward 8; Physical Elements and Social Interaction; by A. R. C.; ph. pl.; p. 26-29; Vol. 29, No. 4; Apr 76; JAE

NURSING HOME

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Interiors; Leeds Associates, William N. Breger; ph. pi.; p. 68-72; Dec 76; INT

HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

WOMEN'S

Illinois, Chicago; Bertrand Goldberg; ph. pl. m.; p. 110-115; July 76; AR

See CLINIC, RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY also

HOTEL

Camino Real Resort Hotel; Mexico, Cancun; Ricardo Legorreta; ph. pl.; p. 100-104; Oct 76; AR

Competition Winner; Trucial Oman, Abu Dhabi; Rothermel & Cooke; m.; p. 37; Nov 76; AR

Condominium; Maryland, Ocean City; ph. pl.; p. 30; Oct 76; HH

Convention Center; Michigan, Kalamazoo; Critique; E. L. S Design Group; ph. pi. iso.; p. 64-69; May 76; PA

Cyprus, Limassol; Amathus Beach Hotel; Architects Collaborative and Colakides & Associates; ph. pi. sec.; p. 122-123; Feb 76; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Peachtree Plaza Hotel; John Portman; ph. sec. pl.; p. 50-59; July 76; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; PeachtreePlaza; John Portman; ph. Sec. pi.; p. 103-110; June 76; AR

Guest Rooms, Interiors; Arizona, Phoenix; Elaine Rosenberg; ph. pi.; p. 70-71; Feb 76; INT

Guest Rooms; Arizona, Phoenix; Schwenn & Clark; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Feb 76; INT

Haiti, Port-Au-Prince; Remodeled Mansion Plus Cottages; Albert Mangione; ph. pi.; p. 118-119; Feb 76; AR

Hotel and Convention Center; Arizona, Phoenix; Construction; Charles Luckman; ph.; p. 125-126; July 76; AR

Hotel Toronto; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Neish, Owen, Rowland & Roy; ph.; p. 80-81; Oct 76; INT

Hotel-Apartment Tower, World's Tallest Concrete Building, Uses High Strength Concrete; Illinois, Chicago; ph. pi. dia. sec.; p. 133-135; June 76; AR

Iceland; Thermal Springs Heated Resort Center; Architects Collaborative; pi. sec. ill.; p. 124; Feb 76; AR

Imperial Hotel Restored; Japan, Inuyama; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pi.; p. 8-9; Aug 76; AIAJ

Indiana, Indianapolis, Hyatt Complex; Joint Venture Ill.; ill. pl.; p. 37; Sept 76; AR

Indiana, New Harmony Inn; Woolen Associates; ph. pi. sec.; p. 101-106; Apr 76; AR

Indonesia, Bali; Palmer & Turner; ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 76; INT

Interiors; Indonesia, Bali; Dale Keller; ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 76; INT

Interiors; Israel, Jerusalem; Hilton; Dora Gad and Arye Noy; ph. pl.; p. 86-89; Sept 76; INT

Interiors; ph.; p. 112-113; Feb 76; AR

Interiors; Puerto Rico, Dorado Beach; Leeds Associates; ph. pi.; p. 60-65; Feb 76; INT

Iran, Tehran; Welton Becket; m. ill.; p. 39; July 76; AR
HOTEL (Cont'd)

Iran, Tehran; Marcel Breuer, m. sec.; p. 58-59, Oct 76; PA

Israel, Jerusalem; Hilton, Rechter, Zarchy & Peri; ph. pl.; p. 86-89, Sept 76; INT

Missouri, St. Louis; Stouffer's Riverfront Tower Addition; William Tabler, ph. pl. sec.; p. 111, Feb 76; AR

Missouri, St. Louis; William Tabler, ph. sec. pl. det.; p. 56-59, Feb 76; INT

New Hampshire, Weirs Beach; Brickyard Mountain Inn; Sasaki, Dawson & DeMay; ph. pi.; p. 108-109; Feb 76; AR

New Hotels; Middle East m. ph. sec. elev.; p. 23-25, Oct 76; PA

New York, New York; UN Plaza Hotel, Office Building, Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo, pl. pi.; p. 72-77, Oct 76; INT

Offices, Hotel and Retail Spaces; New York, New York, One United Nations Plaza, Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo, ph. pi.; p. 117-124, Oct 76; AR

Omni-International Multi-Use Center; Georgia, Atlanta, Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; ph. pi.; p. 58-63, May 76; PA

Prospects for Architects in Hotel Design, With Survey of Recent Work; ph. pi. sec. m. ill.; p. 107-124; Feb 76; AR

Prototype Building Segments at Low Cost; Brazil, Cantogem and Brasilia, Warner, Burns, Toan & Lunde and Paulo Case; m. pi.; p. 110, Feb 76; AR

Puerto Rico, Dorado Beach; Torro & Ferrer; ph. pl.; p. 60-65, Feb 76; INT

Qatar, Doha; William Pereira; m.; p. 23, Oct 76; PA

Reconstruction of Entrance and Main Wing of Imperial Hotel for Exhibition Village; Japan, Meijimura; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p. 23, Aug 76; PA

Remodeling From Existing Buildings; ph. m.; p. 118-119, Feb 76; AR

Resort Complex; Yugoslavia, Trieste, Near, Architects Collaborative, m.; p. 35, July 76; AR

Restoration of Biltmore Hotel; California, Los Angeles, Schultz & Weaver; ph.; p. 24; Nov 76; PA

Tennessee, Memphis; Hyatt Regency Hotel, Walk Jones and Francis Mah; ph.; p. 114-115, Feb 76; AR

Tremont Hotel, Renovation; Illinois, Chicago, Ann Milligan Gray; pl.; p. 78-79, Oct 76; INT

Tunisia, Hammamet; Sheraton, Athens, Di Grazia & Fizzell; ph.; p. 120-121; Feb 76; AR

Wyoming, Jackson Hole; Convention and Resort Hotel, Ramada Inn, MacFayden & DeVito and Corbett & Dehnert; ph.; p. 116-117, Feb 76; AR

HOUSING (Cont'd)

Affordable Housing Solutions, Self-Help; John F. C. Turner; ph.; p. 34-35, Spring 76; DE

Effect of Federal Programs on Housing Rehabilitation; ph.; p. 68, Mar 76; AR

Evaluation Method of Industrialized Housing System Performance; Performance Criteria; by D. J. Crise; tables; p. 17-25, Dec 76; JAR

Existing Squatter Slum and Planned Resettlement Area; Philippines, Dagat-Dagatan, Site for International Design Competition, ph.; pl.; 106-111, May 76; AR

Farmers Home Administration Home Programs; ph.; p. 12, Mar 76; HH

Federal Housing Allowance for the Poor Not Being Used for Housing; ph.; p. 9, Aug 76; HH

Florida's Empty Condos; ph., p. 18, Mar 76; HH

Forecasts of Housing Demand May Be Too Large; ph.; p. 16+, Nov 76; HH

Foreclosures Won't Help Housing; by Kenneth Campbell; ph.; p. 44, Feb 76; HH

GAO Calls HUD a Destroyer of Neighborhoods; p. 28, Nov 76; HH

HABITAT Conference on Design of Human Settlements; Report, ph.; p. 36-37, Aug 76; AR

HBD to Aid Ailing New Towns; p. 20, Dec 76; HH

HBD's Programs, Confusion; ph.; p. 9, Sept 76; HH

HUD's Section 8 Housing Starts; ph.; p. 9, May 76; HH

HABITAT Conference, Some Useful Statements; by Frederick Guthrie; ph.; p. 38-41, Aug 76; AIAJ

High-Density Urban Housing, High-Rise vs. Low-Rise; Entire Issue; p. 34-35, 39-73, Mar 73; PA

Housing Activists Shunted to Sidelines; ph.; p. 12; June 76; HH

Housing and Community Development Act of 1974; A First Year Review; ph.; p. 28-31, Feb 76; AIAJ
ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago; Branch Bank; Banque Nationale de Paris, Jacques Lodier and Interiors Incorporate, ph. pl, p. 98-99, Nov 76, INT

Chicago; College of Nursing, Rush-Presbyterian Medical Center, Remodeled Building, Metz, Train Olson & Youngren, ph. pl, p. 107-109, May 76, INT

Chicago; Conference and Media Room, ISD, ph. pl, p. 74, Jan 76, INT

Chicago; Conference and Media Room, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl, p. 76, Jan 76, INT

Chicago; Convention Room, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl, p. 78, Jan 76, INT

Chicago; Convention Hall, Unbuilt Vision, Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe, ph. p. 57. Nov 76 AIAJ


Chicago; Hospital, Women’s, Bertrand Goldberg, ph. pl, m, p. 110-115, July 76, AR

Chicago; Hotel-Apartment Tower, World’s Tallest Concrete Building. Uses High Strength Concrete, ph. pl dia sec p 133-135, June 76 AR

Chicago; Imported Goods Store, Crate and Barrel Furniture, Garo Roberts and Bonesz Maas & Buccola, ph. sec p 91-93, Jan 76, PA

Chicago; Leavitt Redesigned House Models, ph. pl, p. 50, Sept 76, HH

Chicago; Library for Blind and Handicapped, Stanley Tigerman, ph. pl, p. 116-117, Sept 76, AR

Chicago; Marvin Restaurant, Karen Barone and Ted Barone, ph. pl, p. 68-69, Oct 76, INT

Chicago; Neighborhoods Up for Landmark Status, p. 35, Sept 76, AR

Chicago; Renovated Gothic Library, University of Chicago, Metz, Train, Olson & Youngren, ph. p. 77-79, Apr 76, INT

Chicago; Residence, Architects’ House, Walter Netsch, ph. pl, m, p. 46-48, Aug 76, PA

Chicago; Restaurant, The Pump Room, Zakaspace, ph. pl, p. 70-71, Oct 76, INT

Chicago; Restoration of Navy Pier, Park at the Tip, Jerome Butler, ph. p. 23, Nov 76, PA

Chicago; School, Junior High, Acoustical Study Determines Site Plan, Form and Materials, Study by Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. dia. sec. det, p. 109, mid-Aug 76, AR

Chicago; Seeing the City Whole: by Charles A. Blessing, ill, p. 65, Apr 76, AIAJ

Chicago; Shopping Center, Seven-Level Mall, Water Tower Place, Loetl, Schlossman, Bennett & Dart and C. F. Murphy, ill. sec. pl, p. 136-140, Apr 76, AR

Chicago; Sweetwater Cafe, James E. Miller, ph. pl, p. 66-67, Oct 76, INT

Chicago; Tremont Hotel, Renovation; Ann Milligan Gray, ph. p. 78-79, Oct 76, INT

Chicago; Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art; Stanley Tigerman, ph. pl m, p. 115, Sept 76, AR

ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago; Unbuilt America, Visions, Aquarium Restaurant, 1929, Norman Bel Geddes, ill, p. 56, Nov 76; AIAJ

Chicago; Zoning Impediments to High Rise Apartment Buildings, p. 19, May 76, HH

Evanston; Townhouse, Zipper Housing, Stanley Tigerman, m. elev, p. 118, Sept 76, AR

Hinsdale; Residence, Booth & Nagle, ph. pl, p. 86-87, mid-May 76, AR

Lincolnshire; Bathroom, Robert Coffin, ph. pl, p. 70, Aug 76, HH

Moline; Office Building, Middle Rise, Deer & Co., Headquarters, Evaluation, Eero Saariinen, by Donald Canty, ph. p. 18-21, Aug 76, AIAJ

Northbrook; Bathroom, Jack Studios and June, ph. pl, p. 66-69, Aug 76, HH

Northwestern Area; Residence, Stanley Tigerman, ph. iso. pl, p. 112, Sept 76, AR

Schaumburg; Townhouse, Single People Are the Buyers, ph. pl, p. 66, Aug 76, HH

Springfield; Residence, Interiors, Renovation, Donald D. Powell and Robert Kleinschmidt, ph. pl, p. 66-69, Jan/Feb 76, RI

INDIA

Baghdad; Ekistics, Study of Human Settlements; Plan For Growth, Constantinos Doxiadis, m. pl, p. 28-29, Spring 76, DE

Bombay; Plan for New Bombay, Charles Correia, ph. map, p. 30-31, Spring 76, DE

INDIANA

———; Residence, Stanley Tigerman, elev. m. pl, p. 113, Sept 76, AR

Columbus; Branch Bank, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl, sec, p. 96-97, Nov 76, INT

Columbus; Occupational Health Center, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. iso, p. 56-57, Apr 76, AIAJ

Columbus; School, High, Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl ill, p. 110-113, Apr 76, AR

Columbus; Shopping Center, Courthouse Center and the Commons; Glass-Enclosed Piazza; Gruen Associates, ph. pl, sec, p. 64-69, June 76, PA

Columbus; Telephone Switching Facility, Remodeled; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott and Burkart, Shropshire, Boots & Reed, ph. pl, p. 70, Jan 76, PA

Fort Wayne; Residence, Michael Graves, pl. m, iso, elev, p. 68-69, Jan 76, PA

Indianapolis; Apartment Building, Low Rise, Remodeled Hospital Building; Lynn Molzan, cost anal. ph. pl, p. 68-70, Nov 76, HH

Indianapolis; Hotel, Hyatt Complex, Joint Venture III, ill. pl, p. 37, Sep 76, AR

Indianapolis; Restored State Capital Building; James Associates, ph. pl, p. 70-71, Apr 76, INT
INDIANA (Cont'd)

Madison; Campus Plan Restoration; Hanover College. Tornado Damaged Campus; Miller, Whrey & Lee; by Campbell E. Miller, ph. ill. pl.; p. 463-467, Sept 76; LA

New Harmony; Hotel. New Harmony Inn; Woollen Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 101-106, Apr 76; AR

New Harmony; Unbuilt America, Visions. Ideal Community. 1825; Robert Owen, ill.; p. 56, Nov 76; AIAJ

INDONESIA

Bali; Hotel, Interiors. Dale Keller, ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 76; INT

Bali; Hotel; Palmer & Turner, ph.; p. 78-81, Sept 76; INT

Jakarta; Restoration of Town Square and Buildings; ph. ill.; p. 35, Sept 76; AR

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Basic Engine Plant; Iowa, Waterloo; John Deere & Company, Smith, Hinckman & Grylls, ph. pl.; p. 126-127, Nov 76; AR

Carlsberg Brewery; England, Northampton; Knud Munk, ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-132, Nov 76; AR

Cigarette Factory; England, Bristol; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; and Yorke, Rosenberg & Mardall, ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 76; PA

Cigarette Factory; Virginia, Richmond; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl.; p. 78-83, June 76; PA

Electronic Manufacturing Facilities; California, San Juan Capistrano, O. K. Earl, ph. pl.; p. 122-125, Nov 76; AR

Financing Mini-Warehousing; Cash Return Instead of Cash Shelter, ph.; p. 42, Apr 76; HH

Furniture Manufacturing Plant; Connecticut, Taftville; Helikon Company, Gideon Lowenstein, ph.; p. 100-103, Nov 76; INT

IBM Plant; Mexico, Guadalajara; Minimalism Theories; Ricardo Legorreta, ph. pl.; p. 97-99, Oct 76; AR

Large Generator Assembly Plant; Pennsylvania, East Pittsburgh; Color System, Graphics, Hobart Betts, ph. pl. elev.; p. 98-101, Jan 76; AR

Office and Manufacturing Facilities; Connecticut, Shelton; Trio Industries, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, ph. pl. sec.; p. 119-121, Nov 76; AR

RCA Glass Plant; Ohio, Circleville; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler, ph. pl.; p. 128-129, Nov 76; AR

Telephone Switching Facility, Remodeled; Indiana, Columbus; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott and Burkart, Shropshire, Boots & Reed, ph. pl.; p. 70, Jan 76; PA

Trailer-Transported Modules Have Computerized Control Systems for Turbine Power Plants; Robert Ziegelman, ph. iso.; p. 115, mid-Aug 76; AR

Warehouse Average Cost; table; p. 61, July 76; AR

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

Evaluation Method of Industrialized Housing System Performance; Performance Criteria, by D. J. Crise, tables, p. 17-25, Dec 75; JAR

Trailer-Transported Modules Have Computerized Control Systems for Turbine Power Plants; Robert Ziegelman, ph. iso.; p. 115, mid-Aug 76; AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

INFLATABLE STRUCTURE

See STRUCTURAL/AIR STRUCTURE

INFORMATION SYSTEM

C.R.S. Technical Data Resource Center; by Ronald P. Bowie; p. 94, Jan 76; PA

International Efforts Toward Architectural Information System; Editorial, p. 3, Mar 76; JAR

Office Information Systems, Overview; by William T. Lohmann; p. 84, July 76; PA

On the Public Information of the City of Could Be; by Richard Saul Wurman, ph.; p. 62-63, Apr 76; AIAJ

Why a National Institute of Building Science; by Ernest Micekl, p. 136, June 76; AR

INSULATION

Survey of Energy-Saving Methods; Insulation, Caulking, ph. det.; p. 60-67, Apr 76; HH

Water-Filled Wall Panels Maintain Internal Temperatures; Isothermic Systems, ph. pl. sec.; p. 107; mid-Aug 76; AR

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION

Hans Krieks' Masterclass; Furniture Design, Interiors, Space Planning; ph. pl.; p. 100, Jan 76; AR

INTERIOR DESIGN

A Case for the Designer in Retail Stores; by Charles Kriebel, ph.; p. 90-91, Sept/Oct 76; RI

A Life in the Process of Design; Survey of Work; Alexander Girard, ph.; p. 60-67, Dec 76; PA

Client-Designer Communication; by Richard W. Jones, p. 61, Nov/Dec 76; RI

Compensation, An Iconoclastic View; by Hans Krieks, ph.; p. 80-81, July 76; INT

Conference Rooms, A Portfolio; ph. sec. pl.; p. 72-81, Jan 76, INT

Directory of America's Great Sources; p. 84A-84L, Nov/Dec 76; RI

Example Show Rooms; ph. p. 54-55, July/Aug 76, RI

Eye-Catching Wall Treatments; by Carole Eichen, ph.; p. 46, Aug 76; HH
INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont’d)


Interior Designers, Most Important in Retail High Fashion Merchandise; Survey of Retail Stores Employment Policies. by Charles Kriebel. p. 56-57; Mar/Apr 76. RI

Interview, Life Work; Van Day Truex; ph. p. 6; Mar/Apr 76. RI


Model Room at Retail Stores; Examples. ph. p. 92-95; Sept/Oct 76. RI

Model Rooms and Model Houses; How They are Created; by Carole Frankel; ph. p. 84-89; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Model Rooms as Sales Tools; by Carole Frankel; ph. p. 58-61; Mar/Apr 76. RI

NEOCON, ’76; Contract Fabrics. Furniture. ph.; p. 118-127; May 76. INT

Obituary, Charles E. Whitney, 1903-1976; Publisher of INTERIORS; ph. p. 22-23; Dec 76. INT

Professionalism, Institute of Business Designers; ph. p. 88-89; June 76. INT

Pros and Cons of In-Store Residential Work; by Charles Kriebel; ph. p. 68-71; July/Aug 76. RI

Qualifying the Interior Designer; by Charles Kriebel; ph. p. 68-69; May/June 76. RI

Residential Interior Illustration, A Dying Art; Examples. by Lyle Hill; ph. ill.; p. 86-89; Sept/Oct 76. RI

Retail Store Staff Design Opportunities; by Charles Kriebel; ph. p. 82-83; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Show Houses Replace House Tours; Organizing a Show House. Various Designer’s Views. by Carole Frankel; ph. p. 78-81; Nov/Dec 76. RI

Showroom and Advertising Room Model are Influential; by Carole Frankel; ph. p. 70-73; May/June 76. RI

The Demand for Contemporary Furniture; by Susan S. Szenasy; ph. p. 60-63; July/Aug 76. RI

The Open Plan Office and Its Hardware Systems; Survey of Office Furniture Systems. ill. ph.; p. 106-113; Nov/Dec 76. INT

Up-Dating the Interior of Out-Dated Model; by Carole Eichen; ph. p. 50; Apr 76. HH

Using Mirrors in Interior Design; by Carole Eichen; ph. p. 38; Nov 76. HH

Women Fellows of ASID; ph. p. 62-67; May/June 76. RI

See VARIOUS BUILDING TYPES also

INTERIORS

New Products; ph. p. 94+; Jan 76. HH

56

IOWA

Cedar Falls; Stadium, University of Northern Iowa. Air-Supported Roof. Thorson, Brom, Broshar & Snyder; ph. pl. sec det.; p. 141-142, 144; Jan 76. AR

Des Moines; Capitol Mall Complex. Hansen, Lind & Meyer; ph. ill.; p. 350-351; July 76. LA

Des Moines; Restaurant. Embassy Club. Milton I. Swimmer; ph. p. 62-63; Oct 76. INT

Grinnell; Study of 1913 Bank Design. Louis Sullivan; by Kenneth Severens; ph. ill.; p. 68-71; May 76. AIAJ

Waterloo; Basic Engine Plant. John Deere & Company. Smith, Hinckman & Grylls; ph. p. 125-127; Nov 76. AR

IRAN

— — —; Desert Village; ph. p. 22-23; Winter 75. DE

Kan; New Town; Housing Studies Vehicle and Pedestrian Circulation and Open Space. Farmanfarmaian; ill. pl. sec. dia.; p. 55; Oct 76. PA

Mashad; Shopping Center. Multi-Purpose Complex. Edward Durell Stone; m. pl. ill.; p. 60-61; Oct 76. PA

Shiraz; Campus. Plan. Technical Institute. Hugh Stubbins; m. p. 21; Winter 75. DE

Tehran; Hotel. Welton Becket; m. ill.; p. 39; July 76. AR

Tehran, and Others; Old and New Architecture. Business Practice. Survey. ph. pl. dia. sec. iso. m. map.; p. 49-65; Oct 76. PA

Tehran, Shahestan Pahleri; New Town; Llewellyn-Davies; m. p. 37; Jan 76. AR

Tehran; City Center. New Town Scale. Llewellyn-Davies; m. pl. p. 18-19; Winter 75. DE

Tehran; Hotel. Marcel Breuer; m. sec.; p. 58-59; Oct 76. PA


Tehran; Pardisan Park. Wallace. McHarg. Roberts & Todd and Mandala Collaborative; m. pl.; p. 20; Winter 75. DE

IRAQ

Baghdad; Campus Plan. University of Baghdad Architects Collaborative; ill. pl. m.; p. 16-17; Winter 75. DE

IRELAND


Kill, County Kildare; Pavillion for Horse Sales. Scott. Tallon & Walker; ph. p. 37; July 76. AR

ISRAEL


ISRAEL (Cont’d)

Jerusalem; Kotel Square, Moshe Safdie; ph. m. sec.; p. 30-31, Winter 75, DE

ITALY

Milan; Milan Fair; by Richard W. Jones; ph.; p. 74-77; Nov/Dec 76, RI

Milan; Milan Furniture Fair; by Jeanne Weeks; ph.; p. 16-+; Feb 76, INT

Pompeii; Pompeii Emerges as a City of Gardens, Vineyards, Archeological Study, by Wilhelmina Jashemski; ph. pl. p. 224-230, May 76, LA

Terni; Housing Development, Participatory Design, Giancarlo de Carlo; by Naomi Miller; ph. sec.; p. 72-74, Dec 76, PA

Venice; Europe-America Historic Center-Suburbia, America Exhibit, iso. ill.; p. 38, Oct 76, PA

JAPAN

— — —; Importing the 2 x 4 Platform Framing System; ph.; p. 20, Apr 76, HH

— — —; Revisit, Self-Destruction of an Island Paradise, View of Various Aspects of the Country, by John Q. Simonds; ph.; p. 32-38, Jan 76, LA

— — —; Survey of Architect’s Work, Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl. iso.; p. 69-80, Aug 76, AR

Gunma; Art Museum, Arata Isozaki; ph. pl. dia.; p. 72-73, 78-79, Sept 76, PA

Inuyama; Imperial Hotel, Restored, Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p. 8-9, Aug 76, AJA

Kitakyushu; Art Museum, Arata Isozaki; ph. sec. iso.; p. 80-81, Sept 76, PA

Kitakyushu; Library, Arata Isozaki; ph. pl.; p. 80, 82-83, Sept 76, PA

Meijimura; Reconstruction of Entrance and Main Wing of Imperial Hotel for Exhibition Village, Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p. 23, Aug 76, PA

Nagoya; Automobile Commemorative Exhibition Hall and Guesthouse, Fumihiko Maki; ph.; pl. p. 74-77, Aug 76, AR

Osaka; Sports Complex Center, Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl.; p. 78, Aug 76, AR

Tokyo, Oita, Ropponmatsu; Bank, Several Bank Buildings, Arata Isozaki; ph. ill. iso.; p. 76-78; Sept 76, PA

Survey of Architect’s Work; Arata Isozaki; by Jennifer Taylor; ph. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p. 72-83; Sept 76, PA

KANSAS

— — —; Buildings of the Tall Grass Prairie, by Brian Miller; ph.; p. 172-175, July 76, AJA

— — —; Survey of Work, Pioneer in a Man’s World, Elizabeth Rivard; by Lenore Bradley; ph. ill.; p. 49, June 76, AJA

KENTUCKY

Lexington; Office Building, Low Rise, Bennett & Tunn; ph. pl.; p. 82-85, Jan 76, INT

Louisville; Tornado Ravaged Park Restoration Plan, F. L. Olmsted’s Design, Johnson, Johnson & Roy; by Allen J. Share; ph. pl. sec.; p. 456-459, Sept 76, LA

KITCHEN

Apartment Dweller’s View of Good Kitchens; pl.; p. 102, Jan 76, HH

California, Beverly Hills; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p. 79, June 76, HH

California, Brea; Carole Eichen; ph. pl.; p. 75, June 76, HH

California, Chino; L. C. Major; ph. pl.; p. 76-77, June 76, HH

California, Danville; ph. pl.; p. 77, June 76, HH

California, Foster City, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 81, June 76, HH

California, Irvine; Carole Eichen; ph. pl.; p. 79, June 76, HH

California, Los Angeles; Walter Richardson; ph. pl.; p. 81, June 76, HH

California, Mission Viejo; Red Moltz; ph. pl.; p. 74, June 76, HH

California, Orange; Beck & Moffett; ph. pl.; p. 80, June 76, HH

California, San Diego; Burkett & Wong; ph. pl.; p. 80, June 76, HH

California, Woodwalk, Lake Forest; Frank Leslie Spangler; ph. pl.; p. 75, June 76, HH

Connecticut, Greenwich; Donald Sandy and James Babcock; ph. pl.; p. 74, June 76, HH

Florida, Jupiter; Schwab & Twitty; ph. pl.; p. 80, June 76, HH

Indoor-Outdoor Kitchen; ph. pl.; p. 72-73, June 76, HH

Maryland, Columbia; Bucher & Meyers; ph. pl.; p. 78, June 76, HH

New Products; ph. p. 126+; mid-Oct 76, AR

New Products; ph. p. 87+; Jan 76, HH

Ohio, Landen; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 76, June 76, HH

Survey of Kitchens That Sell; ph. pl.; p. 72-81, June 76, HH

Survey of User’s Preference in Planning; pl. tables; p. 82-83, June 76, HH

L

LABORATORY

See RESEARCH LABORATORY

LANDSCAPE EDUCATION

Landscape Studies in the University; by Richard Park, p. 10-11, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76, JAE
LANDSCAPE

A Letter about a Landscape Architect; Thomas Church, by Theodore Osmundson. p. 423-425. Sept 76. LA

Axioms of the Landscape; Clues to the American Scene, by F. Pierce Lewis. ph.; p. 6-9. Vol. 30, No. 1. Sept 76. JAE

Bronte Park, of and for the People; Canada, Ontario. Project Planning Associates. by Walter H. Kehan. map, ill. sec.; p. 468-473. Sept 76; LA

Building a People’s Park on Silty, Salty Soil; Mexico, Ciudad Nezahual-Coyoxtl. by Carlos Bernal Salinas. ph. sec. det.; p. 544-546. Nov 76. LA


Designing Buchanan Park with Various Citizen Groups; California, San Francisco. Sasaki & Walker. by Laurence Kennings. ph. pl.; p. 143-146. Mar 76. LA


Evolution of the Southern California Landscape; Arcadia Compromised. Frederick Law Olmsted. by David Street: ph. pl.; p. 117-126. Mar 76. LA

Evolution of the Southern California Landscape; California, —. Part 1, by David Street, ph.; p. 39-46. Jan 76. LA

Ffitting Species and Cultivars to the Landscape; by J. C. McDaniel. p. 267-269. May 76. LA

Garden Preservation, the Emerging Science; Pollen as Botanical Evidence of the Past; by G. W. Dimbleby. ph. p. 219-223. May 76. LA

Garden Preservation, the Emerging Science; Preservation Requires Tact, Modesty and Honesty Among Designers; by James Mairston Fitch. p. 276-280. May 76. LA

Garden Preservation, the Emerging Science; Research on Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools; Massachusetts, Boston. James P. Batchelor and Deana D. Rhodes, ph. pl.; p. 88-93. Jan 76. PA


Golden Gate Park, 1893; California, San Francisco. William Hammond Hall. ph. pl.; p. 118-121. Mar 76. LA

Historical Archaeology in Garden Restoration; by Audrey N. Hume. ph.; p. 259-264; May 76. LA

How to Build Discretely in a Florida Hammock; Florida, —. —, Residential Landscape Design in Hammock Tree Area. John Well. by Elizabeth O. Rothra. ph. pl.; p. 127-132. Mar 76. LA

Image of the Freeway; by Vivien Arnold. ph.; p. 28-30. Vol. 30, No. 1. Sept 76. JAE

Interview on El Pedregal Gardens; Mexico. Mexico City, Luis Barragan. by Damian Bayon. ph.; p. 530-533. Nov 76. LA

Inventory of Gardens of Historical Importance; p. 247; May 76. LA


Metamorphosis of an Artist; Survey of His Work; by Travis Stikel. ph.; p. 60-66. Jan 76. LA

Michigan Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Guidebooks; by Beckett, Jackson & Raeder. ill. det.; p. 92-93. Jan 76; PA

New Products; ph.; p. 32-35+. mid-Oct 76. AR


On Mexico’s Landscape Architecture; Mexico. —. —, by Grady Clay. p. 522-523. Nov 76. LA

Park Over Freeway; Washington, Seattle. Lawrence Halprin. ph.; p. 10. Oct 76. AIAJ


Preservation Requires Tact, Modesty and Honesty Among Designers; by James Mairston Fitch. p. 276-280. May 76. LA

Reteach on Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools; Massachusetts, Boston. James P. Batchelor and Deana D. Rhodes, ph. pl.; p. 88-93. Jan 76. PA


Restoration of the Great Gardens; West Germany, Hanover. Process Analysis; by Gerda Gollwitzer. ph. pl.; p. 231-233. May 76. LA

Rural Tastes, Rectangular Ideas, Survey of His Work; Horace W. S. Cleveland. ph.; p. 67-70. Jan 76; LA

Shifting Meanings in a Garden Landscape; Switzerland, Basle. Near. 18th Century English Garden; by Hans-Rudolf Heyer. ill.; p. 240-246. May 76. LA


Sources for Plant Documentation; by Gordon P. deWolf. p. 239. May 76. LA
LANDSCAPE (Cont'd)

State Park, Erie Islands; Ohio, Western Lake Erie: William A. Behnke; ill. pl.: p. 338-339, July 76; LA

Ten Versions of the Same Scene; Landscape as System, Nature, Habitat, Artifact, Problem, Wealth, Ideology, History, Place, Aesthetic; D. W. Meing; ill. ph.; p. 47-54; Jan 76, LA

The American Landscape; Entire Issue; by J. B. Jackson, ph. ill.; p. 1-32; Vol. 30, No 1, Sept 76; JAE

The Interior Landscape Design, Plant Specialist; by Late D, Hill; ph.; p. 64-67; July/Aug 76, RL

The New Landscape Institute; England — Interview About the Organization; p. 154-158; Mar 76, LA

The Urban Landscape; by Elizabeth Blackmar, ill., p. 12-14; Vol. 30 No 1, Sept 76; JAE

See CITY PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, CONSERVATION, GEOGRAPHY, PLANTS, PLAZA, RE-CREATION also

LAW

Accounting to Control Construction Costs, Contracts; by Dan Keiserman; ill.; p. 66-73; Sept 76; HH

Building Knowledge and Building Law; English Viewpoint; by R. Sprunt, p. 10-16; Dec 75, JAR

California's Anti-Redlining Code; p. 32; July 76; HH

Common Situs Picketing Bill; by Stephen Cabot and R. J. Simmons, ph.; p. 36; Feb 76; HH

Condominium Owners are Suing City for Allowing Faulty Units; p. 43; May 76; HH

Congress Passes Energy Conservation Bill; p. 34; Oct 76; AR

Court Rules Construction Manager Architect is Not a Contractor; p. 16-17; June 76; AIAJ

Courts Disagree on Exclusionary Zoning; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 90; Sept 76; PA

Developer's Right to Zoning After Winning in Court; by Leonard Wolfe; ph.; p. 64; Jan 76; HH

Flammability Legislation Seminar; p. 12; Mar 76; INT

Issues on Interior Preservation by New York Laws; New York, New York; Villard House Inside Hotel, Offices, Shops Complex; Emery Roth; by Elizabeth G. Miller; ill. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 76; PA

John Hancock Tower Litigations Continue; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 86; July 76; PA

Justice Department's Suit for Racial-Bias by Trade Association; p. 16; June 76; HH

Laws on Red-Lining Districts; ph.; p. 9; Mar 76; HH

Loss Prevention, Before and After Construction Failure; by Harold J. Rosen; p. 91-92; May 76; PA

Michigan Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Guidebooks; Beckett, Jackson & Raeder; ill. det.; p. 92-93; Jan 76; PA

LAW (Cont'd)

New Jersey Architects Seek Recovery of Legal Costs; p. 10; Jan 76; AIAJ

New Tax Bill Fosters Historic Preservation; p. 35; Oct 76; AR

Saving Landmarks by Changing Tax Laws; Survey of Buildings Saved and Lost; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. ill.; p. 24-27; Summer 76; DE

Statutes Differ on Order of Obtaining Building Permit and Getting State Certification; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 96; June 76, PA

Supreme Court Approves Electorate Vote on Zoning Changes; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 98; Oct 76; PA

Supreme Court Disallows Contractors Damage Claims; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 99; Jan 76; PA

Supreme Court Refuses to Change Petaluma's Growth Restriction; California, Petaluma; p. 18; Apr 76; HH

Timeliness, An Important Issue in Damage Claims; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 98; Oct 76; PA

Tree Sues Bulldozer; Organizations May Soon Sue on Behalf of Environment; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan; p. 100; May 76; PA

Writing and Clarifying Responsibilities in Contract with Client; by Charles D. Mauer, Jr.; p. 65; May 76, AR

See BUILDING CODE, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFICATIONS, ZONING also

LEBANON

Beirut; Multi-Use Center, Gruen & Associates; m. ill. pl.; p. 60-61; Oct 76; PA

Beirut; Multi-Use Complex, Living, Working, Shopping, Recreation, Gruen Associates; ph. m. ill.; p. 32-33; Winter 75; DE

Palestinian Camps; Photo Essay; ph.; p. 34-39; Winter 75; DE

LEGAL

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

LIBRARY

Addition and Preservation of Old Library Building; New Hampshire, Portsmouth, Stahl & Bennett; ph. ill.; p. 20-21; Summer 76; DE

Central Library; Texas, Houston; S. I. Morris; by James Ross; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-83; June 76; INT

Illinois, Champaign; Hammond & Beeby; pl. elev. ill.; p. 73; Jan 76; PA

Japan, Kitakyushu; Arata Isozaki; ph. pl.; p. 80, 82-83; Sept 76; PA

John F. Kennedy Library; Massachusetts, Dorchester; I. M. Pei; m. pl.; p. 39; Oct 76; AR

Library for Blind and Handicapped; Illinois, Chicago; Stanley Tigerman; m. pl. iso.; p. 116-117; Sept 76; AR
LIBRARY (Cont’d)

Public Library; California, Chula Vista; Interiors, Marshall Brown, Richard George Wheeler, ph. pl.; p. 60-63; Dec 76; INT

Regional Service Center; North Carolina, Charlotte; Library, Day Care, Offices, Gant & Huberman, ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Sept 76; AR

See UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY also

LIGHTING

ASHRAE Energy Standards, Digest; by William Tao, tables, p. 143-144; Oct 76; AR

High Intensity Discharge Lamps, Exterior and Interior Lighting; Details of Types, Capacities, Costs, Energy Saving; ph. det. chart; p. 92-97; Oct 76; PA

History Museum; Montana, Helena; Modular Service Ceiling Incorporates Six Systems, Davidson & Kuhn, ph. sec. det.; p. 108; mid-Aug 76; AR

Hospital Room Equipment, Lighting; ph. pl. list; p. 54-57; Sept 76; PA

Industrialized Lighting for Classroom; ph. p. 22; mid-Oct 76; AR

Integrated Ceiling with Lighting, Ventilating and Partitions; ph. pl.; p. 16-17; mid-Oct 76; AR

Lighting Consultant’s Work Abroad; Examples; by John Marsteller; ph. det.; p. 90-93; Sept 76; INT

New Products; ph. p. 100+; Jan 76; HH

New Products; ph. p. 167+; mid-Oct 76; AR

New Products; ph. p. 58+; Sept 76; INT

Plug-In Lighting System Saves Store Time and Money; ph. det. table; p. 141-142; Apr 76; AR

Subway Stations, Lighting Designs; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Arthur Erickson, m. det. ill.; p. 110-111; mid-Aug 76; AR

Task Ambient Lighting for Open Plan Offices, Survey; ph. ill. dia. sec.; p. 122-128; mid-Aug 76; AR

See ENERGY also

LIVING ROOM

Furnitureless, Carpeted Change of Levels; Daniel Louis Goldner, ph.; p. 50-51; July/Aug 76; RL

LOUISIANA

---; Movable Grand Stands Allow Varied Seating, Superdome, ph.; p. 143-144; Apr 76; AR

New Orleans; Community Center and Shopping Plaza; August Perez; m. pl. elev.; p. 82-83; Jan 76; PA

New Orleans; Downtown Preservation vs. Redevelopment; ph. pl.; p. 40, 42; Jan 76; PA

MAINE

Mt. Desert Island; Residence; Vacation House; Edward Larabee Barnes; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; mid-May 76; AR

MALL

Bedford-Stuyvesant Superblock; New York, New York; I. M. Pei; ph. p. 44-49; May 76; AIAJ

Benjamin Franklin Parkway; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. p. 46-47; Mar 76; AIAJ

Capitol Mall Complex; Iowa, Des Moines; Hansen, Lind & Meyer; ill. pl.; p. 350-351; July 76; LA

Chestand Street Transit Mall; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; deLeuw & Cather & Ueland & Junker; ill. ph.; p. 22; Summer 76; DE

Courthouse Center and the Commons; Indiana, Columbus; Glass-Enclosed Piazza; Gruen Associates; ph. sec.; p. 64-69; June 76; PA

Independence Mall; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Roy F. Larson; ph.; p. 40-41; Mar 76; AIAJ

Penn Square; Pennsylvania, Reading; Delta Group; ph. ill.; p. 354-355; July 76; LA

See PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN also

MAPPING

Hand-Drawn Overlay Maps, History and Protective Use; Techniques, Computer Maps; by Carl Steinitz et al.; map. ill.; p. 444-455; Sept 76; LA

MARINE PARK

See RECREATION

MARYLAND

Annapolis, Apartment Development; Low Rise; Waterfront Condominiums; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; June 76; HH

Baltimore; Airport; Friendship Associates and Peterson & Brickbauer; m. sec.; p. 134-135; Oct 76; AR

Baltimore; Residential Development; Renovated Rowhouse Area; Otterbein Homestead, 1822; Land Design/Research; ph. pl.; p. 336-337; July 76; LA

Baltimore; Theater; Converted School; The Center Stage; James R. Grieves; ph. sec.; p. 32-33; June 76; AIAJ

Columbia; Kitchen; Bucher & Meyers; ph. pl.; p. 78; June 76; HH

Columbia; Music Pavilion; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p. 96; June 76; AR

Columbia; New Town, Analysis; James Rouse; ph.; p. 31-34; Sept 76; AIAJ

Columbia; Office Building; Low Rise; Rouse Headquarters; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 58-63; Feb 76; PA

Fredrick; Residence; Three Pavilions; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 82-85; mid-May 76; AR

Montgomery County; Residence; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl.; p. 102-103; Oct 76; HH
MARYLAND (Cont’d)
Ocean City; Apartment Building, High Rise. The Pyramid Condominiums, William Morgan. ph, pl., p. 64-67. Sept 76, PA
Ocean City; Hotel, Condominium, ph, pl., p. 30. Oct 76, HH

MASONRY
New Shapes in Concrete Block; Survey of Innovative Uses, Details, ph, det. p. 82-88. Dec 76, PA

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst; Low Cost Paparazzo Homes. ph, pl., p. 54-59. Nov 76, HH
Andover; Guest House Remodeled from Carriage House, Crissman & Solomon, ph, pl., sec., p. 119-122. Jan 76, PA
Boston; Downtown Redevelopment. Tremont Street Special District. William Fam, Jr. ph, ill., p. 76-77. Jan 76, PA
Boston; Faneuil Hall Revovation Project Opens. Benjamin Thompson. ph, p. 35. Oct 76, AR
Boston; Office Building, Low Rise. Renovated Old City Hall, Anderson & Notter. ph, pl., p. 38-39. Apr 76, AJA
Boston; Quincy Market. 1820’s. Renovated as Commercial Center. Benjamin Thompson. ill., m., p. 39. Feb 76, AR
Boston; Remodeled Historical House into Offices. Childs, Bertram & Tseckares. ph, p. 74-76. Apr 76, INT
Boston; Research on Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools. James P. Batchelor and Deana D. Rhodeside. ph, pl. p. 88-89. Jan 76, PA
Boston; Terminal. Logan International Airport. Kubitz & Pepi and Desmond & Lord. ph, pl., sec. iso., p. 76-79. Feb 76, PA
Boston; Visitors’ Pavilion. Air-Pressurized Roof. Cambridge Seven Associates. ph, m., p. 41. June 76, AR
Cambridge; Loeb Drama Center. ph, pl., p. 51-54. June 76, AJA

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont’d)
Cambridge; Residence, Remodeled. Greenhouse Behind Fireplace. Simeon Bruner. ph, pl. sec., p. 88-89. Oct 76, HH
Danvers; School, Elementary. Caudill, Rowlett & Scott. ph, pl., p. 120-123. June 76, AR
Dorchester; John F. Kennedy Library. I. M. Pei. m., pl., p. 39. Oct 76, AR
Dorchester; Library. University of Massachusetts. Hugh Clibbens. m., pl., p. 34. Jan 76, AR
Framingham; School, Middle. Drummy, Rosane & Anderson. ph, pl., sec., p. 64-67. Dec 76, INT
Groton; School, Private, Arts and School Center. Remodeled. Architectural Resources Cambridge. ph, pl., p. 102-103. July 76, AR
Lexington; School, Vocational. Drummy, Rosane & Anderson. ph, pl., p. 134-137. Mar 76, AR
Malden; Government Center, Doxiadis. ph, pl., p. 136-138. Sept 76, AR
Marlboro; Edith Lee Housing. Remodeled Parochial School. Anderson & Notter. ph, pl., p. 10. Dec 76, INT
Nantucket; Residence. Handcrafted Wood Parts for House. Louis Mackall. ph, pl., sec., p. 54-57. mid-May 76, AR
North Easton; Quaker Community. Energy Conserving. Joint Harvard/MIT Students. ph, pl., p. 47. Sept 76, AJA
Northern; Residence, Vacation House. Smith & Yauch. ph, pl., p. 64-67. mid-May 76, AR
Rochester; School, Vocational. David M. Crawley. ph, pl., p. 138-139. Mar 76, AR
Somerville; School, Elementary. Architects Collaborative. ph, pl., p. 124, 130-131. June 76, AR
Tyngsboro; School, Vocational, Drummy, Rosane & Anderson. ph, pl., p. 132-133. Mar 76, AR
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Worchester; High Rise: Bank-Office Building, Worchester County National Bank: Roche & Dinkeloo, ph, pl, sec., p. 86-90, Feb 76, AR

Worchester; The Three Decker Apartment Building Type; Study of a 19th Century Housing Solution; by Peter Barnett; ph., p. 40-41, Winter 75, DE

MAURITIUS

Development of a Furniture Industry; Ilmari Tapiovaara; ph, p. 82-83, Sept 76, INT

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR

METALS

New Products; ph., p. 40+: mid-Oct 76, AR

METRIC

See OFFICE PRACTICE

MEXICO

---; Infonavit, Government Agency: Examples of Total Environment Housing Projects; by Mario Schjetnman G.; ph., p. 537-540, Nov 76, LA

---; On Mexico's Landscape Architecture; by Grady Clay; p. 522-523, Nov 76, LA

---; Workers, Housing Fund: No Successful Projects; ph., p. 37, June 76, AR

Baja California, Cabo San Lucas; Apartment Building: Low Rise: Underground Beachfront Condominiums, Ricardo Legorreta; by C. Ray Smith; ph, pl, sec., p. 68-71, Sept 76, PA

Cancun; Camino Real Resort Hotel: Ricardo Legorreta; ph, pl., p. 100-104, Oct 76, AR

Ciudad Nezahual-Coyotl; Building a People's Park on Silty, Salty Soil; by Carlos Bernal Salinas; ph, sec., det., p. 544-546, Nov 76, LA

Guadalajara; IBM Plant, Minimalism Theories; Ricardo Legorreta; ph, pl, p, 97-99, Oct 76, AR

Guadalajara; Plaza Del Federalismo; p, pl, p. 536; Nov 76, LA

Guadalajara; Urban Art: Sculpture as Vitalizing Elements; Examples; by Fernando G. Gortazar; ph, pl., p. 534-536, Nov 76, LA

Jocotitlan; Small Townscape Redesign: Program to Reverse Move to Mexico City; Details; by Xavier Hernandez; ph, ill., pl., p. 550-555, Nov 76, LA

Mexico City; Evergreen Grow in Chapultepec Park; by Eliseo Arredondo; ph., p. 558-559, Nov 76, LA

Mexico City; Historical Ecological Upheavals; by Alejandra Moreno Toscano; p. 528-529, Nov 76, LA

MEXICO (Cont'd)

Mexico City; Interview on El Pedregal Gardens; Luis Barragan; by Damian Bayon; ph., p. 530-533, Nov 76, LA

Mexico City; On the Development of the City: Urbanization in Mexico; by Mario Schjetnman G.; ph, map, p. 524-527, Nov 76, LA

Oaxtepec; Worker's Park; by Eliseo Arredondo; ph., p. 556-557, Nov 76, LA

Sierra Del Ajuco; El Desierto de Los Leones National Park; Equilibrium Among Forest, Convent, Gardens and Tourist; by Gerardo Ibarra; ph., p. 541-543, Nov 76, LA

Toluca; Design for a Major Corridor: Paseo Tollocan, Road Side Sculpture; Salinas & Vazquez; by Salinas & Vazquez; ph., p. 547-549, Nov 76, LA

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; Art and Architecture Building; University of Michigan: Swanson Associates; ph, pl., p. 41, Oct 76, AR

Detroit; Center for Creative Studies; William Kessler; ph, det.; p. 50-51, Apr 76, AIAJ

Franklin Village; Residential Development: Townhouse: Sigmund Andvaporciyan & Mitch Blum.; ph, p., p. 122-123, mid-May 76, AR

Grand Haven; World's Largest Musical Fountain Provides Focus for City; by Melinda Blauvelt and J. P. C. Floyd; ph., p. 110-111, Dec 76, AR

Grand Rapids; Arts Center from Beaux-Arts Courthouse; Emilio Ambasz; ph., ill. sec., det.; p. 60-61, Jan 76, PA

Grand Rapids; Hospital: General: St. Mary's: Westermann & Miller and Russo & Sonder; ph., pl., ill. 119-121, July 76, AR

Grand Rapids; Showplace Sculpture in Public Spaces: by Andrea O. Dean; ph., p. 40-43, Oct 76, AIAJ

Harbor Springs; Residence: Richard Meier; ph., pl., p. 52-53, Apr 76, AIAJ

Kalamazoo; Urban Design: Convention Center: Critique: ELS Design Group; ph, ill. sec., det.; p. 64-69, May 76, PA

Lakeport; Residence: Triangular Pavilions; William Kessler; ph, pl., p. 92-95, mid-May 76, AR

Pontiac; Stadium: Air-Supported Roof Biggest in World; Oddell, Hewlett & Luckenbach; ph, sec., det.; p. 141, 143-4, Jan 76, AR

Shelby; Residence: Stuart Cohen; ph., p. 41, Aug 76, PA

MIDDLE EAST

Adventures in OPEC Land; U.S. Architect on Doing Business in the Middle East; map, ph, ill. sec., elev.; p. 56-65, Oct 76, PA

Design, Politics and Policy; Survey of Work by Americans; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph, ill. map, p. 11-15, Winter 75, DE

New Hotels; ph, sec., elev.; p. 23-25, Oct 76, PA
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis; Middle Rise; Offices and Shops; Remodeled Warehouse, Miller, Hanson, Westerbeek & Bell, ph, pl.: p. 42-43, Apr 76, AIAJ

Minneapolis; Townhouse; Miller, Hanson & Westerbeek, ph, pl.: p. 94-96, Mar 76, HH

Wayzata; Office Building, Low Rise; Energy-Saving Mechanical and Electrical Systems Exploits Building Shape; King Partnership, det.; m. sec. dia. graph, p. 76-77, mid-Aug 76, AR

MISSISSIPPI

Columbus; Architecture School, Remodeled Mississippi State University, Evans & Eley, iso. pl.: p. 37, July 76, AR

Jackson; Veterinary Medicine School, University of Mississippi, Barlow & Plunkett and Thomas S. Jones; m. pl.; p. 41, Dec 76, AR

MISSOURI

East St. Louis; City Design Under Dome; Buckminster Fuller; m. sec. pl.; p. 26-27, Spring 76; DE

Jefferson City; State Offices with Atrium; Patty, Berkebile, Nelson, Duncan, Monroe & Lefevre; m., ill.; p. 39, Mar 76, PA

Kansas City; Apartment Development; High Rise, Crown Center; Architects Collaborative, m. sec.; p. 35, Mar 76, PA

Kansas City; Arena; Home of Republican Convention; C. F. Murphy, ph. pl. sec.; p. 109-114, Mar 76, AR

Kansas City; Bank Interiors; Abend Singleton; ph. pl.; p. 102-103, Jan 76, AR

Kansas City; Children's Experiential Educational Museum; Kaleidoscope, Hallmark Cards Design Staff; ph. pl.; p. 68-69, June 76, INT

Kansas City; Picnic Cafe; Hallmark Card Design Staff; ph. pl.; p. 66-67, July 76, INT

Kansas City; Sports Stadium; Crosby Kemper Arena; C. F. Murphy, ph.; p. 48-49, Apr 76, AIAJ

St. Louis; Art Museum Expansion; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; pl. ill.; p. 43, Jan 76, AR

St. Louis; Big Iron-Facade Building Being Restored; Cohn & Thomson; ph.; p. 12, Aug 76, AIAJ

St. Louis; Hotel, Stouffer's Riverfront Tower Addition; William Tabler, ph. pl. sec.; p. 111, Feb 76, AR

St. Louis; Hotel, William Tabler; ph. sec. pl. det.; p. 56-59, Feb 76, INT

St. Louis; Housing Redeveloper Leon Strauss's Work in Downtown; ph.; p. 12, Dec 76, HH

St. Louis; Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery; Harland Bartholomew, ph. pl.; p. 356-357, July 76, LA

St. Louis; Pedestrian Bridge, Eugene J. Mackey, ph. det.; p. 19, mid-Oct 76, AR

St. Louis; Restaurant and Hotel Lobby; Ford & Earl; ph. sec. pl. det.; p. 56-59, Feb 76, INT

MOBILE HOME

Mobile Home Community; California. Westlake Village, ph. pl.; p. 84-85, Dec 76, HH

U.S. Code for Mobile Homes Helps Sales; ill., p. 12, July 76, HH

See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING also

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

MONTANA

Helena; History Museum, Modular Service Ceiling Incorporates Six Systems, Davidson & Kuhr, ph. sec. det.; p. 108, mid-Aug 76, AR

MOTEL

See HOTEL

MULTI-USE BUILDING

Multi-Use Urban Centers, Survey; by Donn Logan; ph. pl. ill. m. sec. elev. iso.; p. 51-57, May 76, PA

See URBAN DESIGN also

MUSEUM

Air and Space Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Evaluation as Barrier-Free Design, Hellmut Obala & Kassabaurm, by Michell Morgan, ph. p. 34-36, Dec 76, AIAJ

Art Museum Expansion; District of Columbia, Washington; National Gallery, I. M. Pei, sec. ph.; p. 51, Jan 76, PA

Art Museum Expansion; Missouri, St. Louis, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; pl. ill.; p. 43, Jan 76, AR

Art Museum, Addition; Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Kahier, Slater & Fitzhugh Scott, ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 87-92, July 76, AR

Art Museum; Japan, Gunma, Arata Isozaki, ph. pl. dia.; p. 72-73, 78-79, Sept 76, PA

Art Museum; Japan, Kitakyushu, Arata Isozaki, ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 80-81, Sept 76, PA

Art Museum; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Derthick & Henley, ph. pl. sec.; p. 91-94, Aug 76, AR

Art Museum; Washington, Tacoma, Converted Bank, Alan Liddle, ph.; p. 34, June 76, AIAJ

Automobile Commemorative Exhibition Hall and Guesthouse; Japan, Nagoya, Fumihiko Maki, ph. pl.; p. 74-77, Aug 76, AR

Bicentennial Exhibition Buildings; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl. elev.; p. 64-71, Apr 76, PA

Bicentennial Living History Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 67, Apr 76, PA

Bicentennial Reconstruction of 1776 House, with Exhibition Building; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Gaff House, Harbeson, Hough, Livingston & Larson, ph. pl.; p. 68, Apr 76, PA

63
MUSEUM (Cont’d)

Children’s Experiential Educational Museum; Missouri, Kansas City. Kaleidoscope Hallmark Cards Design Staff, ph. pl., p. 68-69; June 76, INT

Cooper-Hewitt Museum; New York, New York. Fine and Decorative Arts. Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, by Robert Mehrman, ph. ill., p. 84-89; Aug 76, INT


Liberty Bell Pavilion; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl., p. 64-65; Apr 76, PA

Mummer’s Museum; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Ueland & Junker, ph. pl., p. 70-71; Apr 76, PA

National Air and Space Museum; District of Columbia, Washington. Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ph. pl., p. 6; Sept 76, INT

National Air and Space Museum; District of Columbia, Washington. Critique. Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ph. pl. sec., p. 70-75; July 76, PA


Sailplane Museum; New York, Elmira. Eliot Noyes; m. ill. p. 41; Mar 76, AR

Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art; Illinois, Chicago. Stanley Tigerman, ph. pl., p. 115; Sept 76; AR

See ARTS CENTER EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL UNIVERSITY also

MUSIC HALL

See AUDITORIUM

NETHERLANDS


NEW ENGLAND

Three-Decker Apartment Houses, 19th Century; Revival of Interest. Ubiquitous New England Building Type. Rivaling Rowhouse, by Jane Holtz Kay, ph. p. 40; Sept 76, PA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Portsmouth; Addition and Preservation of Old Library Building. Stahl & Bennett, ph. ill., p. 20-21; Summer 76, DE

Weiers Beach; Hotel, Brickyard Mountain Inn. Sasaki, Dawson & De May, ph. pl. sec., p. 108-109; Feb 76, AR

NEW JERSEY

— — —; Residence. Addition, Health-Spa-Pool House: Ruben de Saavedra, ph. pl., p. 66-67; Nov/Dec 76, Ri

— — —; Unbuilt America, Visions. 3-D Jersey. 1968-1970. Paolo Soleri; ill. p. 55; Nov 76, AIAJ

Atlantic City; Catalogue of Urban Potentials, Preservation, Revitalization, and Memphis, Tennessee, by Jim Burns, ill. ph. pl., p. 12-15; Fall 76, DE

Cherry Hill; Townhouse. Kanalstein, Duca & Thron, ph. pl., p. 40; Nov 76, HH

Deal; Residence. Interiors, Coach House. Angelo Donghia, ph. pl., p. 42-45; July/Aug 76, Ri

East Orange; Middle School. Uniplan, ph. pl., p. 56-59; Dec 76, PA

Englewood Cliffs; Conference Room. Space Design Group, ph. pl., p. 78; Jan 76, INT

Guttenberg; Apartment Development; High Rise. Gruzen & Partners, ph. pl., p. 50; Jan 76, PA

Hoboken; Apartment Building. Low Rise. Remodeled from Factory. Beyer, Bender & Belle, ph. ill., p. 34; Mar 76, PA

Morristown; Residence. Chmacoff & Peterson, ph. pl. iso., p. 50-53; mid-May 76, AR

Princeton; Dormitory, Princeton University. I. M. Pei, ph. pl. iso. det., p. 123-130; Jan 76, AR


Princeton; Whig Hall, Princeton University. Gwathmey & Siegel, ph. iso., p. 40-41; Apr 76, AIAJ

Radburn; Town Plan. Clarence Stein and Henry Wright, ph. pl., p. 21+; Dec 76, AIAJ

Scotch Plains; Health Technologies Building. Union County Technical Institute. Philips & Kaufman, ph. pl., p. 140; Mar 76, AR

Secaucus; Townhouses over Apartments. ph. pl., p. 64; Aug 76, HH
NEW JERSEY (Cont’d)

Trenton; Rediscovering the Eastern Industrial Centers: Pennsylvania, Reading, Conn., Norwich, New Jersey, Trenton: by Mary Proctor and Bill Matuszeski; ph.; p. 23-38, Jan 76; AIAJ

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque; Three Branch Banks: in New Mexican Tradition: Antoine Predock; ph.; p. 124; Sept 76; AR

Tyrole; Town Plan, 1911-1918, Clarence Stein, ill. pl.; p. 21, Dec 76; AIAJ

NEW YORK

Amsterdam; Public Safety Building, Police and Fire Building: Fiebes & Schmitt; ph.; p. 132-135; Sept 76; AR

Arcade; Residence; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph.; sec.; p. 58-61, Jan/Feb 76; Rl

Bedford; Residence, Myron Goldfinger; ph.; p. 44-45, Apr 76; AIAJ

Buffalo; Bank Headquarters, Interiors: Marine Midland, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 80-83, Nov 76; INT

Buffalo; Conference Room, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 81; Jan 76; INT

Corning; Downtown Revitalizing, Many New Building Integrated; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; elev. ph.; p. 102-109, Dec 76; AR

Corning; Revitalization of Main Street by Restoration; Ohio, Medina, Jackson, Oregon. Corning. N.Y., Other Cities; ph.; p. 70-75, Nov 76; PA

Elmira; Sailplane Museum, Elliot Noyes; m.; ill.; p. 41, Mar 76; AR

Gananda; Neighborhood Center and School: Participatory Games as a Design Process; Urban Design Associates; ph. iso.; p. 112-117, Dec 76; AR

Hauppauge; Bank Headquarters, Michael Harris Spector; ph.; p. 121; Sept 76; AR

Ithaca; Apartment Development: Low Rise, University Park; Donald Sandy and James A. Babcock; ph.; p. 84-85, Sept 76; HH

Long Island Sound, Near; Residence, Mansion, Paul Rudolph; ph. sec.; p. 68-71, mid-May 76; AR

Long Island; Elderly Housing: Competition Winner; Fleagle & Kaeyer; ill.; p. 34, Nov 76; AR

Long Island; Residence, Alfredo de Vido; ph.; p. 60-63, mid-May 76; AR

Long Island; Residence, Earl Burns Combs; ph.; p. 105-108, Oct 76; AR

Long Island; Residence, Interiors, Anthony Tortora and Jay Crawford; ph.; p. 46-49, July/Aug 76; Rl

Long Island; Residence; Stern & Hagmann; ph.; p. 44-47, Mar/Apr 76; Rl

Long Island Sound; Shoreline Appearance and Design, Planning Handbook, Roy Mann; ph. dia. sec.; p. 78-79, Jan 76; PA

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

Loudenville; Townhouse, New Loudenville: Donald Sandy and James Babcock; ph.; p. 74, July 76; HH

New Castle; Residence, Solar House, Raymond, Rado, Caddy & Bornington; ph. det. pl.; p. 114, Nov 76; AR

New York, Bronze; Apartment Development, High Rise, Twin Parks, East, Includes Schools, Elderly Housing: Giovanni Pasanella, ph.; pl. iii.; p. 110-113, Aug 76; AR

New York, Bronx; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Low Cost, Giardullo & Ehmann; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-116, Aug 76; AR

New York, Bronx; Interior: Apartment, David Hecht; ph.; p. 76-77, Sept/Oct 76; RI

New York, Brooklyn; Apartment Development: High Rise, Systems Housing, Skip-Stop Elevator Design, Low Cost, Fast Construction, Stull Associates; ph. sec.; p. 70-73, Mar 76; PA

New York, Brooklyn; Bedford-Stuyvesant Revitalization, by Restoration Corporation; by Edward K. Carpenter; ph.; p. 34-39, Summer 76; DE

New York, Brooklyn; Commercial, Office, Recreation Complex, Downtown Bedford-Stuyvesant, Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; p. 23-24, Jan 76; PA

New York, Brooklyn; Library, Long Island University, Davis & Brody and Horowitz & Chun; ph.; p. 93-98, July 76; AR

New York, Brooklyn; Nursing Home, Interiors, Leeds Associates, William N. Breger; ph.; p. 68-72, Dec 76; INT

New York, Chinatown; Apartment Building, High Rise, Horowitz & Chun; ph.; p. 63, Mar 76; PA

New York, East Harlem; Apartment Development, High Rise, 1199 Plaza, Critique, Hodne & Stageberg; ph. sec.; p. 64-69, Mar 76; PA

New York, Harlem; Apartment Development, High Rise, Taino Towers, Silverman & Cika; ph.; p. 62-63, Mar 76; PA

New York, Roosevelt Island; Aerial Tramway, Leve Zettlin; ph.; p. 34, July 76; AR

New York, Roosevelt Island; Aerial Tramway, Structural and Mechanical Analysis, Leve Zettlin; ph. sec.; det.; p. 86-89, mid-Aug 76; AR

New York, Roosevelt Island; Apartment Development, High Rise, Eastwood, Includes Schools, Shops, Community Services, Sert & Jackson; ph. dia. elev. sec. iso.; p. 100-107, Aug 76; AR

New York, West Village; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Critique, 11-Year Building History, Perkins & Will; ph.; p. 54-57, Mar 76; PA

New York; ABC Building, 1963; Unbuilt Vision, Bertrand Goldberg; m.; p. 58, Nov 76, AIAJ

New York; Advertising Offices, Office Landscape, Joseph Grimaldi; ph.; det.; p. 68-71, Jan 76; INT

New York; Airport, Addition to Pan American Terminal, Tippetts, Abbott, McCarthy & Stratton; ph.; p. 132-133, Oct 76; AR

New York; Analysis of HUD Projects, Taino Towers; ph.; p. 32, Jan 76; HH
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Apartment Building, High Rise; Ulrich
Franzen; m.; p. 39; June 76; AR

New York; Apartment Development, High Rise; Manhattan Plaza; David Todd; ph.; p. 61; Mar 76; PA

New York; Apartment Development, High Rise; Waterside Complex; Davis & Brody; ph.; p. 46-47; Apr 76; AIAJ

New York; Apartment Development; High Rise; Stern & Hagmann; New York; Apartment Development, Low Rise; New York; Apartment Development, High Rise; New York; Artist’s Supplies Store, Renovation; New York; Bank Headquarters, Women’s Bank; New York; Bank, Interiors; Rockefeller Center; Carl Petrilli; ph.; p. 50-53; Mar 76; PA

New York; Bank Remodeled from 1890’s Office High Rise; Kajima Internation; ph.; p. 89-94; Jun 76; AR

New York; Bedford-Stuyvesant Success Story; Restoration Commercial Center; Arthur Cotton Moore; by Fred Powledge; ph.; p. 40-49; May 76; AIAJ

New York; Bedford-Stuyvesant Superblock; I. M. Pei; ph.; p. 44-49; May 76; AIAJ

New York; Bookstore, Renovation; Abraham Rothenberg and Thomas Lowrie; ph.; p. 135; Apr 76; AR

New York; Children’s Room with Built-In Furniture; Rosemary Songer; ph.; p. 116-117; Mar 76; AR

New York; Conference and Media Room, LCP Associates; ph.; p. 77; Jan 76; INT

New York; Conference and Media Room; The Miller Organization; ph.; p. 73; Jan 76; INT

New York; Conference Center, Glass Roof and Walls; Ford & Earl and Justin Lamb; ph.; p. 60-63; June 76; PA

New York; Conference Room, Carl J. Petrilli; ph.; p. 79; Jan 76; INT

New York; Conference, Copeland, Novak & Israel; ph.; p. 72; Jan 76; INT

New York; Construction and Fiscal Crisis; p. 73; Jan 76; AR

New York; Cooper-Hewitt Museum, Fine and Decorative Arts, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Robert Mehlman; ph.; p. 84-89; Aug 76; INT

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Courthouse Annex, Foley Square; Gruzen & Partners; ph.; p. 60-65; July 76; PA

New York; Dental Clinic, Smith & Yauch; ph.; p. 90-99; May 76; INT

New York; Elevated Tram from Manhattan to Roosevelt Island; Lev Zetlin; ph.; p. 27; July 76; PA

New York; Fabrics Showroom; ph.; p. 48; Oct 76; INT

New York; Federal Inspection Station; Heery & Heery; m.; p. 136; Oct 76; AR

New York; Firemen’s Training Center; Critique; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Paul Goldberger; ph.; p. 64-68; Feb 76; PA

New York; Hair Salon; Robert Currie; ph.; p. 62-63; Mar 76; INT

New York; Hair Salon; William Polito; ph.; p. 70-71; Mar 76; INT

New York; High Rise, UN Plaza Hotel, Office Building; Kevin Roche; and John Dinkeloo; ph.; p. 72-77; Oct 76; INT

New York; Interiors; Apartment Interiors; Mrs. Russell W. Davenport and McMillen; ph.; p. 62-65; Jan/Feb 76; RI

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Remodeled; Richard Dattner; ph.; p. 104-105; Jan 76; AR

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Denning & Fourcade; ph.; p. 40-43; Mar/Apr 76; RI

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Ellen L. McClusky; ph.; p. 48-50; Mar/Apr 76; RI

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Jack Lenor Larsen; ph.; p. 70-73; Sept/Oct 76; RI

New York; Interiors; Architect’s Office, Jack Gordon and Rosanne; ph.; p. 110-111; Jan 76; AR

New York; Interiors; Children’s Supergraphic Rooms; Noel Jeffrey; ph.; p. 52-53; July/Aug 76; RI

New York; Interiors; Children’s Supergraphic Shopping Complex; Christopher & Gilbert; ph.; p. 66-67; Aug 76; INT

New York; Interiors; North American Phillips’ Offices; Christopher & Gilbert; ph.; p. 94-95; Nov 76; INT

New York; Interiors; Publishing Company Offices; Nikos Zographos; ph.; p. 72-73; Aug 76; INT

New York; Interiors; Recording Company Offices; Christopher & Gilbert; ph.; p. 68-69; Aug 76; INT

New York; Interiors; Travel Company Offices; Christopher & Gilbert; ph.; p. 70-71; Aug 76; INT

New York; Issues on Interior Preservation by New York Laws; Villard House Inside Hotel, Offices, Shops Complex; Emery Roth; by Elizabeth G. Miller; ill. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 76; PA

New York; Man Transforms, Exhibit; Cooper-Hewitt Museum; ph.; p. 12, 16; Nov/Dec 76; RI

New York; Neighborhood Sculptural Focal Points; ph.; p. 46-47; Oct 76; AIAJ

New York; Observation Deck, Warren Platner; ph.; p. 60-61; July 76; INT
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Citicorp Center, Structural Analysis, Structural Wind Damping; Hugh Stubbins; ph. pl. sec. dia. axon.; p. 66-71; mid-Aug 76, AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Offices, Hotel and Retail Spaces; One United Nations Plaza, Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. pl.; p. 117-124; Oct 76, AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise, World Trade Center, 107th Floor, Interiors; Warren Platner; ph. pl.; p. 32, 42; Sept 76, PA

New York; Pearl's Restaurant; Interiors; Gwathmey & Siegel; iso. pl.; p. 103-105; Sept 76, AR

New York; Plants Store; Doud & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p. 69; Mar 76, INT

New York; Privé Supper Club; Wesley Cronk and Tom Koszalka; ph. pl.; p. 62-63, July 76, AR

New York; Residence; Eclectic Interiors; Marilyn Ruben; ph.; p. 62-65; Nov/Dec 76; INT

New York; Residence; Show Rooms; Robert Metzger; ph.; 80-81; Sept/Oct 76, RI

New York; Restaurant; Crawdaddy Restaurant; Enckson Associates; ph. pl.; p. 66-69, Feb 76, INT

New York; Restaurant; Plaza Hotel; Rambusch Company; ph.; p. 72-73; Feb 76, INT

New York; Row House Renovation; Stern & Hagemann; ph. pl. dia. sec. axon.; p. 70-77; June 76; PA

New York; Saporiti Italia Furniture Showroom; ph.; p. 30; Sept/Oct 76, RI

New York; Saving Grand Central Terminal, Urban Design Study; Solutions; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, by Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; iso.; p. 16-21, Vol. 30, No. 2, Nov 76; JAE

New York; Savings Bank Branch; Kahn & Jacobs and Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 64-67; Jan 76, INT

New York; School; High; Frost Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124, 128-129; June 76; AR

New York; Showroom; Furniture, Companiello Imports; Vittorio Introini; ph.; p. 28; Feb 76; INT

New York; Store; Women's Clothing; Flexible Displays; Ron Doud and Robert Currie; by C. Ray Smith; ph. pl.; p. 56-57, Mar 76, INT

New York; Street Redeesign, Plaza; Father Demo Square; Frank Rogers; ph. pl.; p. 18-19, Summer 76, DE


New York; Superb Incentive Zoning Program, Special Theater District, Other Special Districts; by Ekkehart Schwartz; ph. pl. iso.; p. 28-33; Summer 76, DE

New York; Tennis Facilities, High Rise; Brodsky, Hope & Adler; sec. ill.; p. 42; Jan 76; AR

New York; Two Conference and Media Rooms; Everett Brown; ph. pl.; p. 80; Jan 76; INT

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

Painted Post; Evaluation; Comparison of Results with Architect's Intentions; Louis Sauer; ph.; p. 26-28; Aug 76; AIAJ

Purchase; Dormitory Facility, State University of New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p. 54-55; Apr 76; AIAJ

Rome; Ft. Stanwix, Restoration; Duryea & Wilhelmi; ph. pl.; p. 324-325; July 76, LA

Somers; Townhouse; Heritage Hills; Walz & MacLeod; ph. pl.; p. 81; July 76; HH

Staten Island; Architect's Home and Office Underground; New York Institute of Technology Student; m.; p. 46; Sept 76, AIAJ

Syracuse; Hands-On Industrial and Interior Design Show for Children; Syracuse University; ph.; p. 8; Dec 76, INT

Troy; Residence; Two Houses Constructed from Solid Waste Materials are Cheap, Sturdy; Martin Pawley; sec. ph. p.; p. 41; Aug 76; PA

Westchester County; Residence; Robert A. M. Stern and John S. Hagemann; ph. elev. m.; p. 65; Jan 76; PA

White Plains; Apartment Development, Low Rise; Hillside, Matthew J. Warshauer; pl. ill.; p. 64; Aug 76; HH

Willard; Office Building; Low Rise; Hospital Administration Building; Werner Seligmann, by Michael Dennis; ph. pl. axonometric, sec. det.; p. 78-83; May 76, PA

Yonkers; Apartment Development; River View; Includes School, Shops, Services; Selt & Jackson, ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 108-109; Aug 76, AR

NEW ZEALAND

Residences; Ian Athfield; by Stewart Silk; ph.; p. 42-43; May 76, AR

NORTH CAROLINA

Ahoskie; Post Office Building; Gantt & Huberman; ph. iso.; p. 139; Sept 76; AR

Asheville; St. Joseph's Hospital; Six Associates; ph. pl.; p. 73-75; Dec 76, INT

Aurora; Conflict with Strip Mining; Town's Struggle for Survival; by Randolph Hester and Donna Palmer; ph. map.; p. 147-153; Mar 76; LA

Beaufort County; Aurora Regional Community Development Plan; North Carolina State University; ph. pl.; p. 342-343; July 76; LA

Charlotte; Paint Store; F. Eugene Smith; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Mar 76, INT

Charlotte; Regional Service Center; Library, Day Care, Offices, Gantt & Huberman; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Sept 76, AR

Charlotte; Townhouse; Stonington Courtyard Homes, Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; July 76; HH

Raleigh; Eastgate Park; Geoffrey McLean; ph. pl.; p. 352-353; July 76; LA

Winston-Salem; Post Office Building; Gantt & Huberman; ph. iso.; p. 140; Sept 76; AR
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OFFICE BUILDINGS, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTENDS

Advertising Offices; New York, New York; Office Landscape: Joseph Grimaldi; ph. pl.; p. 68-71; Jan 76; INT

Architect's Office; California, San Francisco; Environmental Planning and Research; ph. pl.; p. 112-113; Jan 76; AR

Architect's Office; New York, New York; Jack Gordon and Rosanne; ph. pl.; p. 110-111; Jan 76; AR

Architect's Office; Colorado, Boulder; Carl A. Worthington; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Nov 76; INT

Bicentennial Headquarters; District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled Residence: Emily Malino; ph.; p. 60-61; Apr 76; INT

Brick Company Offices; Pennsylvania, Quakertown, Susan S. Roehrig; ph.; p. 82-83; Aug 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; England, London, Design Research Unit; ph. pl.; p. 75; Jan 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; Illinois, Chicago, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 76; Jan 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; Illinois, Chicago, ISD, ph. pl.; p. 74; Jan 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; New York, New York, LCP Associates; ph. pl.; p. 77; Jan 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; New York, The Miller Organization; ph. pl.; p. 73; Jan 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; Washington, Tacoma, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 76; Jan 76; INT

Conference and Media Room; Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 81; Jan 76; INT

Conference Room; Illinois, Chicago, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 76; Jan 76; INT

Conference Room; New Jersey, Englewood Cliffs, Space Design Group, ph. pl.; p. 78; Jan 76; INT

Conference Room; New York, Buffalo, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 81; Jan 76; INT

Conference Room; New York, New York, Carl J. Petrilli; ph. pl.; p. 79; Jan 76; INT

Conference; New York, New York, Copeland, Novak & Israel; ph. sec. pl.; p. 72; Jan 76; INT

Insurance Company Offices; New York, New York, Christopher & Gilbert; ph.; p. 66-67; Aug 76; INT

Insurance Company Offices; Sweden, Stockholm, Tengbom's Architekton; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Nov 76; INT
OFFICE BUILDINGS, OFFICES (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

North American Phillips’ Offices; New York, New York: Christopher & Gilbert; ph., p. 94-95; Nov 76, INT

Publishing Company Offices; New York, New York: Nikos Zographos; ph., ill.; p. 72-73; Aug 76; INT

Recording Company Offices; New York, New York: Christopher & Gilbert; p. 68-69; Aug 76; INT

Remodeled Historical House Into Offices; Massachusetts, Boston: Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; ph., p. 74-76; Apr 76; INT

Stock Brokerage Offices; Florida, Miami: Lynn Courtland Hastings; ph. p. 88-89; Nov 76; INT

Task Ambient Lighting for Open Plan Offices, Survey; ph., ill. dia. sec.; p. 122-128; mid-Aug 76; AR

The Open Plan Office and Its Hardware Systems; Survey of Office Furniture Systems; ill., ph.; p. 106-113; Nov 76; INT

Three Corporations Evaluate Their Art Collections; by Diane Cochran; ph., p. 114-116; Nov 76; INT

Travel Company Offices; New York, New York: Christopher & Gilbert; pl.; p. 70-71; Aug 76; INT

Two Conference and Media Rooms; New York, New York: Everett Brown; ph. pl.; p. 80; Jan 76; INT

LOW RISE

Architect’s Offices in Former City Hall; Oklahoma, Tulsa: Coleman & Ervin; ph.; p. 36; June 76; AIAJ

Architect’s Offices in Old Mill; Delaware, Wilmington: Whiteside, Moeckel & Carbonell; ph.; p. 37; June 76; AIAJ

Brick Company Offices; Pennsylvania, Quakertown: George R. Wasser; ph. p. 82-83; Aug 76; INT

California, Corte Madera: Matt Copenhagen; ph., pl.; p. 90-90b; Feb 76; HH

California, Newport Beach: Cost Analysis; Bissell & August; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Aug 76; HH

California, San Francisco: Remodeled from Industrial Building; Kaplan & McLaughlin; ph. pl.; p. 67; Mar 76; AR

Combined Office and Apartment Building; Colorado, Denver: Energy Conserving, University of Colorado Students; m. sec. p. 41; Sept 76; AIAJ

Connecticut, Wilton: Richardson-Merrill Headquarters; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-85; Feb 76; AR

Corporate Headquarters; Georgia, Atlanta: Simmons Company; Thompson, Hancock & Witte; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 76; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled Warehouse, Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; p. 35; June 76; AIAJ

OFFICE BUILDINGS, OFFICES (Cont’d)

LOW RISE (Cont’d)

Energy Conserving State Office Building; California, Sacramento: U. of California/Berkeley Students; ill.; sec.; p. 48; Sept 76; AIAJ

Georgia, Atlanta; Gray & Durfee; ph. pl.; p. 48; Jan 76; PA

Kentucky, Lexington; Bennett & Tune; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Jan 76; INT

Maryland, Columbia; Rouse Headquarters; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 58-63; Feb 76; PA

Minnesota, Wayzata; Energy-Saving Mechanical and Electrical Systems Exploit Building Shape; King Partnership; det. m. sec. dia. graph; p. 76-77; mid-Aug 76; AR

New York, Willard; Hospital Administration Building; Werner Seligmann; by Michael Dennis; ph. pl. axonometric, sec. det.; p. 78-83; May 76; PA

Office Building; California, Sacramento: Energy Conserving; Sim Van der Ryn; ph. sec.; p. 42-43; June 76; AIAJ

Refurbishing a Losing Office Building Project; Florida, Tampa; ph. p. 36; May 76; HH

Remodeled Warehouse; Connecticut, Bridgeport: Visitor Christ-Janer; ph. pl.; p. 90-99; Dec 76; AR

Renovated Old City Hall; Massachusetts, Boston: Anderson & Notter; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Apr 76; AIAJ

Restored Pioneer Building; Washington, Seattle: Ralph D. Anderson; ph.; p. 29; June 76; AIAJ

MIDDLE RISE

Auto Association Headquarters; Texas, San Antonio: Banham & Blar; ph. sec. pl.; p. 95-100; Nov 76; AR

Evaluation; District of Columbia, Washington: Eurem Building; Hartman & Cox; by Donald Canty and Andrea Dean; ph. pl.; p. 22-26; Sept 76; AIAJ

Illinois, Moline: Deere & Co. Headquarters; Evaluation; Eero Saarinen; by Donald Canty; ph.; p. 18-21; Aug 76; AIAJ

Offices and Shops; Minnesota, Minneapolis: Remodeled Warehouse; Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck & Bell; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Apr 76; AIAJ

Texas, Houston; Masonry Bearing Walls; Neuhaus & Taylor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 141-142; Oct 76; AR

See BANK, CLINIC, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, STRUCTURAL, UNIVERSITY also

OFFICE PRACTICE

AIA Financial Management Tools; Progress Report; ill.; p. 40-41; Feb 76; AIAJ
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OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont’d)

Accounting to Control Construction Costs, Contracts; by Dan Keeserman, ill.; p. 66-73, Sept 76, AIAJ

Adventures in OPEC Land; U.S. Architect Doing Business in the Middle East: Middle East; map, ill. m. sec elev.; p. 56-65, Oct 76, PA

Analysis of Construction Management and Architect Benefits; Illustrations of Construction of Gothic Cathedral; by Roger Yee; ill. sec del.; p. 88-95, Feb 76, PA

Applying the Case Method to Architectural Management; by Douglas E. Durand, ill.; p. 42-45, Jan 76, AIAJ

Architects and Graphic Designers, a Potential Partnership; Corporate Image on all Materials; by Jan V. White, p. 57-58, Feb 76, AR

Architects Varied Roles in Industry; ill.; p. 56, May 76, AIAJ

Before Preparing an Office Brochure, Be Sure You Need It; by David Travers, p. 48, Aug 76, AIAJ

Changing a Firm’s Management, A Human and Business Problem; by Bradford Perkins, p. 53-54, Feb 76, AR

Changing the Rules of the Architect, Contractor, Subs Relationship; by Mary E. Osman, p. 38-39, Sept 76, AIAJ

Compensation, an Iconoclastic View; by Hans Krieks; ph.; p. 80-81, July 76, INT

Construction Program Management of Design Firm; Heery & Heery; Heery & Heery; ill.; p. 94-95, Feb 76, PA

C. R. S. Offspring, Construction Management; CM Associates, ill., p. 92-93, Feb 76, PA

Design Production Workshop: Techniques in Opaque Drafting Operations, Duplicating; ph.; p. 11, mid-Oct 76, AR

Documenting Value Management; by H. Maynard Blumer, chart, ill.; p. 67-70, Oct 76, AIAJ

Draw the Line Once, Reproducting Saves Much Time; ph. ill.; p. 74-79, Aug 76, PA

Financial Planning and Controls; by Peter Piven; tables; p. 55-59, Mar 76; AIAJ

GAO Urges Repeal of Brooks Bill; p. 8, Sept 76; AIAJ

Getting the Most out of an Office Brochure; by Marilyn E. Ludwig, p. 82, Nov 76, AIAJ

Guidelines to Sound Personnel Practices; by David M. Bowen; table; p. 60-64, Mar 76, AIAJ

How To Establish a Branch or Subsidiary; by Bradford Perkins, p. 53-54, May 76, AIAJ

Influence of a Firm’s Structure on Design Quality; Result of Study; by Judith R. Blau; p. 54-55, May 76, AIAJ

Insurance for Management Risk; by Bernard B. Rothschild, table; p. 70-73, Apr 76, AIAJ

OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont’d)

Interior Design for the Federal Government; District of Columbia, Washington, Example, Controller’s Offices, Bibliography, Contact Names: Hunter & Miller; ph.; p. 76-88, Dec 76, INT

Joint Venture and Associations, A Firm’s Experience; by C. A. Carlson and Wallie Scott; table; p. 58-59, June 76, AIAJ

Mergers and Acquisitions, an Outline Manual; by Bradford Perkins; p. 46-47, Aug 76; AIAJ

New Project Delivery Methods for the Smaller Firm; by Richard G. Jacques; ph.; p. 52-53, Feb 76, AIAJ

New System for Applying for Federal Work; ill.; p. 65-67, 69, Jan 76, AR

Office Furniture and Equipment; New Products; ph.; p. 27-31, mid-Oct 76, AR

Options of Organizational Types for Practice; by Michael R. Houlsby, ph.; p. 62-63, Oct 76, AIAJ

Professional and Political Contributions; by W. Carter Williams, p. 46-47, Jan 76, AIAJ

Project Manager, His Increasing Strength; by Michael R. Houlsby, ph.; p. 62-63, Oct 76, AIAJ

Prospects for Architects in Hotel Design, with Survey of Recent Work; ph.; ill. sec.; p. 107-124; Feb 76, AR

Rehabilitating for Profit; California, San Francisco, Work of Firm; Kaplan & McLaughlin; by Herbert P. McLaughlin; ph.; ill. sec.; cost anal.; p. 65-67, Mar 76, AR

The Small Firm is Alive and Well: Symposium on Firm Size, Design Quality; ph.; p. 65, 67, 69, 71, Apr 76, AR

The Trend Toward Specialization; by Willard C. Pilster, Jr.; ill.; p. 42-43, Feb 76, AIAJ

Using Photos in Contract Documents on Restoration Work; by Cynthia J. Phifer, ph.; sec.; p. 44-47, Feb 76, AIAJ

Various Project Delivery Approaches, Analysis; p. 48-51, Feb 76, AIAJ

Writing and Clarifying Responsibilities in Contract with Client; by Charles D. Mauer, Jr.; p. 65, Sept 76, AR

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION SYSTEM, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO

Akrum; Children’s Zoo; James H. Bassett; ill.; p. 334-335, July 76, LA

Bath; Bedroom; Ernest M. Harris; ph.; p. 57, May/June 76, RI

Cincinnati; Union Train Station Proposals for New Uses; ph. sec.; p. 8, Apr 76, INT

Circleville; RCA Glass Plant; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph.; p. 128-129, Nov 76, AR
OHIO (Cont’d)

Cleveland; Foam Coils Reinforced with Steel Form Space Dome Sprayed with Concrete. Dalton, Dalton, Little & Newport, ph. p. 114; mid-Aug 76, AR

Cleveland/Akron Area; Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area; Land Design/Research, ph. pl. p. 348-349, July 76, LA

Columbus; Church; Exposed Wood Roof Framing; Richard Fleischman, ph. det. sec. p. 91; mid-Aug 76, AR

Columbus; Community Center; Studio Works/ Graig Hodgett, elev. sec. iso. ill. p. 62-63; Jan 76, PA

Columbus; Student Center; Ohio State University Solar Tracking, Ohio State U. Students, sec. ill. p. 49; Sept 76, AIAJ

Dayton; Bank; Interiors; Space Design Interior Architecture, ph. pl. p. 78-79, Aug 76, INT

Dayton; Bank; Savings and Loan Bank. Richard Levin, ph. pl. p. 78-79, Aug 76, INT

Dayton; Downtown Projects, Urban Center; Lorenz, Williams, Lively & Likens, ph. elev. pl. p. 120-123; Dec 76, AR

Kent; Kent State University, 18 Alternate Schemes Provided to Architects by the Engineers; Gensler, Peier & Mancini, pl. sec. det. ph. dia. table. p. 100-101, mid-Aug 76, AR

Landen; Kitchen; Berkus Group, ph. pl. p. 76; June 76, HH

Medina; Revitalization of Main Street by Restoration; Jackson, Oregon, Corning, N.Y., Other Cities, ph. p. 70-75, Nov 76, PA

Middletown; Municipal Building; Harry Weese, m. p. 42; Jan 76, AR

Northern; Residence; Don Hisaka, ph. pl. p. 80-81; mid-May 76, AR

Swanton; Express Airport; Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, ph. iso. pl. p. 137; Oct 76, AR

Upper Arlington; Apartment Development; Low Rise; River Park Apartments; Eschelman & Associates, ph. pl. p. 108-109; Jan 76, HH

Western Lake Erie; State Park, Erie Islands, William A. Behnke, ill. pl. p. 338-339; July 76, LA

Xenia; Tornado Damaged School Report, ph. p. 15; May 76, AIAJ

OKINAWA

Aquarium; Marine Life Park; Fumihiko Maki, ph. pl. iso. p. 69-73; Aug 76, AR

OKLAHOMA

Tulsa; Architect’s Offices in Former City Hall, Coleman & Ervin, ph. p. 36; June 76, AIAJ

OREGON

Jackson; Revitalization of Main Street by Restoration; Ohio, Medina, Jackson, Oregon, Corning, N.Y., Other Cities, ph. p. 70-75; Nov 76, PA

OREGON (Cont’d)

Portland; Reserve Training Center; Campbell, Yost & Grube, ph. pl. sec. det. p. 76-79; July 76, PA

PAINT

Primer On Paint; by Josephine H. Drummond, p. 87, Nov 76, PA

PANAMA

Panama City; Self-Help Housing; San Salvador, El Salvador, Lusaka, Zambia; by Ellen Jane Opial, ph. ill. p. 36-41; Spring 76, DE

PANELING

See WALL COVERING

PARADE

The Shape of Celebration; Providing Parade Streets, Talismans and Enclaves for Public Festivity, by Melissa Blauvelt and J. P. Chadwick Floyd, ph. p. 81-86; July 76, AR

PARK

See LANDSCAPE, RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

Exposed Steel Gains in Parking Garage Use; ph. sec. p. 142; Mar 76, AR

Parking Garage; Canada, Manitoba, Winnipeg, Ikoy Partnership, m. iso. p. 36-37; Feb 76, PA

PARTITION

See WALL

PENNSYLVANIA

Dallas; Residential Development; Townhouse, Old Farm Site, Bohlin & Powell, ph. pl. p. 114-115; mid-May 76, AR

East Pittsburgh; Large Generator Assembly Plant, Color System, Graphics, Hobart Betts, ph. pl. elev. p. 98-101; Jan 76, AR

Johnstown; Student Housing, University of Pittsburgh; Participatory Design Games, Urban Design Associates, ph. pl. p. 118-119; Dec 76, AR

Nanticoke; Fire Station; Wassell Associates, ph. pl. p. 68-71; Feb 76, PA

Philadelphia; AIA Convention, ph. p. 14+, Apr 76, INT

Philadelphia; AIA Convention, ph. p. 21-24+; June 76, PA
Philadelphia; Architecture and Planning Achievements, Since 1947 and Earlier, ph pl m ill.; p 97-102, Mar 76; AR

Philadelphia; Architecture from 1680's to 1950's, ph.; p 52-57, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Benjamin Franklin Parkway, ph.; p 46-47, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Bicentennial Exhibition Buildings: Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl sec. elev., p 64-71, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Bicentennial Formal Garden, Underground Museum, Reconstructed Ben Franklin-Designed Houses and Ghost Houses Outlined: Ventur & Rauch, ph. pl. p 69-70, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Bicentennial Living History Center: Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. sec. m.; p 67, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Bicentennial Reconstruction of 1776 House, with Exhibition Building: Gaff House, Harberson, Hough, Livingston & Larson, ph. pl. p 68, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Bicentennial Visitors Center: Critique, Cambridge Seven, ph. pl.; p 66, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Chestnut Street Transit Mall, de Leu & Cather and Ueland & Junker, ill. ph.; p 22, Summer 76; DE

Philadelphia; City Hall Courtyard, Remodeled: Murphy, Levy & Wurman, pl.; p 40, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Community Center, Dagit & Saylor, m. iso.; p 63, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Community Centers, Two: Friday Architects, m. pl sec. ill. elev.; p 60-61, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Demountable Tensile Structures for Bicentennial, m.; p 23-24, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Design Research Store in Remodeled Mansion, Architectural Resources, ph. pl. sec.; p 60-63, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Entire Issue on Philadelphia Architecture and Planning, ph. pl. ill. m. sec. elev. iso. dia.; p 6-83, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Exhibition of Design for House With Site But No Program, Client or Budget, pl. elev.; p 40, Aug 76, PA

Philadelphia; Exhibitions and Other Plans for 1976 AIA Convention, ill. pl. ph. m.; p 103-108, Mar 76; AR

Philadelphia; Furnishings and Accessories Store, Remodeled Mansion, Architectural Resources Cambridge, ph. pl. sec.; p 104-105, July 76; AR

Philadelphia; Furniture Showroom, Baker, Knapp & Tubbs, ph.; p 12, Jan/Feb 76, RI

Philadelphia; Independence Mall, Roy F. Larson, ph. 40-41, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Independence Park, Other National Park Projects, ph. pl. ill.; p 30-31, Fall 76, DE

Philadelphia; Liberty Bell Pavilion, Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl.; p 64-65, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Market Street, East, Proposals and Reality, ph. sec.; p 38-39, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Monastery: Dagit & Saylor, m. pl. iso.; p 63, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Mummer's Museum, Ueland & Junker, ph. pl.; p 70-71, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Noteworthy New Architecture, ph. ill.; p 40-41, Apr 76, AR

Philadelphia; Office Building, High Rise, Facades Designed for Orientations: Mitchell & Giurgola, ph.; p 27, Feb 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Office Building, High Rise, INA Tower: Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p 114-117, Apr 76, AR

Philadelphia; Office Building, High Rise, Two Penn Mutual Tower and INA, Mitchell & Giurgola, ph. pl. dia.; p 72-75, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Penn Center, Vincent G. Kling, ph.; p 36-37, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Penn's Landing, Multi-Use Development, Murphy, Levy & Wurman and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. m.; p 44-45, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Perspectives on Philadelphia Planning, Critique, p 48-51, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Philadelphia's Phantom School, Architecture After Kahn, ph. pl sec. m. elev. ill. iso.; p 58-63, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Playground, Hermit and Terrace Streets, Cassway & Albert, ph.; p 358-359, July 76; LA

Philadelphia; Renaissance in Planning, Bicentennial Goals, Realty, Edmund N. Bacon, ph. sec. ill.; p 32-47, Mar 76; AIAJ

Philadelphia; Residence: Levinson, Lebowitz & Zaprauskis, ph. pl.; p 61, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Townhouse, Garden Apartments, Penns Landing Square, Louis Sauer, ph. pl.; p 48-51, Mar 76; PA

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Townhouse: Baker, Rothschild, Horn & Blyth, pl. elev., p 62-63, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Restoration of First National Bank in U.S., 1797, Samuel Blodgett, Day & Zimmerman, ph. pl.; p 60-61, Nov 76, PA

Philadelphia; Restoration of Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 1876, Frank Furness, Day & Zimmerman, ph. pl.; p 50-53, Nov 76, PA

Philadelphia; Shopping Center, Glass Palace, New Market, Louis Sauer, ph. pl. iso.; p 76-79, Apr 76, PA

Philadelphia; Society Hill, Historical Neighborhood Revival, ph.; p 42-43, Mar 76, AIAJ

Philadelphia; Store, Furniture and Accessories Store, Design Research Store, Remodeled Mansion, Architectural Resources Cambridge, ph. pl.; p 62-69, Apr 76, INT

Philadelphia; Stressed Tent Structures Vary Form to Fit Fabric and Cable Stresses, Bicentennial Pavilions, Geiger & Berger and H2L2, ph. m. ill. pl.; p 80-83, mid-Aug 76, AR

Philadelphia; Synagogue, Unbuilt Vision, Mikveh Israel, 1961-70, Louis I. Kahn, ill.; p 57, Nov 76, AIAJ
PHILIPPINES (Cont'd)

Manila; Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums, First Prize International Design Competition; Ian Athfield, pl. sec. elev. ph. det. dia.; p. 114-123, May 76, AR

Manila; Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums, Colonnades; Second Prize, International Design Competition. Takagi Design Associates; iso. pl. det. ph. dia ill.; p. 124-129, May 76, AR

Manila; Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Third Prize, International Design Competition. Sai Lai Chan; pl. ph. iso. sec. det. dia.; p. 130-135, May 76, AR

Manila; Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums; Competition Entry Uses Waterways. Kum-Chen Lye; pl. iso. ill. dia det.; p. 154-155, May 76, AR

Manila; Urban Sub-Communities to Replace Slums, Competition Entry. Iwao Onuma; pl. ill. iso.; p. 153: May 76; AR

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photogrametry's Use in Fixing Scenes: Measuring by Photography. Examples; by Perry E. Borchers, ph. pl.; p. 270-275, May 76, LA

See ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY also

PLANTS

Fitting Species and Cultivars to the Landscape; by J. C. McDaniel; p. 267-269, May 76, LA

Record Keeping for Botanical Gardens; by Richard A. Brown; p. 265-266, May 76, LA

Sources for Plant Documentation; by Gordon P. deWoll; p. 239; May 76, LA

The Interior Landscape Design, Plant Specialist; by Late D. Hill, ph.; p. 64-67, July/Aug 76, RI

See LANDSCAPE also

PLASTICS

See FOAM, FURNITURE, STRUCTURAL/PLASTICS

PLAZA

Benjamin Franklin Parkway; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph.; p. 46-47, Mar 76, AIAJ

Century Bank Plaza; California, Los Angeles, Fong, Jung & La Rocca, ph.; p. 332-333, July 76, LA

Chestnut Street Transit Mall; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, de Leuw & Cather and Ueland & Junker, ill. ph.; p. 22, Summer 76, DE

City Hall Courtyard; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Remodeled; Murphy, Levy & Wurman, ill. pl.; p. 40, Apr 76, RA

Community Center and Shopping Plaza; Louisiana, New Orleans, August Perez; m. pl. elev.; p. 82-83, Jan 76, PA

Courthouse Center and the Commons; Indiana, Columbus; Glass-Enclosed Piazza, Gruen Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69, June 76, PA
PLAZA (Cont'd)


Independence Mall; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Roy E. Larson; ph., p. 40-41, Mar 76, AIAJ

Kotel Square; Israel, Jerusalem. Moshe Salde, ph. m. sec., p. 30-31, Winter 75, DE

Liberty Bell Pavilion; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Mitchell & Giurgola, ph.; pl., p. 64-65, Apr 76, PA

Multi-Use Urban Centers, Survey; by Donn Logan; ph. pl. m. sec. elev. iso., p. 51-57, May 76, PA

Penn Square; Pennsylvania, Reading. Delta Group, ph. pl., p. 354-355: July 76, LA

Plaza Del Federalismo; Mexico, Guadalajara. ph. pl., p. 536, Nov 76, LA

Street Redesign, Plaza; New York, New York. Father Demo Square, Frank Rogers; ph. pl., p. 18-19, Summer 76, DE

Wilshire Office Plaza and Park; California, Los Angeles. ph., p. 344-345, July 76, LA

World's Largest Musical Fountain Provides Focus for City; Michigan, Grand Haven. by Melinda Blauvelt and J. P. C. Floyd, ph. pl. p. 110-111, Dec 76, AR

See LANDSCAPE, MALL, URBAN DESIGN also

POLICE STATION

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

POLLUTION

See CONSERVATION also

PREFABRICATION

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING, MOBILE HOME, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

PRESERVATION

See HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Before Preparing an Office Brochure, Be Sure You Need It; by David Travers, p. 48; Aug 76, AIAJ

Getting the Most Out of an Office Brochure; by Marilyn E. Ludwig; p. 82; Nov 76, AIAJ

Ways To Advertise, Satire; by Kenneth Wheeler; p. 36-37; Aug 76, AIAJ

See OFFICE PRACTICE also

PUERTO RICO

Dorado Beach; Hotel, William Pereira, m., p. 23, Oct 76, PA

RECORDING STUDIO

See COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING

RECREATION

Arena, Home of Republican Convention; Missouri, Kansas City. C. F. Murphy, ph. pl. sec.; p. 109-114, Mar 76, AR

Bronte Park, and for the People; Canada, Ontario, Toronto. Project Planning Associates, by Walter H. Kehan; map, ill. sec.; p. 468-473, Sept 76, LA

Building a People's Park on Silty, Salty Soil; Mexico. Ciudad Nezahual-Coyoatl. by Carlos Bernal Salinas, ph. sec. det.; p. 544-546, Nov 76, LA

Children's Playroom, Interiors; Connecticut, Hamden. Joy Wulke, ph.; pl., p. 115, Mar 76, AR

Children's Zoo; Ohio, Akron, James H. Bassett; ill.; p. 334-335, July 75, LA

Crowding in the National Parks and Wilderness; by George Stankey and R. C. Lucas and D. W. Lime; ph. table; p. 38-41; Fall 76, DE

Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area; Ohio, Cleveland/Akron Area. Land Design/Research. ph.; pl., p. 348-349, July 76, LA

Designing Buchanan Park with Various Citizen Groups; California, San Francisco. Sasaki & Walker, by Laurence Kennings; ph. pl.; p. 143-146, Mar 76, LA

Eastgate Park; North Carolina, Raleigh. Geoffrey McLean; ph. pl., p. 352-353, July 76, LA

El Desertito de los Leones National Park; Mexico, Sierra del Ajusco. Equilibrium Among Forest, Convent, Garden and Tourist. by Gerardo Ibarra; ph.; p. 541-543, Nov 76, LA

Evaluating National Park Visitor Centers; by E. H. Zube and J. F. Palmer and J. H. Crystal; p. 34-37; Fall 76, DE

Evergreen Grows in Chapultepec Park; Mexico, Mexico City. by Eliseo Arredondo; p. 558-559, Nov 76, LA

Golden Gate Park, 1893; California, San Francisco. William Hammond Hall; ph. pl.; p. 118-121, Mar 76, LA

Health Food Cafe and Exercise Parlor; California, Los Angeles. Charles Burke; ph.; p. 62-63, Oct 76, INT

Independence Park, Other National Park Projects; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-31, Fall 76, DE

Marine Life Park, Okinawa; Fuminiko Maki; ph. pl. iso.; p. 69-73, Aug 76, AR

Movable Grand Stands Allow Varied Seating; Louisiana, — — , Superdome; ph.; p. 143-144, Apr 76, AR
RECREATION (Cont'd)

National Park Policy for the Future; by Mina Hamilton Haefele; ph.; p. 42-45. Fall 76. DE


New Products; ph. p. 96+. Fall 76. DE

Olympics Buildings Under Construction; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Stadium Structure; Roger Tailibert; ph.; p. 24-25. Jan 76. PA

Omni-International Multi-Use Center; Georgia, Atlanta, Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; ph. p. 56-63. May 76. PA

Paradise Park; Iran, Teheran, Wallace, McHarg, Roberts & Todd and Mandala Collaborative; m. p. 20. Winter 75. DE

Permanent Site of Olympic Games; NIAE Competition Drawings; Sompong Pamchill; sec. p. 114-115. Oct 76. AR

Plan for Public Use of Shelby Farms; Tennessee, Memphis, Garrett & Eckbo; ph. p. 330-331. July 76. LA

Planning in the National Parks; California, Yosemite; m. ill.; p. 26-27. Fall 76. DE

Playground; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Hermit and Terrace Streets; Cassway & Albert; ph.; p. 358-359. July 76. LA

Research on Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools; Massachusetts, Boston, James P. Batchelor and Dana D. Rhodeside; ph. p. 88-89. Jan 76. PA

Restoration of Navy Pier; Illinois, Chicago, Park at the Tip; Jerome Butler; ph.; p. 23. Nov 76. PA

Rural Tastes, Rectangular Ideas, Survey of His Work; Horace W. S. Cleveland; ph.; p. 67-70. Jan 76. LA

Salute to the National Park Service; Their Work, by Edward K. Carpenter; ph.; p. 20-45. Fall 76. DE

Ski Resort; California, Lake Tahoe, Northstar; Bull, Field, Volkmann & Stockwell; ph. sec.; p. 116-117. mid-May 76. AR

Sports Complex Center; Japan, Osaka; Fumihiko Maki; ph.; p. 78-80. Aug 76. AR

Sports Stadium; Missouri, Kansas City, Crosby Kemper Arena; C. F. Murphy; ph.; p. 48-49. Apr 76. AJA

Stadium Grandstands Move on Air System; Hawaii, Honolulu; Charles Luckman and Rolen Systems; ph. sec.; p. 112-113. mid-Aug 76. AR

Stadium Grandstands Move on Water System; Colorado, Denver; Daniel Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall and Phillips & Reister; det. ph.; p. 113. mid-Aug 76. AR

Stadium, Air-Supported Roof Biggest in World; Michigan, Pontiac; Odell, Hewlett & Luckenbach; ph. sec.; det.; p. 141, 143-4. Jan 76. AR

State Park, Erie Islands; Ohio, Western Lake Erie; William A. Behnke; ill.; p. 338-339. July 76. LA

Study of Exits Design for Football Grounds; by Graham Hitchings and Colbrook Slaughter; charts.; p. 28-33. Aug 76. JAR

RECREATION (Cont'd)

Swimming Pool Design, Four Examples; ph. ill.; p. 29. May 76. PA

Tennis Court, Indoor, Costs; table. p. 71. Mar 76. AR

Tennis Facilities, High Rise; New York, New York; Brodsky, Hopf & Adler; sec. ill.; p. 42. Jan 76. AR

Tornado Ravaged Park Restoration Plan; Kentucky, Louisville; F. L. Olmsted's Design; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; by Allen J. Share; ph. sec.; p. 456-459. Sept 76. LA

Town Wins Fight with Corps of Engineers; Washington, North Bonnieville; Plans for a Relocation; by Richard W. Johnston; ph. p. I.; p. 432-437. Sept 76. LA

Transportation in the National Parks; ph.; p. 25. Fall 76. DE

Visitor Centers in the National Parks; ph.; p. 28-29. Fall 76. DE

Wilshire Office Plaza and Park; California, Los Angeles; ph.; p. 344-345. July 76. LA

Workers' Park; Mexico, Oaxtepec; by Eliseo Arredondo; ph.; p. 556-557. Nov 76. LA

See COMMUNITY CENTER, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

REGIONAL PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

CHURCH

Exposed Wood Roof Framing; Ohio, Columbus; Richard Fleishman; ph. det.; sec. p. 91. mid-Aug 76. AR

New York, New York; Citicorp Center; Structural Analysis; Structural Wind Damping; Hugh Stubbins; ph. sec. dia. axon.; p. 66-71. mid-Aug 76. AR

MONASTERY

As Cells of Growth; Ireland, Church Camgou; France, Domiat, England; by John J. Desmond; ill.; p. 58-67. AJA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Dagst & Saylor; m. pl. iso.; p. 63; Apr 76. PA

RELIGIOUS PUBLIC SQUARE

Kotel Square; Israel, Jerusalem; Moshe Sade; ph. m. sec.; p. 30-31. Winter 75. DE

SYNAGOGE

Unbuilt Vision; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Mikveh Israel, 1961-70; Louis I. Kahn; ill.; p. 57. Nov 76. AJA

Sanctuary Remodeled, Interior; Massachusetts, Springfield; Warren Platner; ph. p. 114-115. Jan 76. AR

See UNIVERSITY also

REMODELING

Adaptive Uses Economic and Other Advantages; by Andrea O. Dean; ph.; p. 26-28. June 76. AJA
REMODELING (Cont’d)

Examples of Successful Residential Remodeling: Firm Design, Plans and Builds; Galardin, Bruner & Cott; ph. pl. sec. p. 88-95; Oct 76. HH

Old Buildings As Palimpsest, A Theory of Remodeling; by Rodolfo Machado; ph. pl. iso. ill.; p. 46-49; Nov 76. PA

Rehab of Older Houses Is Booming: 20 Nov 76, HH

Rehabbing Victorian House; Georgia, Savannah; Lominack Partnership; ph. p. 100-101; Dec 76. AR

Restoring and Remodeling Old Buildings: Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec.; p. 45-79; Nov 76. PA

See HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION also

RESEARCH LABORATORY

Addition to Salk Institute; California, La Jolla; Munroe & Reeves; ph. pl. p. 22; Sept 76. PA

See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, UNIVERSITY also

RESIDENCE

Beach House; Peter Hoppner; m. pl. sec.; p. 41; Aug 76. PA

Bedroom-Studio, Interiors; Furniture, California; San Francisco; Jennifer Clements and Robert Herman; ph. pl. iso.; p. 118; Mar 76. AR

Bicentennial Reconstruction of 1776 House, with Exhibition Building; Philadelphia; Gaff House; Harbeson, Hough; Livingston & Larson; ph. pl.; p. 68; Apr 76. PA

Children’s Playroom, Interiors; Connecticut; Hamden; Joy Wilke; ph. pl.; p. 115; Mar 76. AR

Children’s Room with Built-In Furniture; New York, New York; Rosemary Songer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-117; Mar 76. AR

Communal House, Prototype for 22 People; Mix of Shared and Private Quarters; Egbert Jan Hoogebrecht; ill. sec.; p. 37-67; Aug 76. PA

Developing a Data Bank on Solar House Designs; Department of Defense; Ezra Ehrenkrantz; sec. det. dia.; p. 104-105; mid-Aug 76. AR

Eugene Kupper; m. iso. pl.; p. 74-75; Oct 76. PA

Example Show Rooms; ph.; p. 54-55; July/Aug 76. RI

Exhibition of Design for House with Site But No Program, Client or Budget; Pennsylvania; Philadelphia; pl. elev.; p. 40; Aug 76. PA

From-Garbage Constructed House; Student Buid Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Students; ph. sec.; p. 46; Sept 76. AJ

Heating Forms and Living Spaces; by Kyung Hoe Lee and Thomas Markus; pl. table.; p. 4-13; Mar 76. JAR

Innovation and Research in Housing; by Peter Malpass; p. 14-19; Mar 76. JAR

Model Rooms and Model Houses; How They Are Created; by Carole Frankel; ph.; p. 84-89; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Pros and Cons of In-Store Residential Work; by Charles Kriebel; ph. p. 68-71; July/Aug 76. RI

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

Retail Store Staff Design Opportunities; by Charles Kriebel; p. 82-83; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Singular Recent or Proposed Houses, Survey; Meeting Unusual Programs; ph. pl. sec. ill. iso. m. elev.; p. 40-41; Aug 76. PA

Solar Heated House Prototypes for New England Traditional Styles; Mass Design Architects and Planners; pl. elev. ill.; dia.; p. 86-87; Jan 76. PA

Survey of Results of User Preferences in Planning Design; pl. tables.; p. 78-83; Aug 76. HH

Symbols in the Home, Exhibit; District of Columbia, Washington; Architectural Forms Give Messages; Venturi & Rauch; ph. m.; p. 62-67; Aug 76. PA

The House As a Relevant Object; Revival of Architectural Interest; Survey; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 37-67; Aug 76. PA

Towers, A View of Shapes of Living Spaces; The Tower; by J. Wraith; ill.; p. 31-32; Vol. 30, No. 1; Sept 76. JAE

Two Houses Constructed From Solid Waste Materials are Cheap, Sturdy; New York, Troy; Martin Pawley, sec. ph.; p. 41; Aug 76. PA

Using Mirrors in Interior Design; by Carole Eichen; ph. pl.; p. 38; Nov 76. HH

ARIZONA

Phoenix; Interiors; Bruce Stodola; ph. pl.; p. 56; May/June 76. RI

CALIFORNIA

Bear Valley; Ski Lodge, Heavy Timber Framing; M Dean Jones; ph. det.; p. 90; mid-Aug 76. AR

Belvedere; Calister, Payne & Bischoff; ph. pl.; sec.; p. 88-91; mid-May 76. AR

Beverly Hills; Interiors by Jill Kurtin, Jerry Lomas; ph.; p. 70-71; Nov/Dec 76. RI

Lafayette; Daniel Solomon; ph. elev. pl.; p. 106; Oct 76. HH

Malibu; Artist’s Studio and Residence; Frank O. Gehry; ph. sec.; p. 100-101; June 76. AR

Montecito; Earthform, Roland Coate, Jr.; by Thomas Hines; ph. elev. pl.; p. 58-61; Aug 76. PA

Napa Valley; Recycled Materials, Michael Siegel; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Napa Valley; Vacation House, Kirby Ward Fitzpatrick; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Aug 76. HH

Plumas County; Owner-Built, Robert Kindorf; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; mid-May 76. AR

San Francisco; Interiors, Julia Morgan House; John Dickinson; ph.; p. 70-71; Jan/Feb 76. RI

Sea Ranch; Vacation House; Donald Jacobs; ph.; p. 94-95; Aug 76. HH

Southern; Vacation Home; Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti; m. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Jan 76. PA

St. Helena; Weekend House; Kirby Ward Fitzpatrick; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; mid-May 76. AR
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Tehapachi Mountains; Drive-In Cabin for Van, Vacation Structure; Ron Filson and Urban Innovations Group, ph. sec in p 72, Jan 76, PA

COLORADO

Denver; Energy Conserving House; Richard Crowther, ph. p. 25, Feb 76, AIAJ

Perry Park; Mountain Cabin; Arley Arnhart, ph. pl. sec. p. 58-59, mid-May 76, AR

CONNECTICUT

Central; Greenhouse Core; John Johansen, ph. pi sec. p 102-105, mid-May 76, AR

Greenwich; Venturi & Rauch; ph. pl. p. 50-53, Aug 76, PA

Guilford; With Greenhouse; Peter Kurt Woemer, ph. pi. p. 110-112, mid-May 76, AR

West Cornwall; Bohlin & Powell, ph pi., p. 74-77, mid-May 76; AR

Western; Paul Rudolph, ph. pl. p. 54-57, Aug 76, PA

Weston; Leonard F. Perfido, ph. pl. p. 98-101, mid-May 76, AR

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Interiors; Stephen W. Ackerman, Jr., ph. p. 52-55, May/June 76, RI

ILLINOIS

Chicago, Near; Aluminum House; Stanley Tigerman, ph. pl sec. det. p. 42-45, Aug 76, PA

Chicago; Architect's House; Walter Netsch, ph. pl. iso., p. 46-49, Aug 76, PA

Hinsdale; Booth & Nagle; ph. pl. p. 86-87, mid-May 76; AR

Northwestern Area; Stanley Tigerman; ph. iso. pl. p. 112, Sept 76, AR

Springfield; Interiors, Renovation; Donald D. Powell and Robert Kleinschmidt, ph. pl. p. 66-69, Jan/Feb 76, RI

INDIANA

— — — —; Stanley Tigerman, elev. m. pl. p. 113, Sept 76, AR

Fort Wayne; Michael Graves, pl. m. iso. elev., p. 68-69, Jan 76, PA

MAINE

Mt. Desert Island; Vacation House; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl. p. 92-93, Aug 76, HH

Mt. Desert Island; Vacation House; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl. p. 72-73, mid-May 76; AR

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

MARYLAND

Frederick; Three Pavilions; Hugh Newell Jacobsen, ph. pl. sec. det. p. 82-85, mid-May 76, AR

Montgomery County; Hartman & Cox, ph. pl. p. 102-103, Oct 76, HH

MASSACHUSETTS

Andover; Guest House Remodeled from Carriage House; Crissman & Solomon, ph. pl. sec. p. 119-122, Jan 76, AR

Cambridge; Remodeled, Greenhouse Behind Fireplace; Simeon Bruner, ph. pl. sec. p. 68-69, Oct 76, HH

Nantucket; Beach House; Architectural Resources Cambridge, ph. pl. p. 106-107, July 76, AR

Nantucket; Handcrafted Wood Parts for House; Louis Mackall, ph. pl. sec. p. 54-57, mid-May 76, AR

Northern; Vacation House; Smith & Yauch, ph. pl. p. 64-67, mid-May 76, AR

MICHIGAN

Harbor Springs; Richard Meier, ph. pl. p. 52-53, Apr 76, AIAJ

Lakeport; Triangular Pavilions; William Kessler, ph. pl. p. 92-95, mid-May 76, AR

Shelby; Stuart Cohen, ph. p. 41, Aug 76, PA

NEW JERSEY

— — — —; Additon, Health-Spa-Pool House; Ruben de Saavedra, ph. pl. p. 68-69, Nov/Dec 76, RI

Deal; Interiors; Coach House; Angelo Donghia, ph. pl. p. 42-45, July/Aug 76, RI

Morristown; Chimaoff & Peterson, ph. pl. iso., p. 50-53, mid-May 76, AR

Princeton; Solar House; Douglas Kelbaugh, ph. sec. pl. p. 116-118, Nov 76, AR

NEW YORK

Ardtsley; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. sec. pl. p. 58-61, Jan/Feb 76, RI

Bedford; Myron Goldfinger, ph. p. 44-45, Apr 76, AIAJ

Long Island Sound, Near; Mansion; Paul Rudolph; ph. pl. sec. p. 58-71, mid-May 76, AR

Long Island; Alfredo de Vido; ph. pl. p. 60-63, mid-May 76, AR

Long Island; Earl Burns Combs, ph. pl. p. 105-108, Oct 76, AR

Long Island; Interiors; Anthony Tortora and Jay Crawford, ph. pl. p. 46-49, July/Aug 76, RI

Long Island; Stern & Hagmann, ph. pl. p. 44-47, Mar/Apr 76, RI

New Castle; Solar House; Raymond, Rado, Caddy & Bonnington, ph. det. pl. p. 114, Nov 76, AR

New York; Eclectic Interiors; Marilyn Ruben, ph. p. 62-65, Nov/Dec 76, RI

New York; Row House Renovation; Stern & Hagmann, ph. pl. dia. dia. sec. axon. p. 70-77, June 76, PA
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

Breakdown of Building Costs; p. 40, July 76, HH
Cost Comparison of Houses in Ohio and Toronto; ph.; p. 24, Sept 76, HH
Evaluation of Easter Hill Village; California, Richmond, Donald Hardison and Vernon de Mars; by Andrea O. Dean; ph.; p. 22-26, Aug 76, AIAJ
Evaluation; New York, Painted Post: Comparison of Results with Architect’s Intentions; Lois Sauer; ph.; p. 26-28, Aug 76, AIAJ
Florida Builders Object to Regulations that Up Costs; Cost Saving Items, p. 40, Jan 76, HH
Fox and Jacobs Cutaway House To Show Construction; ill. ph.; p. 18, June 76, HH
Home Buyers Will Pay Extra for Energy Saving; ill.; p. 53, Dec 76, HH
Housing Management Talent, Job Analysis; ph. tables; p. 52-59, July 76, HH
Housing Projections for 1977; Survey of Various Areas. by George Christie; ill.; p. 56-65, Dec 76, HH
Housing Redeveloper Leon Strauss’s Work in Downtown; Missouri, St. Louis; ph.; p. 12, Dec 76, HH
Housing’s Public Companies in a Comeback; Survey of Financial Condition of Housing Firms; tables; p. 92-102, June 76, HH
Inner City Housing; by Kenneth Campbell; ph.; p. 32, Oct 76, HH
Irvine Lottery for Limited Sales to Overwhelming Number of Buyers; ph.; p. 16, Aug 76, HH
Kaufman and Broad’s Financial Shape; ph., p 24, Mar 76, HH
Land Purchasing Decisions; by Kenneth Campbell; ph. p. 38, July 76, HH
Land Shortage Gets Citizens into the Design Process; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver, Champlain Heights Studies, ph. pl. p 138; Mar 76, LA
Levitt and Sons Reorganization; ph.; p. 16, May 76, HH
Monitoring Sales Force Effectiveness; ph.; p. 24, Apr 76, HH
NAHB Warranty Program; ph.; p. 20, Jan 76, HH
New Town; Iran, Kan; Housing Studies Vehicle and Pedestrian Circulation and Open Space. Farmanfarmaian, ill. pl. sec. dia.; p. 55, Oct 76, PA
Quaker Community; Massachusetts. North Easton; Energy Conserving, Joint Harvard/M.I.T. Students, pl.; p. 47, Sept 76, AIAJ
Rescue from Financial Disaster; L. B. Nelson Corp.; ph.; p. 84-89, Feb 76, HH
Road Building Natural Drainage; Road Standards, Drainage, Curb and Gutters; ph. det.; p. 72-75, Dec 76, HH
Single Family Market; Three Cost Markets, p. 59-63; Feb 76, HH
Small Builder Learns from Big Builder Experience; Carl Trauger Firm, Models; ph. pl.; p. 96-101, Oct 76, HH
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

Survey of Energy-Saving Methods; Insulation, Caulking. ph. det.; p. 60-67. Apr 76, HH

Survey of Results of User Preferences in Planning Design; pl. tables; p. 78-83. Aug 76, HH

Survey of the Biggest Builders; p. 69-83. Mar 76, HH

Time Sharing To Sell Resort Condominiums; p. 84-87. Mar 76, HH

Tract Houses Built with Mobile Home Techniques; by Robert J. Mylod. ph. p. 54. Sept 76, HH

Turning Small Tracts into Big Business; California, San Francisco Peninsula, Houses of Oliver, Watson and Muri, Boyd Associates; ph. p. 84-87. June 76, HH

Up-Dating the Interior of Out-Dated Model; by Carole Eichen; ph. p. 50. Apr 76, HH

DEVELOPMENT

California, Sea Terrace; Models Increase Sales; ph. p. 60. Jan 76, HH

Canada, Ontario; Energy Conserving Community for 10 Families; Raymond Greco; ill. p. 42-43. Sept 76, AIAJ

Canada, Ontario; Energy Conserving Community for 10 Families; Lawrence Institute of Technology Students; ill. sec. p. 42-43. Sept 76; AIAJ

Connecticut, Torrington; Lakendge, PUD; Land Design Associates; ph. p. 360-361. July 76, LA

Low Income Housing Prototype; Swaziland; Eric C. Fisher; ph. p. 37. Oct 76, AR


Precast Frames To Support Poor Tenants Own Construction; Philippines, Manila; Gerald Jonas and Team; det. dia. ill. p. 148-149. May 76, AR

Urban Environment of Developing Countries; Competition; Entire Issue; pl. sec. elev. ill. det. ph. p. 95-160. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; Competition Entry, Kiyoshi Seike; iso. pl. det. dia. m. p. 150-152. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; Competition Entry; Iwao Onuma; pl. ill. iso. p. 153. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; Third Prize, International Design Competition; Sau Lai Chan; pl. ph. iso. sec. det. dia. p. 130-135. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Colonnaides; Philippines, Manila; Second Prize, International Design Competition; Takagi, Design Associates; iso. pl. det. ph. dia. ill. p. 124-129. May 76, AR

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

DEVELOPMENT (Cont’d)

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; First Prize, International Design Competition; Ian Aithfield; pl. sec. elev. ph. det. dia. p. 114-123. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila. Design Competition Mention; Hector Giron de la Penas and Team; pl. sec. det. dia. ph. p. 144-145. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; Akira Kuryu and Team; pl. sec. iso. det. ph. p. 146-147. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; Design Competition Mention; Robert F. Ollwell and Jim Fong; ill. iso. sec. elev. ph. p. 140-143. May 76, AR

Urban Sub-Communities To Replace Slums; Philippines, Manila; Competition Entry Uses Waterways; Kumi-Chen Lye; iso. ill. dia. det. p. 154-155. May 76, AR

Virginia, Fairfax County; Evaluation of 25 Year Old Housing Development; Francis D. Lethbridge and Nicholas Satterlee; ph. ill. p. 67-69. Nov 76, AIAJ

SINGLE RESIDENCE (Development or Tract House)

California, Danville; Success of Multi-Regional Builder, Kaufman & Broad; ph. p. 78-80. May 76, HH

California, Danville; Shapell Homes, Eight Models; ph. p. 60-65. July 76, HH

California, Irvine; Architecture West; ph. p. 79. Oct 76, HH

California, Irvine; Berkus Group; ph. p. 82-83. Oct 76, HH

California, Irvine; Leitch, Kiyotoki & Bell; ph. p. 81. Oct 76, HH

California, Irvine; Morris & Lohrbach; ph. p. 86. Oct 76, HH

California, Irvine; Paul Thoryk; ph. ill. p. 85. Oct 76, HH

California, Irvine; Two Models, Red Moltz; ph. p. 77-78. 84. Oct 76, HH

California, Orange County; Discretionary Market, Broadmoor Homes; Morris & Lohrbach; ph. p. 68-71. Feb 76, HH

California, Orange County; Oversize Models, ph. p. 76-79. Dec 76, HH

California, Orange; Zero Lot Line, Broadmoor Park; Morris & Lohrbach; ph. p. 68-71. Apr 76, HH

California, Rancho Mirage; Zero Lot Line, The Springs; ph. p. 68, 72-73. Apr 76, HH

California, San Diego; Models, Berkus Group; ill. pl. p. 48. Dec 76, HH
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECTACULAR HOUSING (Cont’d)

TOWNHOUSE (Cont’d)

Florida, Palm Beach Gardens; Fourplexes, Concrete Walls, Childs & Dreyfus Group; ph. pl. p. 80-83, Apr 76; HH
Illinois, Evanston; Zipper Housing; Stanley Tigerman; m. elev.; p. 118, Sept 76; AA
Illinois, Schaumberg; Single People Are The Buyers; ph. pl. p. 66, Aug 76; HH
Michigan, Franklin Village; Sigmund Andvaporiyian & Mitch Blum; ph. pl. p. 122-123, mid-May 76; AR
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Miller, Hanson & Westerbeck; ph. pl. p. 94-96, Mar 76; HH
New Jersey, Cherry Hill; Kanaulstein, Ducà & Thron; ph. pl. p. 40, Nov 76; HH
New York, Loudenville; New Loudenville; Donald Sandy and James Babcock; ph. pl. p. 74, July 76; HH
New York, Somers; Heritage Hills; Walz & MacLeod; ph. pl. p. 81, July 76 HH
North Carolina, Charlotte; Stonington Courtyard Homes, Clark, Tribbie, Harris & Li; ph. pl. p. 80-81, July 76; HH
Pennsylvania, Dallas; Old Farm Site Bohlm & Powell; ph. pl. p. 114-115, mid-May 76; AR
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Garden Apartments, Penns Landing Square, Louis Sauer; ph. pl. p. 48-51, Mar 76; PA
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Baker, Rothschild, Horn & Blyth; ph. pl. p. 39-40, Apr 76; PA
Remodeled Court Houses, 1917, Irving Gill; California, Santa Monica; Glen Small and et al.; ph. sec. elev.; p. 37-51, Nov 76; SA
Remodeled Rowhouse Area; Maryland, Baltimore; Otterbein Homestead, 1822; Land Design/Research; ph. pl. p. 336-337, July 76; LA
Rhode Island, Newport; Townhouses Over Apartments; Glaser, DeCastro & Vitos; ph. pl. p. 66-69, July 76; HH
Rhode Island, Newport; Brick Market Place; Glaser, DeCastro & Vitos; ph. pl. p. 120-121, mid-May 76; AR
South Carolina, Hilton Head Island; The Treetops Townhouses, Landscape Plan; Balsley, Balsley, Kuhl & West, ph. pl. p. 346-347, July 76; LA
Texas, Houston; William T. Cannady; ph. pl. p. 35, Mar 76; PA
Townhouses Over Apartments; New Jersey, Secaucus; ph. pl. p. 64, Aug 76; HH
Utah, Salt Lake City; Park Place; Fisher & Friedman and Anthony Gazzano; cost anal.; ph. pl. sec. p. 60-63, Nov 76; HH
Waterfront Rental Community; California, San Mateo; Model Plans, Copenhaver & Belz; ph. pl. p. 88-93, Mar 76; HH

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, CITY PLANNING, ELDERLY HOUSING, FINANCIAL, HOUSING, KITCHEN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECTACULAR HOUSING (Cont’d)

TOWNHOUSE (Cont’d)

Arizona, Phoenix; The Village at Camelback Mountain; Schoneberger, Straub & Florence; ph. pl. p. 78-79, July 76; HH
California, Foster City; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl. sec. p. 124-126, mid-May 76; AR
California, Irvine; Items of Successful Models; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl. p. 84-87, Aug 76; HH
California, Irvine; Kermit Dorius; ph. pl. p. 87, Oct 76; HH
California, Mission Viejo; ph. pl. p. 30, Oct 76; HH
California, Orinda; Grindawoods; MacKinlay Wlnacker & McNiel; ph. iso pr. p. 76-77, July 76; HH
California, San Fernando Valley; Cabrini Villas; Robert L. Earle; ph. pl. tables, p. 80-83, Sept 76; HH
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Dan S. Hanganu; ph. sec. m. p. 35, Mar 76; PA
Connecticut, Norwalk; Cost Analysis; Zane Yost; ph. pl. p. 66-71, Dec 76; HH
Florida, Miami; Sabal Chase; PUD for The Young Market; GRV Design Group; ph. pl. p. 60-65, Sept 76; HH
RESTAURANT
See HOTEL, RECREATION

RESTAURANT (Cont’d)

Restaurant and Hotel Lobby; Missouri, St. Louis; Ford & Earl; ph. sec. det.; p. 56-59, Feb 76, INT

Restaurant Design by Reviewers; ph.; p. 84-85, Oct 76, INT

Restaurant Design; by Richard Bellamy; ph.; p. 78-79, July 76, INT

Sweetwater Cafe; Illinois, Chicago; James E. Miller; ph. pl.; p. 66-67, Oct 76, INT

Unbuilt America, Visions; Illinois, Chicago; Aquarium Restaurant, 1929; Norman Bel Geddes; ill.; p. 56, Nov 76, AIAJ

Underground Cafeteria; France, Paris; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, et al.; ph.; p. 74-77, Sept 76, INT

See HOTEL, RECREATION, UNIVERSITY also

RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION, REMODELING

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND

Little Compton; Residence, Addition for Solar Collection, Without Backup System, Travis Price; ph. sec. det.; p. 106, mid-Aug 76, AR

Newport; Residential Development, Townhouse, Brick Market Place, Glaser, DeCastro & Vitos; ph.; p. 120-121, mid-May 76, AR

Newport; Townhouse, Waterfront Development, Glaser, DeCastro & Vitos; ph.; p. 66-69, July 76, HH

Providence; Community Health Centers, Two Prototypes, Interior Concepts by RÉDE, McConnell & MacLeish, pl.; ph. det.; p. 49-53, Sept 76, PA

Providence; Dormitories, Brown University, Critique and Architects’ Comment, MRTW/Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull; ph. det.; p. 47-53, Feb 76, PA

ROOFING

Anchoring Stone to 50 Degree Slope for Church; pl. sec. det.; p. 86-87, Mar 76, PA

Built-Up Bituminous Roofing; by Josephine H. Drummond; p. 87, Feb 76, PA

Horizontal Glazing Systems Solve Problems of Glass Architecture; by Marys Hann; ph. ill.; sec. det. pl.; p. 60-63, June 76, PA

New Products; ph.; p. 54+; mid-Oct 76, AR

Tile Roof, Esthetic and Service Solution; ph. pl.; p. 15; mid-Oct 76, AR

RUGS

Oriental Rugs; by Susan S. Szenasy; ph.; p. 42-54, Sept/Oct 76, AR
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

RURAL DESIGN
See BARN

SANITATION
See WASTE DISPOSAL

SAUDI ARABIA
Dhahran; Campus Plan, University of Petroleum and Minerals, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl., p. 29, Winter 75, DE
Dhahran; University of Petroleum and Minerals, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl., p. 95-100, Apr 76, AR
Riyadh; Campus Plan, Saudi University for Girls, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl., p. 24, Winter 75, DE

SCHOOL
Children and Their Environments, A Review of Research; by Claire Cooper Marcus and Robin C Moore, ph. biblio., p. 24-25, Vol 29, No 4, Apr 76, JAE
Children's Experiential Educational Museum; Missouri, Kansas City, Kaleidoscope, Hallmark Cards Design Staff, ph. pl., p. 68-69, June 76, INT
Environments in Open Space and Traditionally Designed Schools; Research Study, by Paul Gump and Lawrence Good, pl., p. 20-27, Mar 76, JAR
Reducing Property Damage in Schools, Research Report; Architecture Research Office, Harvard University, ill., p. 91, Jan 76, PA
Research on Uses of Outdoor Spaces at Nine Schools; Massachusetts, Boston, James P. Batchelor and Deana D. Rhodeside, ph. pl., p. 88-89, Jan 76, PA
Surplus of Schools; Editorial; by Richard W. Jones, p. 59, Dec 76, INT

CENTER FOR CREATIVE STUDIES
Michigan, Detroit; William Kessler, ph. det., p. 50-51, Apr 76, AIAJ

EARLY LEARNING CENTER
Colorado, Englewood; Arley Rinehart and John Wulfmeyer, Richard Henry, pm. pl., p. 64, Jan 76, PA
Regional Service Center; North Carolina, Charlotte, Library, Day Care, Offices, Ganttt & Huberman, ph. pl., p. 128-131, Sept 76, AR

ELEMENTARY
California, San Francisco; Community Design Participation in Take-Part Workshop, Robert B. Marquis, by Robert Marquis, ph. pl. elev., p. 65-67, June 76, AR

SCHOOL (Cont'd)

ELEMENTARY (Cont'd)
Florida, Tampa; Supergraphics Exterior, Rowe & Holmes, ph. pl. sec., p. 117-119, 123, June 76, AR
Massachusetts, Brookline; Community Use - Earl Flansburgh, ph. pl. sec. iso., p. 123, 125-127, June 76, AR
Massachusetts, Danvers; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl., p. 120-123, June 76, AR
Massachusetts, Plymouth; Prototype Using Four Subsystems Approach, David M. Crowley, ph. pl. sec., p. 124, 132, June 76, AR
Massachusetts, Somerville; Architects Collaborative, ph. pl. p. 124, 130-131, June 76, AR
Tennessee, Monterey; Interior Play Form, Yearwood & Johnson, ph. pl. iso., p. 70-71, June 76, INT

HIGH SCHOOL FOR THE ARTS
Connecticut, New Haven; Remodeled Synagogue, by Charles H. Brewer, Jr., ph. m. ill., pl., p. 22-25, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76, JAE

HIGH
Connecticut, Hartford; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl., p. 120-123, June 76, AR
Indiana, Columbus; Micheli & Giurgola, ph. pl., p. 110-113, Apr 76, AR
New York, New York; Frost Associates, ph. pl. sec., p. 124, 128-129, June 76, AR

JUNIOR HIGH
Acoustical Study Determines Site Plan, Form and Materials; Illinois, Chicago, Study by Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. dia. sec. det., p. 109, mid-Aug 76, AR
California, Piedmont; Earthquake Resistant Design; Marshall & Bowles, ph. pl. sec., p. 141-144, Sept 76, AR
Junior High and Community Center; Virginia, Arlington County, Evaluation, Vosbeck, Vosbeck, Kendrick & Redinger, by Andrea O. Dean, ph., p. 62-66, Nov 76, AIAJ

LEARNING CENTER
Neighborhood Center and School; New York, Gananda, Participatory Games As a Design Process; Urban Design Associates, ph. pl. iso., p. 112-117, Dec 76, AR

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Connecticut, New Haven; Stull Associates, sec. ill., p. 50, Jan 76, PA
Massachusetts, Framingham; Drummev, Rosane & Anderson, ph. pl. sec., p. 64-67, Dec 76, INT
New Jersey, East Orange; Uniplan, ph. pl., p. 56-59, Dec 76, PA

PRIVATE, GIRLS
Solar Collector Roof for Science Building; Virginia, Greenway, Madeira School, Arthur Cotton Moore, ph. pl. sec. iso., p. 54-57, Feb 76, PA
SCHOOL (Cont'd)

PRIVATE

Arts and School Center, Remodeled; Massachusetts. Groton; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph; p. 102-103; July 76; AR

VOCATIONAL

Massachusetts, Lexington; Drummey, Rosane & Anderson; ph; pl. iso.; p. 134-137; Mar 76; AR

Massachusetts, Rochester; David M. Crawley; ph; pl.; p. 138-139; Mar 76; AR

Massachusetts, Tyngsboro; Drummey, Rosane & Anderson; ph; pl. iso.; p. 132-133; Mar 76; AR

Tennessee, Lexington; Yearwood & Johnson; ph.; p. 130-131; Mar 76; AR

Tennessee, Waynesboro; Yearwood & Johnson; ph.; p. 129; Mar 76; AR

Union County Technical Institute; New Jersey; Scotch Plains; Philips & Kaufman; ph.; pl. p. 140; Mar 76; AR

Vocational Schools; A Progress Report. Survey; ph; pl. dia.; p. 125-140; Mar 76; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY also

SECURITY SYSTEM

New Products; ph.; p. 97-1+; Jan 76; HH

Security Is Being Over-Emphasized; by Edward Kelley; ph.; p. 44; Apr 76; HH

SELF-HELP CONSTRUCTION

Urban Environment of Developing Countries; Competition: Entire Issue; pl. sec. elev. iso. ill. dia. det. ph.; p. 95-160; May 76; AR

See HOUSING also

SHOPPING CENTER (Cont'd)

Multi-Use Center; Lebanon, Beirut; Gruen & Associates; m. ill.; pl.; p. 60-61; Oct 76; PA

Multi-Use Complex; Iran, Mashad; Edward Durell Stone; m. ill.; pl.; p. 60-61; Oct 76; PA

Multi-Use Urban Centers, Survey: by Donn Logan; ph; pl. ill. m. sec. elev. iso.; p. 51-57; May 76; PA

Omn-International Multi-Use Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Thompson, Ventuelt & Stainback; ph.; pl.; p. 58-63; May 76; PA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Glass Palace, New Market; Louis Sauer; ph; pl. iso.; p. 76-79; Apr 76; PA

Quincy Market, 1820's, Renovated As Commercial Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Benjamin Thompson; ill.; m.; p. 39; Feb 76; AR

Remodeled City Hall, Specialty Shops; Washington, Tacoma, 1891; Hatherton & McIntosh; Barnett Schorr; ph.; sec.; p. 67; Nov 76; PA

Specialty Center; California, Oakland; Jack London Village; Frank Lauaiainen; ph.; pl. elev.; p. 125-129; Apr 76; AR

Specialty Shops, Offices; California, Newport Beach; Lido Village Center; Fong, Jung & La Rocca; ph.; pl.; p. 326-327; July 76; LA

Texas, Dallas; North Park, Expansion, Omniplan; ph. pl.; p. 135-140; Jan 76; AR

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also

SHOWROOM

A Life in the Process of Design; Survey of Work; Alexander Girard; ph.; p. 60-67; Dec 76; PA

Design Center, Merchandise Mart; California, Los Angeles; Cesar Pelli; pl. p. 78-83; Oct 76; PA

Donghia Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Angelo Donghia; ph.; p. 82-85; Sept/Oct 76; Rl

Fabrics Showroom; New York, New York; ph.; p. 48; Oct 76; INT

Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Baker, Knapp & Tubbs; ph.; p. 32; Mar/Apr 76; Rl

Furniture Showroom; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Baker, Knapp & Tubbs; ph.; p. 12; Jan/Feb 76; Rl

Furniture, Companiello Imports; New York, New York; Vittorio Introini; ph.; p. 28; Feb 76; INT

Furniture; California, Van Nys; Alan Buchsbaum; ph.; p. 22; Jan 76; INT

G F Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Craig Ellwood; ph.; p. 14; July 76; INT

Herman Miller Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Herman Miller Design Staff; ph.; p. 10; July 76; INT

Knoll Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Cini Boeri; ph.; p. 12; July 76; INT

Pacific Design Center Market Week; California, Los Angeles; ph.; p. 72-79; Mar 76; INT
SHOWROOM (Cont'd)
Showroom and Advertising Room Model Are Influential; by Carole Frankel, ph.; p. 70-73; May/June 76; INT
Showroom; Complex, Occidental Square; Washington, Seattle, Geoff Lundquist; ph. ill.; p. 12; Dec 76; INT
See STORE also

SIGN
See GRAPHICS

SKYLIGHT
Horizontal Glazing Systems Solve Problems of Glass Architecture; by Marlys Hann; ph. ill. iso.; det. sec. pl.; p. 60-63; June 76; PA
Skylight Over National Air and Space Museum; District of Columbia, Washington, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. sec.; p. 18; mid-Oct 76; AR

SOIL EROSION
Michigan Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Guidebooks; Beckett, Jackson & Raeder; ill. det.; p. 92-93; Jan 76; PA

SOLAR
Georgia, Shenandoah; Solar Heating and Cooling, Taylor & Collum; m. pl. dia.; p. 136; Nov 76; AR
Heat Pump's Ice Storage Cuts Costs; Comparison With Solar and Conventional Houses; ph. ill.; p. 133-136; Nov 76; AR
Horizontal Glazing Systems Solve Problems of Glass Architecture; by Marlys Hann; ph. ill. iso.; det. sec. pl.; p. 60-63; June 76; PA
New Jersey, Princeton; Solar House; Douglas Kebaugh; ph. sec.; p. 116-118; Nov 76; AR
New Products; ph.; p. 149-160; mid-Oct 76; AR
Rhode Island, Little Compton; Addition for Solar Collection Without Backup System; Travis Price; ph. sec. det.; p. 109; mid-Aug 76; AR
Solar Collector Roof for Science Building; Virginia, Greenway, Madeira School, Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 54-57; Feb 76; PA
Solar Collector System for Post Office; Pennsylvania, Ridley Park; Environmental Design Collaborative; iso. m.; p. 36-37; Feb 76; PA
Solar Energy Saves School 12,500 Dollars/Year; p. 104; Nov 76; AIAJ
Solar Heated House Prototypes for New England Traditional Styles; Massdesign Architects & Planners; pl. elev. ill. dia.; p. 86-87; Jan 76; PA
Solar Heated; Georgia, Shenandoah, Taylor & Collum; sec. p. 40; Dec 76; PA
Solar-Cell Roof Membrane, Florida Junior College; Florida, Jacksonville, Reynolds, Smith & Hills and Geiger & Berger; ill. sec. dia.; p. 39; Mar 76; AR

SOLAR (Cont'd)
Student Competition, Energy Conserving Designs; Survey of Student Design Projects; by Marguerite Villecco, m. pl. sec. ill.; p. 40-49; Sept 76; AIAJ
Three-Layer Solar-Cell Roof Membrane Proposed As Dome Over Office Park; Cambridge Seven Associates and Davis & Brody; m. dia.; p. 39; Mar 76; AR
Vermont, Ludlow; Solar House; Sunshine Design; ph. ill.; p. 111-113; Nov 76; AR
Virginia, Hampton; NASA Technology Utilization House, Demonstration; Charles W. Moore; ph.; p. 14; Dec 76; AIAJ

SOUTH CAROLINA
Florence; Post Offices, Regional Prototype; Florida, Fort Myers; also Florence, South Carolina, McAllen, Texas; Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle & Wolff; ph. pl. ill.; p. 95-99; Aug 76; AR
Hilton Head Island; The Treetops Townhouses, Landscape Plan, Balsley, Balsley, Kuhl & West; ph.; p. 346-347; July 76; LA

SPECIFICATIONS
Architecture by Team; by Martin Martensen; p. 89; Sept 76; PA
Built-Up Bituminous Roofing; by Josephine H. Drummond; p. 87; Feb 76; PA
Construction Industry Affairs Committee of Chicago; by William T. Lohmann; p. 78; Mar 76; PA
C.R.S. Technical Data Resource Center; by Ronald P. Bowie; p. 94; Jan 76; PA
Laboratory Accreditation Needed to Assure Valid Product Testing; by Alvin D. Skolnick; p. 73; Aug 76; PA
Loss Prevention, Before and After Construction Failure; by Harold J. Rosen; p. 91-92; May 76; PA
Manufacturer's Architectural Representative, An Endangered Species; by Alvin D. Skolnick; p. 89; Apr 76; PA
Masterspec, Successful Use in One Office; by Robert E. Fehlbeg; p. 60; June 76; AIAJ
New AIA General Conditions Give Architects Less Control Over Contractor's Work; p. 35; mid-Aug 76; AR
Office Information Systems, Overview; by William T. Lohmann; p. 84; July 76; PA
On Holding Specifications; by Walter F. Wagner, Jr.; p. 7; mid-Aug 76; AR
Paying for Testing and Inspection; by Josephine H. Drummond; p. 88; June 76; PA
Primer On Paint; by Josephine H. Drummond; p. 87; Nov 76; PA
Refresher Course in Doors, Frames, Hardware, Package vs. Custom; by Irving Oxman; det.; p. 90-93; Apr 76; PA
Specifying Spectator Seating; Various Types; ph.; p. 88-90; Nov 76; PA
SPECIFICATIONS (Cont'd)

Technical Backup for Architecture, Round Table on Cooperation, Research; ph. ill.; p. 116-121; mid-Aug 76, AR

The Compleat Specifications Department; by William T. Lohmann; p. 81; Dec 76; PA

See OFFICE PRACTICE also

STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE

Building Stone in Architecture; Today's Technology, Types, Structural Use, Anchoring Systems; by Roger Yee; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 80-87; Mar 76, PA

STORE

Artist's Supplies Store, Renovation; New York, New York; MacFadyen & DeVito; ph. pl.; p. 130-131; Apr 76, AR

Bookstore, Renovation; New York, New York; Abraham Rothenberg and Thomas Lowrie; ph. pl. sec.; p. 135; Apr 76, AR

Clothing Store; California, San Francisco; Bull, Field, Volkman & Stockwell; ph. pl.; p. 132-133; Apr 76, AR

Clothing Store; Plug-In Lighting, Connecticut; Hartford; Norwood Oliver, ph. det. table; p. 141-142; Apr 76, AR

Converted City Hall Into Shops; Washington, Tacoma; Barnett Schorr; ph.; p. 30-31; June 76; AIAJ

Department Store; Florida, Clearwater; Walker & Grad; ph.; p. 64-68; Mar 76, INT

Design Research Store in Remodeled Mansion; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Architectural Resources; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Apr 76, PA

Fabric Store; Finland; Helsinki; Marimekko; Ristomatti Raita; ph.; p. 84-85; Sept 76; INT

Furnishings and Accessories Store, Remodeled Mansion; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-105; July 76; AR

Furniture and Accessories Store; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Design Research Store, Remodeled Mansion; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph. pl.; p. 62-69; Apr 76, INT

Hair Cutting Salon; California, Costa Mesa; Gwathmy & Siegel; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Sept 76; AR

Hair Salon; New York, New York; Robert Curne; ph.; p. 62-63; Mar 76, INT

Hair Salon; New York, New York; William Polito; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Mar 76, INT

Imported Goods Store, Crate and Barrel; Illinois, Chicago; Garufi Roberts and Bonesz, Maas & Buccola; ph. sec.; p. 91-93; Jan 76, AR

STORE (Cont’d)

Offices and Shops; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Remodeled Warehouse; Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck & Bell; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Apr 76, AIAJ

Offices, Hotel and Retail Spaces; New York, New York; One United Nations Plaza; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. pl.; p. 117-124; Oct 76, AR

Paint Store; North Carolina, Charlotte; F. Eugene Smith; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Mar 76; INT

Plants Store; New York, New York; Doud & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p. 69; Mar 76; INT

Record Store; California, Palo Alto, Whisler & Patricia; ph. sec. pl.; p. 134; Apr 76, AR

Sporting Goods Store, Interiors; Massachusetts, Chestnut Hill; Stull Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 76; INT

Women's Clothing; New York, New York; Flexible Displays; Ron Doud and Robert Curne, by C. Ray Smith; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Mar 76; INT

See SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM also

STREET

Design for a Major Corridor, Paseo Tollocan; Mexico, Toluca, Road Side Sculpture; Salinas & Vazquez, by Salinas & Vazquez; ph.; p. 547-549; Nov 76; LA

See HIGHWAY, URBAN DESIGN also

STRUCTURAL

Earthquake Design Cannot Be Left to Engineers; AIA Research Report; ph. p. 38-41; Dec 76; AIAJ

Earthquake Resistant School Design; ph. pl. sec.; p. 141-144; Sept 76, AR

Engineering Firm Gives Architects Design and Cost Alternatives; Genset, Peller & Mancini, ph. sec. det. table, graph, ph. dia.; p. 98-103; mid-Aug 76, AR

Specialist Engineers, Their Development; Engineering for Architecture, by Margaret F. Gaskie, ill.; p. 92-97; mid-Aug 76, AR

Why a National Institute of Building Science; by Ernest Micek; p. 136; June 76, AR

AIR STRUCTURE

Activities Center Over Shells; Construction Details and Safety Precautions; World's Largest Permanent Air Structure; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 94-99; May 76; PA

Solar-Cell Roof Membrane, Florida Junior College; Florida, Jacksonville, Reynolds, Smith & Hills, and Geiger & Berger, ill. sec. dia.; p. 39; Mar 76; AR

Three-Layer Solar-Cell Roof Membrane Proposed As Dome Over Office Park; Cambridge Seven Associates and Davis & Brody, m. dia.; p. 39; Mar 76; AR
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

AIR STRUCTURE (Cont’d)

Two Largest Air-Supported Roofs, Covering 10 Acres and 4.1 Acres; Structural Details. Construction Analysis, Technology, Costs, ph. pl. sec. det. p. 141-144; Jan 76: AR

CONCRETE

Concrete Structure, Exposed, Uses Fiberglass Forms; Integral Plenum Floor. ph. pl. det. p. 20-21; mid-Oct 76: AR

High-Strength Concrete, Uses Discussed in High Rise; ph. pl. dia. sec. p. 133-135; June 76: AR

Network of Downtown Pedestrian Bridges Has Landscaping, Benches; California, Los Angeles, Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall; ph. pl. sec. det. p. 78-79; mid-Aug 76: AR

New Products; ph. p. 36, mid-Oct 76: AR

Olympics Buildings Under Construction; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Stadium Structure. Roger Taillibert, ph. p. 24-25; Jan 76: PA

Precast Frames To Support Poor Tenants’ Own Construction; Philippines, Manila, Gerald Jonas and Team; det. dia. ill.; p. 148-149; May 76: AR

Precast Joists Speed Forming of Concrete Slabs; ph. det. p. 142; Mar 76: AR

Structural Trees on 30 Foot Module; Contains Lighting, Mechanical and Electrical Systems, ph. pl. sec. p. 72-75; mid-Aug 76: AR

FOUNDATION

Wood Foundations; ph. det. p. 28-29; Oct 76; HH

MASONRY

Building Stone In Architecture; Today’s Technology, Types, Structural Use; Anchoring Systems. by Roger Yee; ph. pl. sec. det. p. 80-87; Mar 76: PA

Load Bearing Brick Walls; Economic and Esthetic Benefits, ph. pl. det. p. 141-142; Oct 76: AR

New Products; ph. p. 38, mid-Oct 76: AR

PLASTICS

Foam Coils Reinforced With Steel Form Space Dome Sprayed With Concrete; Ohio, Cleveland, Dalton, Dalton, Little & Newport, ph. p. 114; mid-Aug 76: AR

STEEL

Aerial Tramway; New York, New York, Roosevelt Island, Structural and Mechanical Analysis. Lev Zetlin; ph. sec. det. p. 86-89; mid-Aug 76: AR

Exposed Steel Gains in Parking Garage Use; ph. sec. p. 142; Mar 76: AR

Light-Gauge Steel Is Framing for Lightweight Wall Panels; ph. p. 125-126; July 76: AR

Movable Grand Stands Allow Varied Seating; Louisiana, — — —; Superdome; ph. p. 143-144; Apr 76: AR

NEW YORK, NEW YORK;
Citicorp Center, Structural Analysis, Structural Wind Damping. Hugh Stubbins, ph. pl. sec. dia. axon. p. 66-71; mid-Aug 76: AR

Open-Grid Roof System Beefed Up for Floor Loads; ph. p. 143; Mar 76: AR

Police Firing Range, Partially Enclosed; California, Modesto; Structural Analysis. Raymond C. Abst; ph. pl. sec. det. p. 84-85; mid-Aug 76: AR

Stadium Grandstands Move on Air System; Hawaii, Honolulu; Charles Luckman and Rolaia Systems; ph. sec. p. 112-113; mid-Aug 76: AR

Stadium Grandstands Move on Water System; Colorado, Denver; Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall and Phillips & Reister; det. ph. p. 113; mid-Aug 76: AR

TENSION

Stressed Tent Structures Vary Form to Fit Fabric and Cable Stresses; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Bicentennial Pavilions, Geiger & Berger and H2L2, ph. m. ill. pl. p. 80-83; mid-Aug 76: AR

WOOD

Exposed Roof Framing for Church; ph. det. sec. p. 91; mid-Aug 76: AR

Heavy Timber Framing for Ski Lodge; det. pl. p. 90; mid-Aug 76: AR

Importing the 2 x 4 Platform Framing System; Japan, — — —; ph. p. 20; Apr 76: HH

See EARTHQUAKE PROTECTION, ENERGY, INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING, TORNADO, WIND STUDIES also

SWAZILAND

Low Income Housing Prototype; Eric C. Fisher, ph. pl. p. 37; Oct 76: AR

SWEDEN

Stockholm; Interiors, Insurance Company Offices; Tengbom Architektoner, ph. pl. p. 92-93; Nov 76: INT

SWITZERLAND

Basle, Near; Shifting Meanings in a Garden Landscape, 18th Century English Garden; by Hans-Rudolf Heyer, ill.; p. 240-246; May 76: LA

Zurich, Siedlung Halen, Siedlung Adilken; The Dissection of Three Housing Situations, A Method of Evaluation and Design; by Lars Lerup, ill. iso. pl. p. 5-13; Vol 29. No 4, Apr 76: JAE

TAIWAN

Taipei; Multi-Use Commercial and Residential Building, Y. H. Peng, ill. sec. p. 37; Sept 76: AR
TECHNOLOGY

Intermediate Technology; Ideas of F. F. Schumacher, p. 8, Spring 76, DE
See STRUCTURAL also

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga; Art Museum, Derthick & Henley, ph pl. sec., p. 91-94 Aug 76, AR
Lexington; School, Vocational; Yearwood & Johnson, ph pl., p. 130-131, Mar 76, AR
Lookout Mountain; Residence; Interiors, by Carolyn Howard and Carmen Sanders, Robert C. Seals; ph. pl. p. 60-61, May/June 76, RI
Memphis; Catalogue of Urban Potentials, Preservation, Revitalization, New Jersey, Atlantic City, and Memphis, Tennessee, by Jim Burns, ill. ph pl.; p. 12-15, Fall 76, DE
Memphis; Hotel, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Walk Jones and Francis Mah, ph pl.; p. 114-115, Feb 76, AR
Memphis; Plan for Public Use of Shelby Farms, Garrett & Eckbo, ph pl. p. 330-331, July 76, LA
Monterey; School, Elementary, Interior Play Form, Yearwood & Johnson, ph pl. iso.; p. 70-71, June 76, INT
Waynesboro; School, Vocational; Yearwood & Johnson, ph pl. p. 129, Mar 76, AR

TEXAS

College Station; Architecture Center, Texas A&M, Harwood K. Smith, ill sec., p. 41, Dec 76, AR
Dallas; Bank, In Shopping Center, Omniblue, ph pl. p. 122-123, Sept 76, AR
Dallas; Bathroom, Joseph Slack and J. Williams, Jr. ph pl. p. 74, Aug 76, HH
Dallas; For the Price Sensitive Market, Fox & Jacobs Homes; ph pl. p. 64-67, Feb 76, HH
Dallas; Municipal Center, I. M. Pei, ph pl. det.; p. 20-21, mid-Oct 76, AR
Dallas; Shopping Center, North Park, Expansion, Omniblue, ph pl. p. 135-140, Jan 76, AR
Flower Mound, Woodlands; New Town, Survey of Status, tables; p. 4 + Oct 76, HH
Ft. Worth; Centennial Homes, ph pl. p. 42, July 76, HH
Galveston; Restoration of the Strand Entertainment Street, Venturi & Rauch; ph pl. p. 26-27, Dec 76, PA
Galveston; Revitalization of Historic Waterfront Downtown Street, the Strand, by Stanley Taratila; ph pl. p. 9-11, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76, JAE
Granbury; Renewal of Downtown Buildings; ph pl. p. 88-89, Dec 76, AR
Houston, Bordersville; Community Center, Rural Center, John Zemanek, ph pl. p. 43, May 76, PA
Houston, Central Library, S. L. Morris, by James Ross; ph pl. sec. p. 78-83, June 76, INT

THEATER

Bicentennial Living History Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Mitchell & Giurgola, ph pl. sec. m.; p. 67, Apr 76, PA
Bicentennial Visitor Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Urban; Cambridge Seven, ph pl. p. 66, Apr 76, PA
Converted School; Maryland, Baltimore, The Center Stage, James R. Grieves, ph pl. p. 32-33, June 76, AIAJ
Costs; p. 61, Feb 76, AR
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Loeb Drama Center, ph pl. p. 51-54, June 76, AIAJ
Saving the Fox Theater; Georgia, Atlanta, ph pl. p. 74-75, July 76, INT
Survey of Adaptive, Remodeled Theaters; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph pl. p. 38-40, June 76, AIAJ
The Architecture of the Theater As a Human Art; Norman Bel Geddes, by Martin Bloom; ph pl. p. 51-54, June 76, AIAJ
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TORNADO

Campus Plan Restoration Hanover, College; Indiana, Madison, Tornado Damaged Campus, Miller, Whitley & Lee; by Campbell E. Miller; ph pl. p. 463-467, Sept 76, LA
Designing for Tornado Safety; Structurally and Behaviorally, by Uwe F. Koehler, ph pl. p. 4-11, Aug 76, JAR
TORNADO (Cont'd)
Tornado Damaged School Report; Ohio, Xenia; ph. p. 15, May 76; AIAJ

TRAMWAY
See TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION
AIA Plan to Save the Loop Elevated Railway; Illinois, Chicago; pl. p. 34, May 76, AR
Aerial Tramway; New York, New York, Roosevelt Island; Lev Zetlin; ph. p. 34, July 76, AR
Aerial Tramway; New York, New York, Roosevelt Island; Structural and Mechanical Analysis; Lev Zetlin; ph. sec. det. p. 86-89, mid-Aug 76, AR
BART Station Bas-Relief Memorial to Architect; Tallie B. Maule, ph. p. 106, Nov 76; AIAJ
Elevated Tram From Manhattan to Roosevelt Island; New York, New York; Lev Zetlin; ph. p. 27, July 76, PA
Image of the Freeway; by Vivien Arnold; ph. p. 28-30, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76, JAE
Metro Subway System, A Success; District of Columbia, Washington; p. 25, July 76, PA
Norman Bel Geddes, Streamlined Spaces; by Douglas Adams, Ill. p. 22-24, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76, JAE
On An Aesthetic of Highway Speed; by Travis Brown, Jr.; ph. Ill. p. 25-27, Vol 30, No 1, Sept 76, JAE
Railroad Station, 1885, Refurbished; Connecticut, New London; Renewal by Anderson & Notter; Henry Hobson Richardson, ph. p. 21, Sept 76, PA
Saving Grand Central Terminal, Urban Design Study; New York, New York; Solutions; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, by Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. iso. p. 16-21, Vol 30, No 2, Nov 76, JAE
Subway Mapping; maps. p. 104, Mar 76, AR
Subway Station; California, San Francisco; Reid & Tatcs; pl. sec. p. 36, Feb 76, PA
Subway Stations, Lighting Designs; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Arthur Erickson; m. det. ill. pl. p. 110-111, mid-Aug 76, AR
Transportation Action Kit, A Layperson's Guide to Transportation Problems; Public Policy Research Associates and ELS Design Group; ill. p. 81, Jan 76, PA
Transportation in the National Parks; ph. p. 25, Fall 76, DE
Union Train Station Proposals for New Uses; Ohio, Cincinnati; pl. sec. p. 8, Apr 76, INT

TRANSPORTATION (Cont'd)
Urban Transit Report Correlates Density, Use; p. 16, 21, Oct 76; AIAJ
See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY, STREET also

TRUCIAL OMAN
Abu Dhabi; Hotel; Competition Winner Rothermel & Cooke; m. p. 37, Nov 76, AR

TUNISIA
Hammamet; Hotel; Sheraton, Ahrens, DiGrazia & Frizzell; ph. pl. p. 120-121, Feb 76, AR

UNIVERSITY
Jefferson's Drawings, University of Virginia; Virginia, — —; Other Buildings, Thomas Jefferson; elev. ill. p. 36-37, July 76, AIAJ
ADMINISTRATION
Solar-Cell Roof Membrane, Florida Junior College; Florida, Jacksonville; Reynolds, Smith & Hills and Geiger & Berger; ill. sec. dia. p. 39, Mar 76, AR
ARCHITECTURE CENTER
Texas A&M; Texas, College Station; Hanwood Smith, ill. sec. dia. p. 41, Dec 76, AR
ART AND ARCHITECTURE BUILDING
Architecture School, Remodeled; Mississippi State University; Mississippi, Columbus; Evans & Eley; iso. pl. p. 37, July 76, AR
Kent State University; Ohio, Kent; 18 Alternate Schemes Provided to Architects by the Engineers; Gensert, Peller & Mancini; pl. sec. det. ph. dia. table. p. 100-101, mid-Aug 76, AR
University of Michigan; Michigan, Ann Arbor; Swanson Associates; ph. pl. p. 41, Oct 76, AR

CAMPUS PLAN
Art Center College of Design; California, Pasadena; Building Spans Canyon; Craig Ellwood; pl. ill. p. 71, Jan 76, PA
Campus Buildings, Sheridan College; Canada, Ontario, Oakville; Growth Plan; Marani, Rounthwaite & Dick and Casey & Dunker; ph. pl. p. 50-55, Dec 76, PA
Campus Plan Restoration; Hanover, College, Indiana, Madison; Tornado Damaged Campus, Miller, Whrey & Lee; by Campbell E. Miller; ph. ill. p. 463-467, Sept 76, LA
Saudi University for Girls; Saudi Arabia; Riyadh; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott; ph. pl. p. 24, Winter 75, DE
Technical Institute; Iran, Shiraz; Hugh Stubbins; m. p. 21, Winter 75, DE
University of Baghdad; Iraq, Baghdad; Architects' Collaborative; ill. pl. m. p. 16-17, Winter 75, DE
UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

CAMPUS PLAN (Cont’d)

University of Petroleum and Minerals; Saudi Arabia, Dhahran; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott; ph. pl.; p. 29; Winter 75; DE

University of Petroleum and Minerals; Saudi Arabia, Dhahran; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott; ph. pl.; p. 95-100; Apr 76; AR

CLASSROOM BUILDING

Humanities and Social Science Center, Southern Illinois University; Illinois, Carbondale; Faner Hall; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl.; p. 45-49; Dec 76, PA

Whig Hall, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Gwathney & Siegel; ph. iso.; p. 40-41, Apr 76; AIAJ

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Walla Walla Community College; Washington, Walla Walla; Environmental Concern; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; June 76, INT

CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING

University of California; California, Los Angeles; Eugene Kupper; m. pl. iso. ill.; p. 74-75; Oct 76, PA

DESIGN SCHOOL

See UNIVERSITY/ART AND ARCHITECTURE BUILDING

FINE ART ACADEMY

Restoration of Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; 1876; Frank Furness; Day & Zimmerman; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; Nov 76, PA

Remodeling Police Building Into Institute of Contemporary Art; Massachusetts, Boston; 1886; Arthur H. Vinal; Graham Gund; by Peter Blake; ph. elev. sec.; p. 54-57; Nov 76, PA

HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES BUILDING

Union County Technical Institute; New Jersey, Scotch Plains; Philips & Kaufman; ph. pl.; p. 140; Mar 76, AR

LIBRARY

Algoma College; Canada, Saulte Ste. Marie; ph. pl. iso.; p. 107; mid-Aug 76; AR

Long Island University; New York, New York, Brooklyn; Davis & Brody and Horowitz & Chun; ph. pl.; p. 93-98; July 76; AR

Renovated Gothic Library, University of Chicago; Illinois, Chicago; Metz, Train, Olson & Youngren; ph. pl.; p. 77-79; Apr 76; INT

Underground Library, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Pusey Library; Hugh Stubbins; ph. pl. sec.; p. 97-102; Sept 76, AR

University of Massachusetts; Massachusetts, Amherst; Hugh Stubbins; m. pl.; p. 34; Jan 76, AR

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

MEDICAL

College of Nursing, Rush-Presbyterian Medical Center; Illinois, Chicago; Remodelled Building; Metz, Train, Olson & Youngren; ph. pl.; p. 107-109; May 76; INT

MUSEUM

Restoration of the Rotunda, University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; 1826; Thomas Jefferson; Ballou & Justice; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62; Nov 76, PA

RECREATION

Stadium, University of Northern Iowa; Iowa, Cedar Falls; Air-Supported Roof; Thomson, Brosi, Brosa & Snyder; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 141-142, 144; Jan 76, AR

RELIGIOUS CENTER

Newman Center, University of Illinois; Illinois, Champaign-Urbana; Stanley Tigerman; m. iso.; p. 114; Sept 76, AR

RESIDENTIAL

Chandler Residential Village, Worcester State College; Massachusetts, Worcester; Arrowsen; ph. pl.; p. 340-341; July 76; LA

Dormitories, Brown University; Rhode Island, Providence; Critique and Architects' Comment; MLTW/Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull; ph. pl.; p. 47-53; Feb 76, PA

Dormitory Facility, State University of New York; New York, Purchase; Gwathney & Siegel; ph.; p. 54-55; Apr 76; AIAJ

Dormitory, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; I.M. Pei; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 123-130; Jan 76; AR

Student Housing, University of Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania, Johnstown; Participatory Design Games; Urban Design Associates; ph. pl.; p. 118-119; Dec 76; AR

STUDENT CENTER

Activities Center, University of Santa Clara; California, Santa Clara; World's Largest Permanent Air Supported Structure; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 94-99; May 76; PA

Ohio State University; Ohio, Columbus; Solar Tracking; Ohio State U. Students; sec. ill.; p. 49; Sept 76; AIAJ

VETERINARY MEDICINE SCHOOL

University of Mississippi; Mississippi, Jackson; Barlow & Plunkett and Thomas S. Jones; m. pl.; p. 41; Dec 76, AR

URBAN DESIGN

A Prophet Honored Abroad Even More Than at Home; England, Steenage; Pedestrian Center; Clarence Stein; by Marjie Baughman; pl.; p. 30-31; Dec 76; AIAJ

Architect and Bank Joint Venture Renewal Projects; Connecticut, Bridgeport; Rehabbed Housing, Offices, University Buildings; Victor Christ-Janer; ph. pl.; p. 90-99; Dec 76, AR
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URBAN DESIGN (Cont'd)

Architect As Developer; John Portman; by Jonathan Barnett. ph m. p. 16-19. Fall 76. DE


City Center, New Town Scale: Iran. Tehran. Llewelyn-Davies ph m. pl p. 18-19. Winter 75. DE


Community Center and Shopping Plaza; Louisiana. New Orleans. August Perez. m. pl elev p. 82-83. Jan 76. PA


Downtown Preservation vs. Redevelopment; Louisiana. New Orleans. ph. pl. p. 40-42. Jan 76. PA

Downtown Projects, Urban Center; Ohio. Dayton. Lorenz. Williams. Lively & Likens. ph. elev pl p. 120-123. Dec 76. AR

Downtown Redevelopment Program; Nebraska. Lincoln. Barton & Aschman. pl. ill p. 80. Jan 76. PA

Downtown Redevelopment; Massachusetts. Boston. Tremont Street Special District. William Pain Jr. pl. ill. p. 76-77. Jan 76. PA


Entire Issue on Philadelphia Architecture and Planning; Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. ph. pl ill. m. sec elev iso dia p. 6-83. Apr 76. PA


Funding for Inner-City Redevelopment; Private and Federal Funding Sources. Examples. p. 124-128. Dec 76. AR

Houston Center Complex; Texas. Houston. Frank Dimster. ph. pl p. 77. Oct 76. PA


Island Downtown Renewal; Illinois. Aurora. Ben-Ami Freedman. ph sec ill m. p. 82-87. Dec 76. AR

URBAN DESIGN (Cont'd)


Memorial 1882-1975; Contributions to Urban and Regional Planning. Clarence Stein. by Lewis Mumford. ph. ill p. p. 17-29. Dec 76. AIAJ


Multi-Use Commercial and Residential Building; Taiwan. Taipei. Y. H. Peng. ill. sec. p. 37. Sept 76. AR

Multi-Use Complex; Iran. Mashad. Edward Durell Stone. m. pl. ill. p. 60-61. Oct 76. PA

Multi-Use Urban Centers, Survey; by Donn Logan. ph. pl ill. m. sec. elev iso p. 51-57. May 76. PA


Omn-International Multi-Use Center; Georgia. Atlanta. Thompson. Ventulett & Stainback. ph. pl. p. 58-63. May 76. PA

PA Awards Jury Comments on State of the Art; ph. p. 74-75. Jan 76. PA


URBAN DESIGN (Cont’d)

Street Redesign, Plaza; New York, New York, Father Demo Square; Frank Rogers. ph, pl. p. 18-19. Summer 76. DE


Study of English Small Villages to Use in Planning; Virginia, Northern Piedmont Region. by W. P. Dinsmoor White. ph, map. p. 42-47, Summer 76. DE

Superb Incentive Zoning Program; New York, New York. Special Theater District Other Special Districts. by Ekkehart Schwarz, ph. pl iso. p. 28-33. Summer 76. DE

The American Environment; Design Critique, Cartoons, by Ashok Davar ill. p. 119-124. Apr 76. AR

The Dissection of Three Housing Situations; Switzerland, Zurich, Siedlung Halen, Siedlung Adiken. A Method of Evaluation and Design, by Lars Lerup. ill. iso. pl. p. 5-13, Vol 29, No 4. Apr 76. JAE

The Shape of Celebration; Providing, Parade Streets, Talismans and Enclaves for Public Festivity. by Melinda Blauvelt and J. P. Chadwick Flood, ph. p. 81-86. July 76. AR


Urban Design and Planning Since 1952; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Edmund Bacon. ph pl m. p. 46-51. Apr 76. PA

Urban Environment of Developing Countries; Competition, Entire Issue. pl sect. elev. iso. ill. dia. det. ph. p. 95-160. May 76. AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SHOPPING CENTER, TRANSPORTATION, UNIVERSITY also

UTAH

Salt Lake City; Townhouse, Park Place. Fisher & Friedman and Anthony Guzzardo. cost anal. ph. pl sec. p. 60-63. Nov 76. HH

VERMONT

Londonderry; Vacation House, Hobart Betts. ph pl sec. p. 96-97. Aug 76. HH

Ludlow; Residence, Solar House, Sunshine Design. ph pl ill. p. 111-113. Nov 76. AR

Southern; Residence, Hobart Betts. ph. pl sec. p. 78-79. mid May 76. AR

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

(Cont’d)

Desert Village; Iran. ph. p. 22-23. Winter 75. DE

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE


Palestinian Camps; Lebanon, Photo Essay. ph. p. 34-39. Winter 75. DE

Slums in Developing Countries, History and Prospects; by Mildred F. Schmertz. p. 96-99. May 76. AR

Slums in Developing Countries; Photo Essay and Critique. by Aprodico A. Laguian, ph. p. 100-105. May 76. AR

Study of Form in Various Greek Villages; Greece. by O. B. Dourmanis and M. O. ph. p. 42-47. Winter 75. DE

VIRGINIA

— — — ; Jefferson’s Drawings, University of Virginia. Other Buildings, Thomas Jefferson, elev. pl ill. p. 36-37. July 76. AIAJ

Alexandria; Apartment Building, Low Rise. Ventures Village, ph. pl. p. 60. June 76. HH


Arlington County; School, Junior High and Community Center, Evaluation, Vosbeck. Kendrick & Redinger; by Andrea O. Dean, ph. p. 62-66. Nov 76. AIAJ


Fairfax County; Residence, William Turnbull Jr., ph. pl iso. p. 72-75. Feb 76. PA

Fairfax County; Residential Development. Evaluation of 25 Year Old Housing Development. Francis D. Letherbridge and Nicholas Satterlee, ph. ill. p. 67-69. Nov 76. AIAJ

Great Falls; Residence, House Within A Screen Wall. MLTW/Turnbull. ph. pl iso. p. 104-105. Oct 76. HH


Lynchburg; Residence, 1700’s. Thomas Jefferson, m. pl elev. p. 44-50. July 76. AIAJ


Northern Piedmont Region; Study of English Small Villages to Use in Planning. by W. P. Dinsmoor White. ph. map. p. 42-47. Summer 76. DE

Reston; New Town, Analysis. ph. p. 34. Sept 76. AIAJ
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WALL COVERING

New Products: ph, p. 47+; mid-Oct 76: AR
Vinyl Wallcoverings: ph, p. 18+; Apr 76: INT
Survey: ph, p. 66-71, Mar/Apr 76: RI

WALL

Eye-Catching Wall Treatments: by Carole Eichen, ph, p. 46; Aug 76: HH
High-Performance Glass, Uses, Costs, Energy Costs, Acoustical Properties; Various Glazed Wall Details, pl. sec. det. tables, photo, dia. elev. graphs.; p. 49-59; June 76: PA
Light-Gauge Steel Is Framing for Lightweight Wall Panels; ph, p. 125-126; July 76: AR
On-Slab Fabrication of Cement-Plaster Panels; ph, p. 125-126; July 76: AR
Stud-and-Bracket System in Dry-Wall Construction Gives Laboratory Flexibility; ph. det, p. 143; Mar 76: AR
Water-Filled Wall Panels Maintain Internal Temperatures; isothermic Systems, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 107; mid-Aug 76: AR
See WINDOW also

WALL PAPER

Eye-Catching Wall Treatments; by Carole Eichen; ph, p. 46; Aug 76: HH

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

North Bonneville; New Town Site and Its Design: Relocated by Corps of Engineers: Royston, Hanamoto, Beck & Abey; by Robert N. Royston, ph. map. pl. p. 438-443; Sept 76: LA
North Bonneville; Town Wins Fight With Corps of Engineers: Plans for a Relocation; by Richard W. Johnston; ph. p. 432-437; Sept 76: LA
Seattle; Hospital; General, Progressive Care Facility; Ridenour, Cochran & Lewis; ph. pl. p. 122-124; July 76: AR
Seattle; Office Building; Low Rise, Restored Pioneer Building, Ralph D. Anderson; ph. p. 29; June 76; AIAJ
Seattle; Park Over Freeway, Lawrence Halprin; pl. p. 10; Oct 76; AIAJ
Seattle; Showroom Complex, Occidental Square; Geoff Lundenquist, ph. ill.; p. 12; Dec 76; INT
Tacoma; Art Museum; Converted Bank, Alan Liddle; ph. p. 34; June 76; AIAJ

WASHINGTON (Cont’d)

Tacoma; Conference and Media Room; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. p. 76; Jan 76: INT
Tacoma; Converted City Hall into Shops: Barnett Schorr; ph. p. 30-31; June 76: AIAJ
Tacoma; Hospital; General; St. Joseph's; Bertrand Goldberg; ph. sec. pl. p. 110-115; July 76: AR
Tacoma; Remodeled City Hall, Specialty Shops; 1891, Hatherton & McIntosh Barnett Schorr; ph. sec. p. 67; Nov 76: PA
Vashon Island; Vacation House; Booth & Nagle; ph. p. 94-95; Aug 76: HH
Walla Walla; Walla Walla Community College; Environmental Concern; ph. p. 72-73; June 76: INT

WASTE DISPOSAL

Urban Sub-Community Design Features Waste Disposal and Energy Conversion Facilities; sec. pl. dia.; p. 114-129; May 76: AR

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN

WEATHER PROOFING

New Products; pl. p. 53+; mid-Oct 76: AR

WEST GERMANY

Hanover; Restoration of the Great Gardens: Process Analysis; by Gerda Gollwitzer; ph. pl. p. 231-238; May 76: LA

WEST VIRGINIA

Harpers Ferry; Exhibits at Franklin Court, National Park Service; ph. p. 32-33; Fall 76: DE

WIND STUDIES

Specialist Engineers, Their Development; Engineering for Architecture; by Margaret F. Gaskie; ill.; p. 92-97; mid-Aug 76; AR
Tuned Mass Damper Counters Wind Movement in Office Tower; ph. sec. dia. det. axon.; p. 66-71; mid-Aug 76: AR

WINDOW

High-Performance Glass, Uses, Costs, Energy Costs, Acoustical Properties; Various Glazed Wall Details, pl. sec. det. tables, photo, dia. elev. graphs.; p. 49-59; June 76: PA
New Products; ph. p. 71+; mid-Oct 76: AR
New Products; ph. p. 90+; Jan 76: HH
See GLASS also

WISCONSIN

Madison; Paisan's Restaurant, Harry J. Krueger; Jr.; ph. p. 64-65; July 76: INT
Milwaukee; Art Museum, Addition. Kahler, Slater & Fitzhugh Scott; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 87-92; July 76: AR
WISECONSIN (Cont'd)
Milwaukee; Conference and Media Room, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 81, Jan 76, INT Milwaukee; Hospital, General, St. Mary's; Bertrand Goldberg; ph. pl.; p. 110-115, July 76, AR

WOOD
Massachusetts, Nantucket; Handcrafted Wood Parts for House, Louis MacKall; ph. pl. sec., p. 54-57, mid-May 76, AR

WOOD (Cont'd)
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD also

WORKING DRAWINGS
See OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING
Jackson Hole; Hotel, Convention and Resort Hotel, Ramada Inn; MacFayden & de Vido and Corbett & Dehnert; ph. pl.; p. 116-117, Feb 76, AR

Z

YUGOSLAVIA
Trieste, Near; Hotel, Resort Complex; Architects Collaborative; m.; p. 35, July 76, AR

ZAMBA
Lusaka; Self-Help Housing, Panama, Panama City, San Salvador, El Salvador, Lusaka, Zambia, by Ellen Jane Opat; ph. ill., p. 36-41, Spring 76, DE

ZONING
California's Coastal Protection Law; ph.; p. 12, 16, Oct 76, HH
Coastal Code; California, --- ---; ph.; p. 32, Mar 76, HH

ZONING (Cont'd)
Court Approval of Development Density; California, Alameda; ph. p. 26, Nov 76, HH
Court Voids Limit on Growth; Florida, Boca Raton; ph. 18, Nov 76, HH
Courts Disagree on Exclusionary Zoning; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan, p. 90, Sept 76, PA
Developer's Right to Zoning After Winning in Court; by Leonard Wolfe; ph.; p. 64, Jan 76, HH
Drive to Repeal Coastal Conservation Act; ph.; p. 12, May 76, HH
Fight for Zoning for 26000 Apartments; Florida, Fort Myers; pl.; p. 20, Oct 76, HH
Formula to Predict Chance of Zoning Approval; Example, by John Rahenkamp; ph.; p. 88-91, Aug 76, HH
Planning Without Growth; by Patricia Conway, p. 16-17, Summer 76, DE
Superb Incentive Zoning Program; New York, New York; Special Theater District, Other Special Districts, by Ekkehart Schwarz; ph. pl. iso., p. 28-33, Summer 76, DE
Supreme Court Approves Electorate Vote on Zoning Changes; by Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan, p. 89, Dec 76, PA
Supreme Court Ruling On Opening White Suburbs; p. 16, June 76, HH
Supreme Court To Hear Case On Zoning Out Low Income Housing; p. 5, Dec 76, HH
Supreme Court To Rule On Zoning Referendums; by Leonad Wolfe and Douglas Linn; ph.; p. 40, Mar 76, HH
Supreme Court Views Land-Use Cases; p. 37, Feb 76, AR
Supreme Court's Ruling for Voter Approvals of Zoning Change; ph.; p. 24, Aug 76, HH
Zoning Impediments To High Rise Apartment Buildings; Illinois, Chicago; p. 19, May 76, HH
See LAW also

ZOO
Children's Zoo; Ohio, Akron; James H. Bassett; ill.; p. 334-335, July 76, LA
See RECREATION also
### SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accounting</th>
<th>See Apartment Development, Cost Analysis, Office Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
<td>See Structural/Air Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Supported Structure</td>
<td>See Structural/Air Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect or Designer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Drawing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Photography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditorium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier-Free Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath Room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty Salon</td>
<td>See Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botanical Gardens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Management</td>
<td>See Construction Management, Office Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Costs</td>
<td>See Cost Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Product</td>
<td>See Individual Subject Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafeteria</td>
<td>See Restaurant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cemetery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care Center</td>
<td>See School/Early Learning Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church</td>
<td>See Religious Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City and Regional Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Hall</td>
<td>See Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic Center</td>
<td>See Government Building, Urban Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club</td>
<td>See Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatings</td>
<td>See Paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>college</td>
<td>See University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Center Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Aided Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concert Hall</td>
<td>See Auditorium, Cultural Center, Theater, University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>See Structural/Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condominium</td>
<td>See Apartment Development, Law, Residential Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>See Law, Office Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>See Security System, Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtain Wall</td>
<td>See Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Care Center</td>
<td>See School/Early Learning Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Learning Center</td>
<td>See School/Early Learning Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake Protection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>See Architectural Education, Environmental Education, Landscape Education, School, University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly Housing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>See Office Practice, Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Impact</td>
<td>See Ecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

ESTHETICS
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

EVALUATION METHODS

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

FABRIC STRUCTURE
See STRUCTURAL/AIR STRUCTURE and TENSION

FABRICS

FACTORY
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
See ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, OFFICE PRACTICE

FINLAND
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
FIRE PROOFING

FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOAM
FOLK ARCHITECTURE
See VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

FOUNDATION
See STRUCTURAL

FOUNTAIN
FRANCE
FREEWAY
See HIGHWAY

FURNITURE

GARAGE
See PARKING, GARAGE

GARBAGE DISPOSAL
See SANITATION, WASTE TREATMENT

GARDEN
See LANDSCAPE

GEOGRAPHY

GEORGIA

GLASS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

GRAPHICS

GREECE

GREENHOUSE

GYMNASIUM
See RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

HAITI
HANDICAPPED DESIGN
See BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

HARDWARE
HAWAII

HEALTH CARE
See CLINIC, HOSPITAL

HEATING AND VENTILATING

HIGHWAY

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

HOLLAND

HOSPITAL

HOTEL

HOUSING

HOUSING FOR THE AGED
See ELDERLY HOUSING

ICELAND
ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDONESIA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
INFLATABLE STRUCTURE
See STRUCTURAL/AIR STRUCTURE

INFORMATION SYSTEM
INSULATION
INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
INTERIOR DESIGN
IOWA
IRAN
IRAQ
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY

JAPAN

KANSAS

KENTUCKY

KITCHEN

LABORATORY
See RESEARCH LABORATORY

LANDSCAPE EDUCATION

LANDSCAPE

LAW

LEBANON
LEGAL
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, ZONING

LIBRARY

LIGHTING

LIVING ROOM

LOUISIANA

MAINE

MALL

MAPPING

MARINE PARK
See RECREATION

MARYLAND

MASONRY

MASSACHUSETTS

MAURITIUS

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING

MEGASTRUCTURE
See UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN

METALS

METRIC
See OFFICE PRACTICE

MEXICO

MICHIGAN

MIDDLE EAST

MINNESOTA

MISSISSIPPI

MISSOURI

MOBILE HOME
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
   See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
MONTANA
MOTEL
   See HOTEL
MULTI-USE BUILDING
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
   See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEW ENGLAND
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW TOWN
   See CITY PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
NEW YORK
NEW ZEALAND
NOISE CONTROL
   See ACOUSTICS
NORTH CAROLINA
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKINAWA
OKLAHOMA
OLD AGE HOUSING
   See ELDERLY HOUSING
OPERA HOUSE
   See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
OREGON
PAINT
PANAMA
PANELING
PARADE
PARK
   See LANDSCAPE, RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PARTITION
   See WALL
PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONNEL
PERU
PHILIPPINES
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANTS
PLASTICS
   See FOAM, FURNITURE, STRUCTURAL PLASTICS
PLAYGROUND
   See LANDSCAPE, RECREATION, SCHOOL
PLAZA
POLICE STATION
   See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
PREFABRICATION
   See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING, MOBILE HOME, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
PRIMITIVE ARCHITECTURE
   See VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
PRESEvation
   See HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUERTO RICO
QATAR
RAPID TRANSIT
   See TRANSPORTATION
RECORDING STUDIO
   See COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING
REAL ESTATE
   See ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
RECREATION
REDEVELOPMENT
   See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY PLANNING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL PLANNING
   See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
REligious BUILDING
REMODELING
RESEARCH LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RESORT
   See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
   See HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
RETIREMENT HOUSING
   See ELDERLY HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER
ROOFING
ROW HOUSE
   See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, TOWNHOUSE
RUGS
RURAL DESIGN
   See BARN
SANITATION
SAUDI ARABIA
SAVINGS AND LOAN
   See BANK
SCHOOL
SCULPTURE
   See ART
SECURITY SYSTEM
SELF-HELP CONSTRUCTION
SEWAGE
   See SANITATION
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIGNS
   See GRAPHICS
SKYLIGHT
SOIL
   See STRUCTURAL
SOLAR
SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS
   See RECREATION
STADIUM
   See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
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SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE

STORE

STREET

STRUCTURAL

SUPERGRAPHICS
See GRAPHICS

SWAZILAND

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

SYNAGOGUE
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING

TAIWAN

TECHNOLOGY

TEMPLE
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

THEATER

TORONTO

TOWNHOUSE
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE

TRAMWAY
See TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

TRUCIAL OMAN

TUNISIA

UNIVERSITY

URBAN DESIGN

URBAN RENEWAL
See CITY PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN

UTAH

VERMONT

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

VIRGINIA

WALL

WALL COVERING

WALL PAPER

WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

WASTE DISPOSAL

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN

WEATHER PROOFING

WEST GERMANY

WEST VIRGINIA

WIND STUDIES

WINDOW

WISCONSIN

WOOD

WORKING DRAWINGS
See OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

YUGOSLAVIA

ZAMBIA

ZONING

ZOO

ERRATA
in the 1974 issue on p. 39

GOVERNMENT BUILDING
Fire Station; San Francisco, California. ph. pl.
sec. elev., p. 138-140, June 74; AR

add
BRACCIA, De BRER & HEGLUND

on p. 28

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco; Fire Station; ph. pl. sec. elev., p. 138-140, June 74; AR

add
BRACCIA, De BRER & HEGLUND

on p. 6;
under "ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER"

add
BRACCIA, DeBRER & HEGLUND
Fire Station; San Francisco. California; ph. pl.
sec. elev., p. 138-140, June 74; AR